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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

network efficiency. This book bridges the gap between physical layer and network layer
technologies and helps create solutions that build higher capacity and more resilient networks.
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complex optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR)-based designs. Chapter 4 also shows the
importance of OSNR in estimating BER and the need for evaluation of the Q-factor as an
intermediate stage in BER calculation. In addition, it discusses dispersion-based systems
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The need to send more information (data) through a communication medium (channel) is one of
the motivating factors for continuous research to invent more efficient communication systems.
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It was not until the mid-1980s that commercial deployment of fiber actually occurred. A
paradigm shift in fiber manufacturing technologies and new developments in semiconductor
lasers and detectors enhanced the speed of this deployment. A gradual shift from the
conventional multimode to the more exotic single mode fiber caused a steep increase in
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light within a transmissive media. This concept is detailed in the following section, "WDM," and it
leads to the basic theory that supports optical communication. Further, multiplexing, in time and
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
frequency domains, is quite prominently deployed in various forms of communication systems.
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
This concept is furthered to the field of optical communications, which gives birth to what is
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
commonly termed wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). Later in this chapter, the section
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
titled "Optics: An Update" discusses WDM in more detail.
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The software-based network management system and the protocols that run through the
channels of communication, creating a conducive communication environment.
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7, "X over DWDM," discusses various protocols over the WDM layer, and Chapter 8,
perspectives
"Future WDM Networks and Technologies," describes various new technologies and focus on new
areasDesign
of WDM
optical
networking
amplifier-based
with the predominant
links
IP layer imbibed onto the optical layer. Chapter
9, "Tests and Measurements," deals with testing WDM systems as well as measuring WDM
Learn
how to design
optical
based onofpower
system
parameters.
Chapter
10, "links
Simulations
WDM budget
Systems," explains simulation techniques
and methodologies of WDM networks.
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

WDM
WDM is the abbreviation for wavelength division multiplexing—a term that has risen to
prominence over the past decade. Charles Brackett's seminal paper13 on wavelength division
multiplexing in 1990 set the tone for the recent advances in this sector of networking. Optical
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different
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(frequencies) and multiplexing these different frequencies as a composite
signal, we can increase the cumulative data rate of the entire fiber. This multiplexing scheme is
commonly termed WDM.

The transmitter end of the communication channel has a finite limit to the maximum data that
can
be modulatedbook
onto on
a single
wavelength.
Multiplexing
many such data
streams on different
A comprehensive
DWDM
network design
and implementation
solutions.
wavelengths not only increases the net data rate but also circumvents the opto-electronic
mismatch to a certain extent. (Although the fiber can accommodate up to 40 Tbps of capacity,
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Design optical links based on OSNR
The use of different modulation schemes to increase the data rate has been studied extensively.
Design
a real DWDM
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andused,
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non-return
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Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Optics: An Update
This section looks at some of the basic phenomena that govern optical communication. Most of
these phenomena are quite simplistic and intuitive and can serve as a refresher for basic optical
principles. Although some of the analysis of optical communication involves complex
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observed in free space as well as within the fiber are reflection, refraction,
368
birefringence, polarization, and dispersion. The first two are simple effects that are easy to
understand; whereas the latter three are somewhat complicated and are severe impairments to
optical communication and major contributors to attenuating a propagating signal or distorting it
beyond recognition value.

A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Light travels in different media with different velocities. The speed of light in vacuum is
approximately 3 x 108 meters per second, while the velocity in other media varies. A term that
reflects
this various
change optical
is the refractive
index of
the media.
Study
communication
principles
as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network

NOTE
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
The refractive index of a particular media with respect to a vacuum is given by the
ratio
of the
speed
of light in vacuum
Design
optical
amplifier-based
links to that in the given media.
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
The refractive
index links
is 1.5based
for Pyrex
glass and 1.33 for water. Mathematically, refractive index n
Design optical
on OSNR
is given as in Equation 1-1.
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
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and design
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Equation
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Index nbased on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
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InFigure 1-1, section A, AO represents a ray incident on a denser medium from a rarer medium.
A denser medium is one of high material density and also high refractive index; in contrast, a
rarer
medium is one
with
index
and lower
OB representssolutions.
the reflected ray. In
A comprehensive
book
on lower
DWDM
network
designdensity.
and implementation
Figure 1-1, section B, OB represents the ray that passes through when the angle of incidence is 0
degrees to the normal.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
Further,
the angle
of incidence is always congruent (equal to) to the angle of reflection.
an optical
fiber
Moreover, the incident ray, reflected ray, and normal all lie in the same plane.
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Refraction occurs when a ray of light passes from one medium to another, but its effects are
observed
when
the
angle
of incidence
issignal
greater
than zero. For
all angles
of OSNR
incidence
Learn
about
the
effects
of noise in
propagation,
especially
from
and that
BER are
greater
than zero, the ray of light while passing from a rarer to a denser medium bends toward
perspectives
the normal; in contrast, when the ray of light passes from a denser to a rarer medium, it bends
optical
amplifier-based
links
awayDesign
from the
normal
(see Figure 1-2,
section B). This bending of light when passing through
different mediums of different indices and hence densities is called refraction.
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR

Figure 1-2. Refracted Light

Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding
of DWDM of
technology
and then
goes onmedium
to teachisthe
design, implementation,
If the angle of incidence
a ray of light,
in a denser
continuously
increased, the and
maintenance
of
DWDM
in
a
network.
You
will
gain
an
understanding
of
how
to
analyze
designs
corresponding refracted ray (in the rarer medium) is bent away from the normal;
this "away
prior
to
installation
to
measure
the
impact
that
the
technology
will
have
on
your
bandwidth
bending" can be mathematically explained by Snell's law (see Equation 1-2). As we increaseand
the

angle of incidence, a point is reached when the angle of refraction is perpendicular to the
normal. The ray is submerged and glazes the boundary (see Figure 1-3, section A) of the two
media. The minimum angle of incidence for which the angle of refraction is 90 degrees is called
critical angle, and this value for glass is 41 degrees and 24 minutes.
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
InFigure
1-2,and
section
A, ray
AO is components
the incident in
raya in
a denser
medium, while OB is the refracted
Design
evaluate
optical
DWDM
network
ray in a rarer medium. Note here that in OB, the refracted ray bends away from the normal.
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angle
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anglepropagation,
of refraction.especially
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Figure
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Learn
about
the effects
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in signal
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BER B, AO
is theperspectives
incident ray in the rarer medium while OB is the refracted ray in the denser medium. Note
here that the refracted ray OB is bent toward the normal. Therefore, angle of incidence is lesser
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refraction.
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atpower
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Learn
how
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the surface or, in other words, has angle of refraction 90 degrees (perpendicular to the normal).
Designincrease
optical links
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Any further
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incidence leads to total internal reflection—a condition
achieved in Figure 1-3, section B. In this case, the incident ray gets reflected in the medium
a real DWDM
network
with
impairment
due tomedium,
OSNR, dispersion,
andconventional
gain tilt
itself Design
and is completely
reflected
back
into
the originating
thus obeying
laws of reflection (see Figure 1-3, section B).
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Snell's law of refraction mathematically states the following, shown in Equation 1-2.
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend
different protocols
transport of data over the DWDM layer
Equation
1-2 Snell's
Law of for
Refraction
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance
on the Internet
rise. Dense
wavelength
division
multiplexing
is one
In this equation,
n1 and continue
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of the two
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and q 1 and(DWDM)
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technology
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significant
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to
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growing
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need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the
new technology
satisfy
network's
bandwidth
It begins
by providing
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Consider
Figure 1-5, to
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cross
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is a cylindrical
understanding
of
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technology
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then
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to
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design,
implementation,
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of DWDM
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You whereas
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an understanding
to analyze
designsis
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installation
measure
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andtechnology
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Figure 1-4 for graded index (gradual shift in refractive index from center to periphery) and step
index (discrete shift in refractive index from center to periphery at the demarked core-cladding
boundary).

Figure 1-4. Longitudinal Cross Section of a Fiber
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
A ray of light AB incident (see Figure 1-5) to the core hits the core at angle q AB, and obeying
Snell's
laws, optical
gets refracted
toward
the denser medium. This refracted ray BC strikes the coreDesign
links based
on OSNR
cladding boundary at C and undergoes total internal reflection, provided that the angle BCC' is
greater
than athe
critical
angle
for that
medium.
This due
phenomenon
the gain
z-direction
Design
real
DWDM
network
with
impairment
to OSNR, continues
dispersion,inand
tilt
(propagation direction) and serves as the basis of fiber-optic communication.
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks

Figure 1-5. Geometric Optics Principle for Optical Communication in a
Comprehend different protocols for transport
Fiberof data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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The light-gathering capability of an optical fiber is called numerical aperture (NA). The greater
the numerical aperture, the greater the light-gathering capacity. The acceptance angle a
determines the amount of light that a fiber collects (see Figure 1-5). The acceptance angle is
measured in terms of numerical aperture.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
NA can be derived as shown in Equations 1-3 and 1-4.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in

Equation
1-3
an optical
fiber

Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives

Equation 1-4
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
In the equations, n, no, and n1 are the refractive indices of each medium.
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Substituting n = 1 for air, in Equation 1-3, we get Equation 1-5, we get the following.
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand
Equation
1-5 and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems

Equation
1-6
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Substituting preceding trigonometric relation back in Equation 1-6, we get the following result.
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Substitute
in Equation
1-5.
Studythis
various
optical communication
principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Birefringence
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
In certain transparent materials, a refractive index varies as a function of the direction of the
incident
ray and polarization.
Birefringence
literallyofmeans
"double
Comprehend
different protocols
for transport
data over
the refraction."
DWDM layerWhen
nonpolarized light falls on birefringent material, it refracts the nonpolarized incident ray into two
orthogonally
polarized
rays. These
rays are
horizontally
and vertically
polarized
(a more
Learn how
to test light
and measure
different
parameters
in DWDM
networks
and optical
detailed
description on polarization is given in the "Polarization" section as well as in reference2).
systems
Of these two rays, one ray is called ordinary ray "O," which obeys Snell's law; the other ray is
called
extraordinary
ray "E,"
and it does
not
law. Allnew
crystals
that haveand
cubic
lattice
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behavior
when
to mechanical
technology
thatsubjected
allows networks
to gain stress.
significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
Birefringence
phenomena
in fiber-optic
communication
pulse to
In an
the new technology
to satisfy
your network's
bandwidthcauses
needs.the
It begins
byspread.
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optical
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and
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of
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation,
and
mechanical
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A
single
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of
light
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propagate
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a
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without
any
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze change
designsin
its
state
of polarization.
Practically,
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core
istechnology
not a perfect
might haveand
prior
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to measure
the impact
that
the
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your bandwidth

undergone nonuniform mechanical stress and hence be deformed. These defects usually give rise
to birefringence within the fiber (assuming strong birefringent properties) that causes a single
nonpolarized light pulse to split into horizontally polarized and vertically polarized pulses.
Due to differential group-delay (DGD) between vertical and horizontal pulses, the traveling pulse
gets distorted during transmission in a fiber. DGD has a significant impact on the maximum bit
rate that is possible in an optical fiber. Group delay is a function of the birefringence in the fiber
for the entire length and also depends on the temperature and mechanical stress of the fiber. A
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Light is
a form
are orthogonal to each other as its elementary constituents. These time-varying (E) and (H)
fields of an electromagnetic wave are said to be linearly polarized if the direction of their
components and magnitudes is constant over time. This condition of constant proliferation of the
axial (X,Y,Z) components is called circular polarization. As light propagates through a fiber, the
wave
constantly interacts
thenetwork
medium.
This interaction
leads to a solutions.
condition in which the
A comprehensive
book on with
DWDM
design
and implementation
individual components are no longer equal in magnitude and direction, which in turn leads to
Polarization mode dispersion (PMD) (explained in detail in the "Dispersion" section). The
Study of
various
optical
principles
asinwell
communication
methodologies
interaction
light with
thecommunication
medium leads to
a change
theas
electric
dipole moment
per unit in
an optical
fiber
volume,
or the polarization,
producing elliptical or noncircular fields.

Designofand
evaluate optical
components
in a DWDM
network
The degree
polarization
(P) is defined
as shown
in Equation
1-8.
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Equation
1-8
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
In theDesign
equation,
I polDWDM
equalsnetwork
strengthwith
of polarized
component,
and Idispersion,
strength
of
unpol equalsand
a real
impairment
due to OSNR,
gain tilt
unpolarized component.
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Polarization can be a resultant of reflection, refraction, or scattering. An incident ray that
undergoes
reflection,
or architectures
polarization and
is subjected
to interaction
with the
media or
Understand
and refraction,
design nodal
for different
classification
of DWDM
networks
with itself gets polarized. The degree of polarization depends on the angle of incidence, the
refractive
Comprehend
index, and
different
the scattering
protocols
profile
for transport
of the media.
of data
Figure
over 1-6
the DWDM
shows different
layer
polarization
profiles of signals. A is circularly polarized, B is elliptically polarized, C is vertically polarized,
how to test
and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
and DLearn
is horizontally
polarized.
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance onFigure
the Internet
to rise.
Dense of
wavelength
division
multiplexingto
(DWDM)
is one
1-6.continue
Different
Types
Induced
Polarization
an
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
Electromagnetic Pulse Within the Fiber
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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Dispersion is an inherited property of the fiber that can be attributed to the spreading of an
optical pulse in time domain due to the difference in the velocities of the various spectral
components that are associated with that optical pulse. We have to note that each optical pulse
has different spectral components or multiple frequencies. Each spectral component has its own
velocity
and can travel
a different
path. Because
of this, each solutions.
component reaches the
A comprehensive
book through
on DWDM
network design
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communication channel) to detect the pulses correctly. The velocity at which the different
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Design optical links based on OSNR
Design 1-9
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Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
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new applications,
new technologies,
and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
Equation
need. DWDM1-10
Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

In this equation, L is the length of the fiber through which we desire to calculate the group
delay,l is the wavelength, and b 2=d2b/dw2 is known as the group velocity dispersion (GVD)
parameter, which is a measure of actual broadening of the pulse. Finally, the following quantity
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is called the dispersion that is induced in an optical pulse. Technically, it is a measure of the
pulse spread of the wavelength in terms of the group delay. Refer to Figure 1-7. This kind of
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Figure 1-7. Intersymbol Interference. Pulse of width t 1 spreads to t 2
upon traveling through a fiber of length L. Two adjacent pulses spread
into each other, resulting in intersymbol interference.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer

Diffraction
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
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to optical networking is explained in more detail in Chapter 2.)

Figure 1-8. Diffraction Using Etched Concentric Circles Figure 1-8 is an
example of diffraction using etched concentric circles on a slab of glass
and projecting a narrow beam of light on them. The beam is diffracted
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Fiber
Afiber is a cylindrical waveguide in which light propagates on the basis of modal theory. Modes
are solutions of Maxwell's equations for particular boundary conditions. From a layman's
perspective, modes can be considered different paths of propagation in a core of a fiber.
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H. Optical pulse propagation within a fiber can be described best by
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electromagnetic
wave-propagation
theory. To understand this approach, we need to solve
Maxwell's
equation
a cylindrical waveguide. If E and H are the electric and magnetic field
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vectors in space (x,y,z) and time; further B is the magnetic flux density, and D is the electric flux
density,
then µ and e are constants of permeability and permittivity.
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working
relationships
for optical transmission. Because of the equations' concise statements,
they embody a high level of mathematical sophistication and are not usually introduced in an
introductory treatment of the subject, except perhaps as summary relationships.

Equations 1-11–1-14 reproduce a set of four equations, which are the constituents of Maxwell's
equation
of electromagnetics.
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that are associated among electric and magnetic fields producing effects that govern the
standard motion of electromagnetic waves in different media.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
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Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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is the curl, and
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
and Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
P is the polarization (electric).
Design optical amplifier-based links
Taking the curl of Equation 1-11 and using the standard vector formula for the associative cross
product
shown
1-15: links based on power budget
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design optical
Design optical links based on OSNR
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Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend
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protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
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1-12.
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems1-16
Equation
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
Now
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Figure
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maintenance
DWDM
in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Figure 1-9. Different Modes (A,B,C) Propagating in the Fiber
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
We cannot accurately analyze pulse propagation within a fiber by using geometrical optics alone
because it might lead to inaccuracy. The geometric optics limit the solution to an approximation
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Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
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technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
Equation
1-19 to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
the new technology
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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Further solving, we get the wave equations in cylindrical coordinates, as shown in Equation 121.
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Cutoff Condition and Single Mode Fiber
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
optical fiber
For a an
particular
mode to exist and successfully propagate, it must have a field (both E,H) that
does not decay outside the core.
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
The solution of Equation 1-25 for a generalized case by separation of a variables method yields
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Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
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Understand
and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
Similarly,
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that
allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
Equation
1-24
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

a(r) can be solved as a differential equation for Bessel's Function.6
While we are approximating the cutoff condition, we come across an important parameter called
the normalized frequency V or V parameter, such that
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In the equation, 'a' is the radius of the core, n1 and n2 are the refractive index of the core and
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Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Fiber Losses
This section discusses various impairments that affect signal propagation and limit transmission
distances in fibers. Attenuation is the most fundamental impairment that affects signal
propagation. It is quite standardized and is given as a specification for a particular fiber type.
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Scattering
is another
serious source of impairments for a fiber. Among scattering phenomena,
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Raleigh scattering is the most prominent. Raleigh scattering is quite prominent in optical fibers,
and its profile follows a unique wavelength distribution. As signal rates increase, dispersion
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prominent
high bit rates. Fiber nonlinearities are another source of severe impairment at high
rates. Phase modulation of an optical signal by itself (self-phase modulation, or SPM) or by an
adjacent signal on some adjacent wavelength (cross-phase modulation, or XPM) are two sources
of penalty in long-haul transmission links. Fourwave mixing, Raman, and Brillouin effects are
three more nonlinear effects that affect communication.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.

Attenuation
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
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Figure 1-10. Attenuation Curve in a Fiber (Reprinted from IEEE
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1979)
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Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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Absorption also occurs as a result of group 3 (transition) elements being present in the fiber.
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wavelengths above 1.7 µm for optical communications. (See the section titled "Fiber Types" at
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
the end of this chapter for more details.)
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Raleigh Scattering
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Bending Losses

The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
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Internet
to rise.
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understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Attenuation Coefficient
The attenuation coefficient a is expressed in dB per kilometer and represents the loss in dB per
kilometer of fiber.(A note on decibel-dB is given later in this section.)
Power attenuation is shown in Equation 1-25.
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If P is the input power and L is the total length of the fiber, we can express output power P2 as
shown in Equation 1-26.

Equation 1-26
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Dispersion in Fiber
The velocity of propagation of light depends on wavelength. The degradation of lightwaves is
caused by the various spectral components present within the wave, each traveling at its own
velocity. This phenomenon is called dispersion. Several types of dispersion exist, two of which
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this relation, we can observe a finite limit to both bit rate and propagating length
considering physical limits on the narrowness of the spectral source. One way to increase the BLThe demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
product is to employ dispersion compensation techniques described in Chapters 3 and 4.
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
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The fiber is not truly a cylindrical waveguide, but it can be best described as an imperfect
cylinder with physical dimensions that are not perfectly constant. The mechanical stress exerted
upon the fiber as well as the imperfections resulting from the manufacturing process are the
reasons for the variations in the cylindrical geometry. This variation also leads to a phenomenon
called birefringence whereby a fiber that acquires birefringence causes a propagating pulse to
loose the balance between the polarization components. This leads to a stage where different
polarization components travel at different velocities creating pulse-spread, and this spread is
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components (from this point referred to as the two modes due to polarization
or just modes) exchange their power over a period, T. The length in which power from one mode
is transferred to the other is called the beat length. Refer to Figure 1-11.
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Figure 1-11. PMD
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PMD compensation techniques are commercial realities today. Dispersion-maintaining fibers are
commercially available and are made intentionally by introducing degrees of birefringence in
them that negate the effects of PMD over a length of transmission.
Dispersion compensation is a useful technique for long haul as well metropolitan area networks,
especially at high data rates (short pulses).
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NOTE
Waveguide dispersion depends on Equations 1-34 and 1-35, and therefore, depends on
r 1, n 1, and n 2. By manipulating r1, n1, and n 2, we can achieve dng/dl = 0 at 1.55 µm.
These fibers are called dispersion-shifted fibers because of the lateral shift in the zero
dispersion wavelength.
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Nonlinearities
Under the influence of electric and magnetic fields, light in optical fibers exhibits nonlinear
effects. Primarily, nonlinearity in optical fibers can be traced to the susceptibility c(i); this
susceptibility directly relates to the polarization vector, P.
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In the equation,
is the nonlinear refractive index that is proportional to the real part of thirdorder linear susceptibility. When light propagates through a medium, the photons interact with
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When two photons interact with each other in a nonlinear media, they produce a third photon
that has an optical frequency based on the difference of the two interacting frequencies.
Decreasing channel spacing and high chromatic dispersion will increase FWM effects.
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Window of Operations
Researchers have always argued about the number of operating windows of wavelengths or
bands that can exist in an optical communication network. To the designer or systems engineer,
this is not much of an issue for argument because practical WDM networks currently function in
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Fiber Types
The most common type of single mode fiber is usually referred to as standard single-mode fiber.
TheInternational Telecommunication Union (ITU), which is a global standardization body for
telecommunication systems and vendors, defines different types of fibers. Some of the different
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have zero dispersion wavelength at 1310 nm. We can also use this type of fiber in 1550 nm
regions, but it is not optimized for this region. The chromatic dispersion at 1550 nm is high
(18ps/nm-km), and for high data-rate applications, dispersion compensations have to be
employed. An example of this type of fiber is corning SMF-28.
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and
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and design
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and
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(under the sea fiber cables)
and extended long-haul applications.
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer

Nonzero Dispersion-Shifted Fiber (G.655)12

Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
Nonzero
dispersion-shifted fibers (NZDSFs) are SMFs that have chromatic dispersion that is
greater than a nonzero value throughout the C band (1500 nm) region. This dispersion reduces
The
demand
for Internet bandwidth
grows asmixing,
new applications,
technologies,
and increased
the effect
of nonlinearities,
such as four-way
self-phase new
modulation,
and cross-phase
reliance
on
the
Internet
continue
to
rise.
Dense
wavelength
division
multiplexing
(DWDM)
is one
modulation, which are seen in the DWDM systems. These types of fibers are best suited and
technology
that
allows
networks
to
gain
significant
amounts
of
bandwidth
to
handle
this
growing
optimized to operate between 1500–1600 nm.
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new
technology
satisfy
your network's
bandwidth
needs.
It begins
by providing
an
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If the dispersion
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understanding
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the design,
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words,
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as aimplementation,
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a network.
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of how
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designs
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theunderstanding
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Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
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Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Units of Optical Pow er Measurement: Decibel
The power level in optical fiber communications is too wide ranged to express on linear scale. A
logarithmic scale known as decibel (dB) is used to express power in optical communications. The
wide range of power values makes decibel a convenient unit to express the power levels that are
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decibels. The decibel does not give a magnitude of power, but it is a ratio of two powers. See
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Example:
Calculate
the gainbook
of the
in dB, when
1 watt
applied to the solutions.
input and 2 watts is
A comprehensive
onamplifier
DWDM network
design
and is
implementation
measured as the output:
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
dB =an
10log
optical
fiber
= 3 db
Measured output is 2W
10 2/1
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Gain of this amplifier is 3 db.
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
dBm is the power level related to 1 mW.
Design optical amplifier-based links

Equation
1-36
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
So far, we have studied different effects in optics as well as propagation of light in fibers. We
now introduce
a point-to-point
WDM
network andfor
the
variousclassification
parameters as
as networks
components
Understand
and design nodal
architectures
different
of well
DWDM
associated with it from a very high level perspective. A more detailed explanation of the
components
and subsystems
can be obtained
from of
Chapters
2 and
A design
Comprehend
different protocols
for transport
data over
the 3.
DWDM
layerideology is
available in Chapters 4,5 and 6.
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

A Point-to-Point WDM Network
By definition, WDM is multiplexing different optical information-bearing signals by virtue of the
spatial difference in their wavelengths, compositely riding in the same optical fiber.
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whatand
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shown
in
Figure
1-14,
node
A
transmits
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Figure 1-14. DWDM Point-to-Point Communication System
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Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
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intoperformance
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Classify
design
DWDM data
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on size
devices could be SONET platforms, ATM switches, or even routers. (IP over DWDM is explained
inChapter
7.) Theand
electronic
modulated onto
an opticalclassification
channel at aofspecified
Understand
design data
nodalisarchitectures
for different
DWDM networks
wavelength.
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
The data is fed to lasers either directly or coupled optically to the light emitted by the laser in a
modulating
cavity
(modulation).
The
power levels
of eachnetworks
channel are
Learn how
to externally
test and measure
different
parameters
in DWDM
andadjusted
optical using
controllable
optical attenuators to avoid excess nonlinear effects.
systems
The optical
are multiplexed
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for Internet
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as new applications,
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the transmission
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to satisfy
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that implementation,
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understandingnode
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and
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to teach
the design,
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and quality
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maintenance
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You will
an understanding
of desired
how to analyze
designs
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well as quantity
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(gain)
The bandwidth
amplified and
prior to(noise
installation
the impact
thatamplification
the technology
will required.
have on your

composite signal is demultiplexed by an arrayed waveguide demultiplexer.
Each de-multiplexed channel is fed into a switching fabric, which could be an all-optical switch
(O-O-O) or an opto-electronic switch (O-E-O). An O-O-O switch has the functionality of switching
or routing the channels completely in the optical domain. Refer to Figure 1-15.
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Learn
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effects of noise
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electrical
domain
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into electrical
bit streams
and reconverting
perspectives
them back to optical signals after switching them. This could also result in the egress signal to
be on different wavelength as compared to the ingress signal creating wavelength conversion
Design optical amplifier-based links
explained in Chapter 2 (section on transponders). Individual channels could also be dropped at
the desired
nodetoif design
the destination
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channel
is that
particular node.
Learn how
optical links
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on power
budget
Dropping
a channel
usually
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Design
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Design
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and
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wavelength into an ITU grid wavelength for WDM applications. Refer to Figure 1-16 for a clear
idea on
dropping
channels
at intermediate
nodes.
Classify
and of
design
DWDM
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on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend
different
protocolsDemonstrating
for transport of dataDropping
over the DWDM
Figure
1-16. WDM
System
of alayer
Wavelength at
an Intermediate Node
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems

The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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In summary, the switch fabric does the task of adding, dropping, or switching optical channels or
even just passing them through (pass through functionality). The channels are then fed to a
multiplexer and recombined into a composite WDM signal. This signal is amplified by the pre-line
A comprehensive
fiber
amplifier. book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
At node C, the signal is re-amplified by the post-line amplifier and demultiplexed into individual
Study various
opticalThese
communication
principles
asby
well
communication
methodologies
wavelengths
or channels.
channels are
detected
an as
array
of photo detectors,
and the in
an
optical
fiber
electrical signal is fed to the client side of the network. Transponders usually perform this
function of detecting and converting the network signal into client signal. Individual electrical
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optical components
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streams
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be evaluate
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time
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to give slower rate streams.
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about
the
of (source)
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A data
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node to
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wave-length
is
perspectives
called a lightpath, defined by Chlamtac and otherset al 7. A lightpath is an all optical connection
or channel from source to destination on a given wavelength. A semi-lightpath is an optical
Design optical amplifier-based links
channel that can be set up between source and destination nodes on more than one wavelength
by converting the light from one wavelength to another and so on, in the course of traversing a
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
source destination link. Assigning wavelengths to different lightpaths dynamically in a physical
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or ring optical
topology
is more
links
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conversion
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as well
as infant
technology.
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design DWDM
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on size The
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performance
lightpaths in the most efficient manner. The simplest being shortest path routing, and other
Understand
and design
nodal This
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forproblem
differentinclassification
of DWDM
schemes
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complexity.
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designing optical
WDMnetworks
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and is known popularly as the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem. (Some
Comprehend
transport
data over problem.
the DWDM
layer
references
call thisdifferent
the RCA protocols
or routingfor
and
channel of
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This
is discussed in
Chapter 6.)
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Emerging Technologies: WDM Versus TDM, OCDM, and
SCM
Capacity in a fiber can be increased by doing the following:
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Subcarrier
channel multiplexing (SCM)

Adding new fiber is costly and time consuming; therefore, it is not a preferred choice.
The conventional approach to increasing bandwidth in a single fiber is to use TDM. In TDM,
several
signals are
multiplexed
in network
the timedesign
domainand
to transmit
over a single
(fast) channel.
A comprehensive
book
on DWDM
implementation
solutions.
Interleaving pulses of different signals share a single channel, on a time-sharing basis. Consider
three signals at the same bit rate of B bps. If we multiplex these three channels onto one single
channel
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bit rate
communication
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as communication
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WDM thus works to be more scalable and flexible (on a desired demand basis) as compared to
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TDM. It can be an important building block for future enterprise and access networks. SCM
increases capacity by modulation techniques, without increasing bandwidth spectrum or clock
speed.
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Summary
In this chapter, we acquainted the reader with optical networking and technologies that are
associated with optical networking. Then we glanced through the various optical effects and
phenomena associated with optics. From there, the reader is introduced to modal theory for
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Chapter 2. Networking with DWDM -1
For those readers who are well versed with the fundamentals of optical communication
principles, this chapter sheds light on the underlined technologies and components involved in a
wavelength
division
multiplexing (WDM) network. In Chapter 1, "Introduction to Optical
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we
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point-to-point WDM links. Each node in the link is a WDM network
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element
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this
chapter
we focus on the individual heuristics of a node or NE. A WDM node
DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions
has features of adding, dropping, or passing through lightpaths. This kind of lightpath
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communication is facilitated by O-E-O (opto-electro-opto) or O-O-O (optical to optical) switch
fabrics. At the ingress of each node, the composite WDM signal is preamplified by using optical
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Numerous technologies have matured enough to produce quality optical components, which
facilitate these optical operations at each DWDM network element.
At a network element, the various technologies are fused together to produce a response, which
ensures a performance from the higher layers so as to interact with the optical layer.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
WDM technologies have been developed from classic optical physics. You do not need to know
the analysis of the physical phenomena, but you do need to know the applications as well as the
Study
various
optical communication
principles
as welldesigner
as communication
methodologies
effects
of these
phenomena
on a WDM network.
A network
has the liberty
to choose in
an
optical
fiber
from a variety of components and subsystems that broadly perform similar operations. For
example, the designer could have a demultiplexer consisting of either arrayed waveguides
Design
andBragg
evaluate
optical
components
in a explained
DWDM network
(AWGs)
or fiber
gratings
(FBGs).
(Both are
in later sections.) It will be at the
designer's discretion to choose a more suitable component for that particular network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
application. The designer's choice depends on the performance, cost, and requirements of the
perspectives
components as well as the network.
Design optical amplifier-based links
This chapter and Chapter 3 focus on the panorama of technologies and components from a node
analysis
point
ofto
view
rather
thanlinks
a system
pointbudget
of view. This micro-level study helps the
Learn
how
design
optical
baseddesign
on power
designer with the macro-level system design that is explained in Chapters 4, "WDM Network
Design
-1," 5,
"WDMlinks
Network
-2," 6, "Network Level Strategies in WDM Network Design:
Design
optical
basedDesign
on OSNR
Routing and Wavelength Assignment," and 7, "X over DWDM." This chapter essentially discusses
the details
WDM
node network
and its implementation
perspectives.
Designofaareal
DWDM
with impairment
due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
A WDM
node consists
of aDWDM
multiplex-demultiplex
section,
a switching
section, and a local
Classify
and design
networks based on
size and
performance
interface section. The local interface section consists of transponders, which are further broken
downUnderstand
into optical and
sources,
design
optical
nodaldetectors,
architectures
and for
complex
different
electronic
classification
circuitry.
of DWDM
The multiplex
networks
and
demultiplex sections, as the name implies, consist of optical multiplexers and demultiplexers.
Comprehend
different
protocols
transport
of data
over switches
the DWDM
The switching
section
typically
has anfor
array
of O-E-O
or O-O-O
in layer
add-drop
configuration or cross-connect (any-port-to-any-port) configuration.
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
A WDM
node, as shown in Figure 2-1, can consist of many different components and
technologies aligned together to produce a classic WDM system with good performance. The next
The
demand discuss
for Internet
grows
newperformances
applications, as
new
technologies,
andIn
increased
few sections
somebandwidth
technologies
andas
their
WDM
components.
a more
reliance
on
the
Internet
continue
to
rise.
Dense
wavelength
division
multiplexing
(DWDM)
is one
systematic way, the sections address lasers, detectors, switches, passive devices, filters, and
technology
that
allows
networks
to
gain
significant
amounts
of
bandwidth
to
handle
this
growing
transponders as some of the key technologies. The following sections also discuss multiplexing
need.
DWDM Network
Designs and
Engineering
shows
you
howof
tothe
take
advantage
and demultiplexing
technologies,
such
as AWGs,Solutions
FBGs, and
so on.
Some
more
active of
the
new
technology
to
satisfy
your
network's
bandwidth
needs.
It
begins
by
providing
devices, such as amplifiers and dispersion compensators, are addressed in Chapter 3. an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Figure 2-1. A Typical WDM Node
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Optical Transmitters: Lasers
Lasers are used as optical sources for emitting modulated data into an optical fiber. Lasers have
a distinct property whereby they can emit a narrow beam of light with a small optical spectra
(line width), while having a high output optical power (concentrated beam of photons of
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approximately
theofsame
phase and frequency).
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Solutions
A laserNetwork
is a semiconductor
device (for
optical purposes at least, although different forms of lasers
do
exist)
that
has
an
operation
that
is
governed by the population inversion condition. This
ByAshwin Gumaste , Tony Antony
population inversion condition specifies the numerical superiority in volume of the electrons in
the excited state (formed by absorption of energy by normal state electrons) over the electrons
Publisher: Cisco Press
in the ground state in a semiconductor junction device.
Pub Date: December 13, 2002

A laserISBN:
that1-58705-074-9
is used in optical networking operations should have a narrow spectral line width, in
addition
Pages:
to fast
368 response (tunability) and be able to couple a significant amount of optical power
into the fiber waveguide. Lasers that are used in optical communications are generally of two
types: semiconductor lasers and fiber lasers. Semiconductor lasers are most commonly used in
networking applications and are discussed here in detail. Fiber lasers are not so commonly used;
therefore, they are not discussed in this chapter.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Semiconductor lasers are based on the optical properties of a p-n junction. Semiconductors as
such have intermediate properties as compared to conductors or insulators. Silicon and
Germanium
have been
traditionally
used asprinciples
semiconductor
Indium Phosphide
(InP) in
Study various
optical
communication
as wellmaterials.
as communication
methodologies
and Gallium
Arsenide
have
also
recently
discovered
applications
in
lasers.
A
semiconductor
an optical fiber
material can be made p-type or n-type by doping the material (adding an impurity) with
electrons
(n-type)
or extracting
material ofinsome
of itsnetwork
free electrons (p-type). An electron is
Design
and evaluate
opticalthe
components
a DWDM
a fundamental atomic particle of unit negative charge and negligible mass. Its addition creates
an n-type
Learnmaterial,
about the
whereas
effects its
of noise
removal
in signal
creates
propagation,
a p-type substrate.
especially
Removal
from OSNR
of electrons
and BERcan
also be
perspectives
considered as addition of holes that are positively charged particles in theory, but do not
exist in reality. A semiconductor material that contains a region of p-type and a region of n-type
amplifier-based
with aDesign
sharedoptical
boundary
between thelinks
p- and n-types is called a p-n junction (see Figure 2-2).
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR

Figure 2-2. P-N Junction Diode

Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Free electrons in a semiconductor can flow when a voltage difference is applied linearly across
the semiconductor; this state is called the conduction state. In this state, the electrons are
considered to exist in the conduction band. An energy level is associated with the conduction
band (the energy of electrons in the conduction band is predetermined), and this energy level is
given by Fermi-Dirac distribution equations. (These Fermi-Dirac equations are beyond the scope
of this book.)
On passing current across a semiconductor material, free electrons absorb a quanta (an integral
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multiple of hn, where h is Planck's constant and n is the frequency of absorbed radiation) of
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energy and jump into an excited state. After a period of time, these excited electrons, which
DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions
have absorbed the excess energy and have risen to a higher excited state, drop back to the
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In spontaneous emission, no frequency or phase matching exists between consecutively emitted
photons. In other words, every emitted photon has random phase and frequency distribution
(perturbation). Spontaneous emission cannot sustain optical communication for the simple
reason of low power and wide spectra of emission (line-width too large). The signal would be
attenuated
severely
andonwould
smudge
into
other and
adjacent
channels. For
lasers to function, the
A comprehensive
book
DWDM
network
design
implementation
solutions.
emission should be stimulated (externally controlled). Consider a case in which a few electrons
have absorbed energy and risen to an excited state. Now assume that while these electrons are
various
communication
principles asonto
wellthese
as communication
methodologies
in theStudy
excited
state,optical
an external
photon is bombarded
electrons. These
electrons fallin
an
optical
fiber
from the excited state to the ground state, emitting photons that have the same frequency (as
well as phase) as the incident-bombarded photon. In other words, you would get a powerful
optical
components
in is
a predetermined
DWDM networkby the bombarded photon.
beamDesign
of lightand
at aevaluate
controllable
frequency,
which
Learnsuch
about
effects
noise
in signal
propagation,
from
OSNR
andtime,
BER there
To sustain
a the
source
for aoflong
period
of time,
you mustespecially
ensure that
at any
given
perspectives
is an abundance of photons in the excited state. This kind of emission is called stimulated
emission because of the external stimulus involved in the emissive process. To sustain an
Design
optical
amplifier-based
emission
of this
kind,
it is necessary links
to establish population inversion. In other words, the
number of electrons in the higher state (excited) should be greater than the number of electrons
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
in the lower (stable) state. If this is not achieved, then the emission is spontaneous (random
phaseDesign
and frequency
distribution).
optical links
based on OSNR
One possible
achieving
population
inversion isdue
by to
having
multiple
energy
levels.
The cutDesign away
realofDWDM
network
with impairment
OSNR,
dispersion,
and
gain tilt
in point, at which stimulated emission is the dominant emission in the system, is called the
lasingClassify
threshold.
and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
As soon
as population
inversion
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an optical
gain because
of the
Understand
and design
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forsystem
different
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of DWDM
networks
feedback achieved due to the bombardment of photons on the excited electrons creating a beam
of high
power lightdifferent
at a controllable
Thisofgain
optical
signal
Comprehend
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for transport
dataamplifies
over the an
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layer
exponentially. The optical gain is coupled by one more factor: the optical feedback. By placing
the p-n
Learn
junction
how to
inside
test a
and
cavity
measure
that consists
differentofparameters
reflecting walls,
in DWDM
optical
networks
feedback
andcan
optical
be achieved
(refersystems
to Figure 2-3). Optical gain initiates the stimulated emission into a gain profile that is
analogous to the gain profile of an electrical amplifier, while optical feedback ensures the
The demand
for Internet
grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
oscillatory
function
of thebandwidth
p-n junctions.
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your
network's
bandwidth
needs. It begins by providing an
Figure
2-3.
DFB Lasers
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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Distributed Feedback Lasers
By ensuring feedback, an oscillatory function is realized in the previously discussed laser.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Feedback is realized by placing the p-n junction in a cavity that has fully reflecting walls on all
but one side and a partial reflector on the remaining side. By inserting a grating (corrugated
Study
various
optical as
communication
principles
as well
as communication
in
surface)
within
the cavity,
shown in Figure
2-3, optical
feedback
is achieved.methodologies
This optical
an
optical
fiber
feedback is called distributed feedback (DFB) due to its diverse occurrence in the cavity. (The
feedback is throughout the length of the cavity.) The feedback is essential for maintaining the
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
lasing threshold, and it is due to Bragg diffraction, which is explained in the section on FBG.
Basically,
clusters
of wavelengths
hit a grating,
only wavelengths
thatOSNR
correspond
to
Learnwhen
about
the effects
of noise3in signal
propagation,
especially from
and BER
Bragg's
condition
are
reflected
back.
Bragg's
condition
is
shown
in
Equation
2-1.
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links

Equation 2-1

Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
and
design
DWDM
ong size
and the
performance
In theClassify
Equation
2-1,
n equals
thenetworks
refractivebased
index,
period of grating, a equals the
T equals
order of Bragg diffraction, and l B equals the Bragg's wavelength of our interest. These kinds of
and lasers
design(see
nodal
architectures
classification
lasersUnderstand
are called DFB
Figure
2-3) and for
aredifferent
of commercial
interestofinDWDM
DWDMnetworks
networks.
Comprehend
protocols
for emitted
transport
of data over
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The feedback
wavedifferent
adds in phase
to the
radiation,
which
isDWDM
due to the
electrons
dropping from the excited state to the ground state. The grating is formed by methods of
Learn how
test and
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different parameters
in DWDM
networksThe
andgrating
optical can be
holography.
Theto
grating
gives
best performance
for the Bragg's
wavelength.
systems
so formed so that the periodic perturbations can be varied, giving optimum performance for a
number of different wavelengths and finding solid application in WDM networks.
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
Distributed
Bragg
Reflector
(DBR) Lasers
need. DWDM Network
Designs
and Engineering
Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding
of DWDM
technology
and are
thena goes
on to teach
the design,
and
Distributed
Bragg
reflector
(DBR) lasers
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of DFB implementation,
lasers. The principle
maintenance
of DWDM
in a network.
You will
an understanding
to analyze
is
much the same;
however,
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thatgain
is associated
through of
thehow
grating
is nowdesigns
extended
prior to installation
to measure
impact
that
technology
will have on your bandwidth and
through
the entire region
of thethe
cavity
(refer
to the
Figure
2-4).

Figure 2-4. DBR Laser
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The corrugation or grating now extends to the mirrored walls, thus enhancing tunability. You can
achieve wavelength tunability by varying the grating periods outside the gain medium (p-n
junction). For a DBR laser, Bragg's condition given by Equation 2-2 needs to be satisfied.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.

Equation 2-2

Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
DBR lasers
Learn are
about
good
thecandidates
effects of noise
for tunable
in signal
optical
propagation,
sources. especially
DBR as well
from
as DFB
OSNR
lasers
and BER
are
temperature
perspectives
dependent; as a result, they need temperature-controlling elements for stable
uniform operations. The temperature-controlling elements add a significant cost to the laser;
Design
optical
amplifier-based
therefore,
thin
line-width
DBR laserslinks
for C-band applications are quite expensive.
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget

Tunable
DesignLasers
optical links based on OSNR
Design nonblocking
a real DWDMnetworks,
network with
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to aOSNR,
dispersion,
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For efficient
you will
probablydue
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optical and
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design
DWDM
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candidate
for and
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optical
sources.
The based
feedback
cavity
is performance
spread such that different sections
have different currents that are needed to create lasing effects.
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Lasing effect can be defined as the condition in a cavity or p-n junction when population
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
inversion has been achieved and the junction/cavity can emit a streak of light at the desired
wavelength.
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The change of current over the grating also changes the Bragg's wavelength and the associated
feedback. In this way, a DBR laser can be tuned across several nanometers relatively quickly.
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
Mechanically tunable lasers that have a wider tuning range but slower tuning times have also
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
been demonstrated. One such example is a Fabry Perot (FP) cavity laser (explained later in the
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
section on cavities and filters), whereby the emitted wavelength is a function of the cavity length
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
(FP cavity). Changing the length between the walls of the cavity can change the resonant
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
frequency; this can be brought about mechanically (hence the term mechanically tuned laser).
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
Recently, a tunable laser that could tune over the entire C band (approximately 35.2 nm) was
maintenance of
DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
demonstrated4. Refer to Figure 2-5 for generic diagram mechanically tunable laser.
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Figure 2-5. Mechanically Tunable Laser
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VCSEL Laser
Avertical cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL), as shown in Figure 2-6, is a semiconductor laser
diode
that emits light
to the design
plane of
p-nimplementation
junction, unlikesolutions.
semiconductor lasers.
A comprehensive
bookperpendicular
on DWDM network
and
VCSELs can be integrated with other components without prepackaging. For very short reach
(VSR) applications at 850 nm–1310 nm wavelengths, VCSELs have become the preferred choice
Study
various
optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
at even
gigabit
speeds.
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network

Figure 2-6. VCSEL: Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser

Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

A VCSEL is composed of many specialized layers, analogous to edge-emitting lasers. The main
parts of a VCSEL are the active region and the mirrors. A sandwich of active regions (between
the mirrors) is created by stacking the subcomponents vertically on top of each other. For fiberoptic communication, VCSEL uses Indium Gallium Arsenide Phosphide (InGaAsP) for
wavelengths of 850 and 1310 nm.
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When a small current is applied across the device, light is emitted in the active region of the
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laser (using the same operation as that of semiconductor lasers). This light is reflected back and
DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions
forth between the mirrors, while a fraction of the light "leaks" through the mirror to form the
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laser
beam.
These
lasers
are efficient and have low voltage requirements due to the high gain
and small volume of the VCSEL structures. VCSELs are capable of fast direct modulation speeds
(upPublisher:
to 2.5 Gbps),
which means that no additional external components, such as modulators, are
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required.
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are used in 850 nm wavelength applications as well as 1310 nm.
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VCSELs offer several advantages over conventional lasers:
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High performance, lower cost, smaller size, and increased power
The structure's capability to be integrated into a two–dimensional array
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Easier manufacturing and packaging
Efficient
fiber coupling
Study various
optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
and
optical components in a DWDM network
LineDesign
Width
ofevaluate
a Laser
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
The line width of a laser should be as narrow as possible to prevent the data spectrum from
perspectives
overlapping the spectra of adjoining channels. Generally, a laser spectra has a dominant central
frequency
and
multiple
smaller sideband
Design
optical
amplifier-based
links frequencies. Refer to Figure 2-7.
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based onFigure
OSNR

2-7. Line Width

Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
The typical line width for WDM systems is in the range of a few megahertz. Laser line width is a
major issue in WDM systems; the greater the line width, the greater the cross-talk with adjacent
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
channels and the greater the nonlinear effects that are associated.
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network

Chirp

Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
Whenperspectives
a voltage is applied to a laser, there is a sharp change in electron-hole density results in
the active region due to lasing effect. This sudden change in density of electron-hole pairs
Design optical amplifier-based links
influences the refractive index. Lasing effect also increases the temperature of the region, which
in turn
influences
length
of the
active
region.
Thesebudget
effects in the active region change the
Learn
how tothe
design
optical
links
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on power
center frequency of the optical pulse that is transmitted. Chirp can be defined as the change in
frequency
of optical
the transmitted
optical
signal with respect to time.
Design
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In semiconductor
frequency
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the tilt
original
Design a reallasers,
DWDMthe
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toaOSNR,
dispersion,
frequency due to chirp. Nonlinear effects can also introduce chirp in optical communication
systems.
You and
can design
reduce DWDM
chirpingnetworks
effect that
results
fromand
lasing
effect by using external
Classify
based
on size
performance
modulators.
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Modulation: Direct and External
Modulation can be defined as superimposing a data stream onto a carrier signal by altering one
of the virtues of the carrier signal with respect to a change in the data stream. In other words,
you can make a binary data stream superimpose on a carrier frequency. The motive behind
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modulation isTable
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transport of data efficiently and without many errors. In an optical WDM
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network, data is modulated onto the light that a laser diode emits. One way of modulation is to
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of a Solutions
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two techniques for modulation by using optical lasers: direct modulation, as
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Figure 2-8. Direct Modulation Technique
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
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In direct modulation, the laser drive current that is needed to cause stimulated emission is
varied with the data stream. This causes the output optical power to fluctuate as per the data
stream. In other words, a stream of binary data, when made proportional to the optical power,
creates a series of isomorphous optical pulses. This modulation technique is termed direct
modulation because the data is directly coupled with the laser drive current. Direct modulation
has
severe drawbacks
at high data rates. It cannot be used at bit rates that are greater than 2.5
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the output optical frequency is modulated in a separate section by other means (see Figure 2-9),
this kind of optical modulation technique is called external modulation.
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
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the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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Table 2-1 discusses the various forms of lasers that are used for WDM networking as well as the
performance of the laser types.
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Optical Receivers: Photodetecters
The function of an optical receiver is to decode and interpret the optical signals and generate an
electrical data stream proportional to the received optical signal. The main component of an
optical receiver is a photodetector, which converts the optical power into electrical current.
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(photodiodes)
are used exclusively for optical communications. The most common photodiodes
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The PIN Photo Detector
The PIN diode is an extension of the P-N junction diode, in which slightly doped intrinsic material
(I stands for intrinsic) is inserted in between the P-N junction, thereby increasing the depletion
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
width (region) of the P-N junction.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
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A high reverse-biased voltage is applied across the PIN diode so that the intrinsic region is
completely depleted. Figure 2-11 represents the normal operation of a PIN diode with reverse
bias applied across the p-i-n junction. When light (photons) is incident on a semiconductor
material,
electrons
in the valence band absorb it. As a result of this absorption, the photons
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photodiode is optimized in such a way that electron hole pairs are
generated mostly in the depletion region (see Figure 2-12). After the application of voltage
across
the depletion
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Figure 2-12. Energy Band Diagram for Photodetector
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
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function as a photodetector. There is an upper limit of wavelength lcuttoff above which any
particular semiconductor material does not generate photocurrent. The cutoff wavelength is
about 1.06 mm for silicon. See Figure 2-12.
The analysis of photocurrent that is generated is beyond the scope of this book. For more
information, refer to references 2 and 4.
The photocurrent I p that results from power absorption of photons is shown in Equation 2-4,
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In the equation, Po is the optical power, e is the charge of the electrons, h is the Planck constant,
n is the photon frequency, as is the absorption coefficient, and Rf is the reflectivity of silicon.
Two important characteristics of photodetectors are quantum efficiency and responsivity.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Quantum efficiencyh is the number of electron hole pairs generated per incident photon.
Responsivity is the amount of current produced at a particular input optical power and a
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
measure of the rate of change of electrical current (generated) as per the rate of change of
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optical power.
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Responsivity of a photodetector is expressed in terms of l and is shown in Equation 2-5.
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hole pair multiplication is known as Avalanche photodiode (APD).

Figure 2-13. Avalanche Multiplication Process
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In practice, the avalanche effect is a statistical phenomenon. In other words, electron hole pairs
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The statistical
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multiplicative factor, or multiplicative gain (Mf), and is shown in Equation 2-6.
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Figure 2-14. Functional Diagram of an Optical Receiver
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Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

An optical receiver consists of a photodetector followed by a preamplifier. The function of a
preamplifier is to amplify the photocurrent for further processing. The next stage consists of a
high-gain amplifier and a low-pass filter. An amplifier gain control circuit automatically limits the
amplified output to a fixed level, regardless of the optical power incident on the photodetector.
The low-pass filter reduces the noise level and shapes the pulses. The low-pass filter is designed
in such a way that the intersymbol interference (ISI) is minimized. Receiver noise is proportional
to receiver bandwidth, and loss-pass filters can reduce noise by having the bandwidth (BW) be
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to current fluctuations affects the receiver performance. There are two major contributions to
noise: Shot noise and Thermal noise.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
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For a photodiode of responsivity R, the current induced is shown in Equation 2-7.
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Equation 2-8
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
RPinput equals the average value of I pd, and <I pd> signifies the average value of the
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
photodetector current.
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
Shot noise can be statistically depicted as a Gaussian function (mean = 0, variance = 1).
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
Thermal
Noise to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
prior to installation

The self-random motion of electrons due to the possession of kinetic energy on virtue of the
temperature gives rise to uneven fluctuations, or thermal noise. This noise does not need voltage
to sustain itself.
Thermal noise, like shot noise, can be approximated as a Gaussian process. The final equation
for induced current is provided in Equation 2-9.
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This can be expressed as shown in Equations 2-12,2-13, and 2-14.
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understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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Figure 2-16. Noise Distribution
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer

Figure 2-17. Final Signal at the Output of the Channel (Summation of
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
the Signal in Figures 2-15a and 2-15b)
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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The noise spectra can be given analytically as a summation of the probability density function
(PDF), which is defined as the first order derivative of the distribution function F(x), shown in
Equation
2-15. book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
A comprehensive
Study various
Equation
2-15 optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
In theperspectives
equation, x is a random variable; therefore, its probability density function is shown in
Equation 2-16.
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how
to design optical links based on power budget
Equation
2-16
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Further, the noise is classified into Shot and thermal noise (see the section on receiver noise).
andthermal
design nodal
for different
classification
of DWDM
networks
Both Understand
Shot noise and
noise architectures
can be approximated
as Gaussian
density
functions.
Comprehend
different
protocols
for transport
of data
over the DWDM layer
A Gaussian
distribution
is defined
as shown
in Equation
2-17.
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems2-17
Equation
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior
installation
tothe
measure
impact
In thetoequation,
m is
mean the
of f(x)
and that
s2 is the
the technology
variance of will
f(x).have on your bandwidth and

Mean
The mean of a distribution is defined as the average value that the distribution takes.
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Figure
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which
shows two
distributions.

One distribution has a large variance, and
the
By
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otherGumaste
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Tony Antony
variance, but the means are the same. The first one is a broad distribution
in which f1(x) assumes values ranging from quite close to quite far from the line x = k. The
second
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Figure 2-18. Distributions of Large and Small Variances

A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Consider function f1(x) and f 2(x) such that f1(x) and f 2(x) are evenly distributed about the line x
= k. If
you take
n random
values links
of f1(x)
andon
f 2(x)
respectively,
Learn
how to
design optical
based
power
budget you will find that on an average,
values of f2(x) are closer to the line x = k than values of f1(x). The width of f1(x) is greater than
Design
links based
OSNR
the width
of foptical
bothon
have
the same mean; k. To describe the width or variance of
2(x), although
fx(x) you need to take the square of each average value about the mean, also termed second
Design
real DWDM
network
with
impairment
due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
moment
(s2).a Refer
to Equations
2-18
and
2-19.
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance

Equation 2-18

Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems

Equation 2-19

The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
Because
k equals
E(X) (ktechnology
equals the and
mean),
Equation
2-20.the design, implementation, and
understanding
of DWDM
thensee
goes
on to teach
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Equation 2-20

Therefore, a Gaussian distribution has a zero mean and variance provided as in Equation 2-21.
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Coming back to derive an equation for BER, the amount of thermal and Shot noise is provided in
Equation 2-22.

Equation 2-22
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
In theDesign
equation,
R is thecomponents
responsivity,
is the dark
current, and Df is the bandwidth of
p =R Pin, optical
and Ievaluate
in Iad DWDM
network
the receiver.
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
I d is the
amount of current flow in absence of an incident light onto a detection circuit of an
perspectives
optical receiver. In other words, it is the dark current.
Design optical amplifier-based links
Equation 2-23 provides the variance of thermal noise.
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget

Equation
2-23 links based on OSNR
Design optical
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understandofand
design
nodal architectures
for different
classification
of DWDM
networks2The distribution
noise
is another
Gaussian variable,
with variance
provided
as in Equation
24.
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
Equation
2-24
systems

The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
This
variance
is a different
number
for the 1 (high)
bit and
for the
0 bit(low)
given by Equation
the new
technology
to satisfy
your network's
bandwidth
needs.
It begins
by providing
an
2-25
and
2-26.
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Equation 2-25
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Both the preceding equations can be further solved in terms of the error function (erf) and its
complimentary error functions (erfc).
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.

Error Function and Its Relationship to BER
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
The distribution
function of a Gaussian distribution is shown in Equation 2-27.
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network

Equation 2-27

Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget

Design optical links based on OSNR
This integral can be mapped to error function (erf), which is defined as in Equation 2-28.
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt

Equation
Classify2-28
and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the
Internet continue
rise. Dense
division
multiplexing
is in
one
Conversely,
complimentary
error to
function
(erfc) wavelength
is given by the
compliment
of erf,(DWDM)
as shown
technology
that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
Equation
2-29.
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
Equation
2-29
understanding
of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Therefore, for Gaussian distribution, consider Equation 2-30.
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Applying to F(x), as shown in Equation 2-32.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber

Equation 2-32

Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links

Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
The first term of right hand side (RHS) is 1; the second term on RHS is given by Equation 2-33.
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand
and
design nodal
Therefore,
consider
Equation
2-33. architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer

Equation 2-33

Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems

The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need.
DWDMinNetwork
Designs
and 2-12,
Engineering
how to take
advantage of
Substituting
Equations
2-11 and
we getSolutions
the resultshows
shownyou
in Equation
2-34.
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance2-34
of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
Equation
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

The relation of erfc to practical calculations is that through erfc, we are able to make an
estimation of the probability of success (or failure) for a particular random distribution.
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optical system, consider the situation in which we transmit +I1 current for a 1 bit
DWDM
Solutions
and 0 Network
current Designs
for a 0 and
bit Engineering
(on/off keying).
Now assume that pulses are transmitted over a fiber of
finite
length.
Also
assume
noise
to
be
present
that follows a Gaussian distribution (mean = 0). At
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the output, the level of instantaneous current i(t) = I + N, where I = 0 for 0 bit, I= + I 1 for 1
bit, and noise is N, whose variance is already shown. Now i(t) is a Gaussian random variable
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with mean I and variance the same as that of noise N.
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the
two distributions in Figure 2-19. Due to the symmetry of the two distributions, it is
quite natural
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that the threshold level for separating a logical 1 from a logical 0 is I 1/2. In other
words, if the current level is < I 1/2, the transmitted bit is a 0; otherwise, it is a 1. However, if I 1
is transmitted and the detected level is less than I 1/2 (that is, I 1 + N < I1/2), an error is
obtained. Similarly, when a 0 current is transmitted and the detected level is greater than I 1/2,
an error is obtained. Due to the mapping of error probability to this function, it is named as the
error
function.
A comprehensive
book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.

Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in

Figure
2-19.
an optical
fiber Probability Density Function (PDF) for a 0 and a 1 Bit
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
The deviation
systems threshold can be further optimized to reduce BER. This is obtained when condition
as in Equation 2-352 is met.
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
Equation
2-35
technology that
allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Upon simplifying, we get Equation 2-36.

Equation 2-36
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A quantity of interest is the Q factor of the signal, which is provided in Equation 2-37. Q factor
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In the equation, s1 is the standard deviation of 1, and s0 is the standard deviation of 0.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
BER is related to the Q factor, as shown in Equation 2-38.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical
fiber
Equation
2-38
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Designthe
optical
amplifier-based
The higher
Q factor
of the signal,links
the lower the BER will be. (BER is improved with the Q
factor.) The Q factor is covered in detail in Chapter 4 for system design and is important because
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
intricate mathematics are involved in determining BER directly. The Q factor represents a simple
yet accurate
figure of
system
performance,
especially for receiver design considerations and
Design optical
links
based
on OSNR
OSNR-based designs.
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
ClassifySensitivity
and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Receiver
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
The BER and Q factor are related to the receiver minimum power requirement. For a receiver
with aComprehend
1-bit currentdifferent
of I 1 and
a 0-bit current
of I 0 =of0 data
(zeroover
current
for logiclayer
0 for practical
protocols
for transport
the DWDM
assumptions), and s1,s 0 are the standard deviations of I 1, I 0, then consider Equation 2-39.
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems

Equation 2-39

The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance
also
if P1 = 1 of
bitDWDM
power in
and
a network.
P0 = 0 bitYou
power.
will gain
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anfactor
understanding
is now provided
of howas
to in
analyze
Equation
designs
2-40.
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Equation 2-40
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and Q are related as per Equation 2-38. Therefore, the received power is
•
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Q as well as BER. Also, the received power is proportional to the data rate.
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Combining the BER and data rate dependence on receiver sensitivity, we can define receiver
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sensitivity as the mean optical power required to obtain a required BER at a given bit rate. Of
course, this does not mean that by increasing the power in an optical link we can have excellent
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The SNR of a receiver is defined as the ratio of signal power to noise power in the electrical
domain. Consider Equation 2-41.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.

Equation 2-41
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn
about the effects
of noise
in squared.
signal propagation,
especially
OSNR andthe
BER
The SNR
is proportional
to input
power
We can enhance
SNRfrom
by increasing
load
perspectives
resistance. See Equation 2-42.
Design optical amplifier-based links

Equation 2-42

Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt

Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
F is a proportionality factor for increasing the thermal noise content of a receiver. B is the
Understand
andinput
design
nodalRarchitectures
for differentand
classification
of DWDM networks
bandwidth,
Pin is the
power,
T is the temperature.
L is the load resistance,
Comprehend
protocols
transport
of data
over
thenode,
DWDM
layer
So far,
this chapterdifferent
has covered
lasersfor
and
detectors.
Of our
WDM
we
have broached the
transmitter and receiver sections only. Now we will discuss other components and underlying
Learn how
to test
and
measure
different
parameters
in DWDM
and optical
technologies
in the
WDM
network.
Starting
with
some simple
passivenetworks
components
such as
systems
couplers and circulators, the chapter will move on to more advanced technologies such as filters
and waveguides.
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Couplers and Circulators
Couplers are the simplest optical devices. They are passive and completely bidirectional in
nature in the sense that we can interchange the input and output ports. Couplers are N x M,
where N and M are integers. In other words, we can have N input segments (fibers) and M
•
Table (fibers).
of Contents
output segments
The principle (of a coupler) is to fuse the cores of the N input fibers to
•
Index
the cores of M output fibers so as to create a power transfer device. Practically, 2 x 2 couplers
DWDM
Network
Designs
and
Engineering
Solutions
are most
common
and
are
known as
3dB couplers because of the 3 dB loss in power at each
output
due,Tony
to a signal
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Antony at one of the input ports. Refer to Figure 2-20.
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Couplers find applications for monitoring WDM ports as well as for passively adding channels
optical
links
onpassive
OSNR optical networks (PONs) as a method to provide
into aDesign
fiber. They
are
alsobased
used in
shared medium access (Ethernet PON, or EPON).
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Circulators are shown in Figure 2-21.
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks

Figure
2-21.
Three of
Port
Comprehend different
protocols
for transport
dataCirculators
over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
A circulator is a multiport device that allows signals to propagate in certain directions based on
the port that the signal came from (incident port). The operation is based on an isolator
Study to
various
optical
communication
principles
as well propagation
as communication
in
(analogous
an optical
valve),
which allows
unidirectional
only. Inmethodologies
Figure 2-21, the
an
optical
fiber
signal from port 1 moves freely to port 2; while the signal from port 2 cannot go to port 1, but it
can go to port 3. Likewise, the signal from port 3 can go to port 1 but not to port 2.
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
The principle behind this directional communication is polarization. A polarizer is a device that
Learn
the
effectsonly
of noise
in polarized
signal propagation,
from OSNR
and BER
allows
light about
to pass
through
if it is
in a certainespecially
manifestation.
By inducing
light to
perspectives
a polarizer, only the light that matches the phase of the polarizer passes through. This light is
now subjected to a Faraday rotator, which rotates the state of polarization (SOP) by 45 degrees.
Design optical amplifier-based links
A further rotation of 45 degrees by the second rotator makes the output state of polarization at
the end of the second rotator 90 degrees as compared to the original input state (SOP). If this
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
light reflects back, it is blocked by the polarizer; this is because its SOP is 90 degrees out of
phaseDesign
with that
of the
polarizer.
Refer
to Figure 2-22.
optical
links
based on
OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt

Figure
Classify
2-22.
and design
Isolator
DWDMShowing
networks based
Unidirectional
on size and performance
Optical Communication
Analogous to an Optical Valve
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Cavities and Filter
Optical cavities and filters are important WDM devices that can demultiplex the composite signal.
Tunable optical filters are key building blocks that can tune to a desired wavelength and tap a
channel or a band of channels. Tunable optical filters are inherently of two types: cavity based
•
of Contents
and thin-filmTable
based.
Cavity-based filters are the most common filters available; examples
•
Index
include the Fabry Perot cavity filters and the Acousto-Optic Tunable Filters (AOTF).
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tuning range that should be able to cover the entire band of operation
A fast tuning speed that should be dynamically provisioned to facilitate changing traffic
requirements
Should not affect the polarization state of the passing signal.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Most filters are based on the principle of optical cavities, which can be tuned to a resonant
frequency. The other technology used in conjunction with optical cavities is that of thin film
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
filters.
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network

Fabry Perot Cavity Filters

Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
A Fabry
Perot cavity consists of two reflective surfaces that are separated by a hollow region.
The distance between the reflective surfaces can be made to change by changing the current
Designwith
optical
amplifier-based
links
associated
the transducer,
responsible
for creating the cavity. In general, the cavity has two
reflective surfaces with reflectivity that is a function of the operating wavelength. The reflectivity
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
can be made to change for different resonant wavelengths. For a resonating cavity, the resonant
wavelength is the only wavelength, and it does not suffer reflection from one of the two mirrored
Design optical links based on OSNR
walls (see Figure 2-23).
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance

Figure 2-23. Fabry Perot Cavity Filter

Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

The transmission characteristics or the transitivity of an FP cavity is best for l = lresonance, which
is generally shown as in Equation 2-43.

Equation 2-43
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Figure 2-24. Fiber-Based Fabry Perot Cavity
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Bragg gratings are cyclic periodic perturbations of the refractive index in the fiber. For an
incident WDM composite signal propagating through this perturbation of refractive index, one
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An example of FBG channel drop units is shown in Figure 2-25.
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
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Figure 2-25. FBG as Channel Drop Units
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
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prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Acousto-Optical Tunable Filter
Grating filters discussed previously cannot be dynamically tuned with ease to drop or add any
channel. This issue can be solved by creating dynamic gratings by using acoustic waves. By
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polarization-independent filters. AOTFs are characterized by a tuning range in the excess of 100
nm covering both C and L bands. Tuning times of AOTF can be very low in the range of several
microseconds. (Some demonstrations have nanosecond tuning also.) One limitation is channel
cross-talk, which is currently being investigated.
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Figure 2-26. AWG (Arrayed Waveguide)
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Mach Zehneder Interferometer and Filter
AMach Zehneder Interferometer (MZI) is a two-arm device, such that the signals in the two
arms interact with each other twice. Physically, an MZI can be constructed by connecting two
passive 2 x 2 couplers in tandem. The couplers are equibalanced; in other words, input power is
equally split into the two arms. The first coupler (A) divides the signal into two (see Figure 2•
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27).
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Figure 2-27. MZI- Mach Zehneder Interferometer
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film filters are commercially available and perform functions of optical band pass filtering as well
as single wavelength filtering. Multicavity cascaded thin film filters have excellent response in
the sense that due to cascade, the filtered band approximates to more rectangular
characteristics (an ideal filter). Thin film filters are typically made of quarter wave (l/4n) thick
layers of alternating high and low refractive indexes. The principle is that of coalescing multiple
layers, forming multiple resonant cavities on top each other. A thin film filter has three main
regions: the spacer, the transition layer, and the reflective stack. The spacer consists of multiple
quarter
waveTable
layers
of either high refractive index or low index, but not both. The spacer is
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Table 2-2. Filter Classification Table

Filter Type

Tuning Range

Tuning Time

Comment
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Complex Components: Transponders
By definition, a transponder is a device that enables end-users to access the WDM channels. A
transponder can detect optical signals at various wavelengths and convert them to ITU grid
wavelengths. Transponders are considered complex WDM components because they consist of
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standardizing body, the ITU, is responsible for allocating fixed wavelengths in a WDM network.
These wavelengths are known as ITU-grid wavelengths. Currently in the C band as well as L
band, the ITU allots wavelengths with 0.8 nm or 100 GHz as well as 0.4 nm or 50 GHz
separations. Previous allocation was 200 GHz spacing.
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Figure 2-29. Typical Transponder-Based Network
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Switches
Optical switches represent the single-most dynamic element in a WDM network. Traditionally,
switches can switch data between different ports of a network element. Switches generally cater
to two types of data: circuits and packets. A circuit or a lightpath (in the optical domain) is an
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Figure
2-30. Lightpath Switching: Predominant in Today's Networks.
Note the switch at node B is reconfigured.
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
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currently only an academic exercise—it's far from being feasible. Circuit switching in the optical
layer is more feasible and is known as lightpath switch. Optical switches consist of two types:
add-drop switches and optical cross-connect.
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Figure 2-32. 2D MEMS (Bar State)
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Figure 2-33. Cross State
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Figure 2-34. 3D MEMS Switch Operation
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maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
By using a directional coupler—a coupler with a coupling ratio between the two output ports that
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

can be made to change—you can fabricate an electro-optic switch. A 2 x 2 coupler can be made
to switch from bar state to cross state by changing the refractive index inside the coupling
medium. This index change leads to different coupling ratios. The change in refractive index is
brought about by inducing different currents in a Lithium Niobate (LiNiO3) modulator region.
Lithium Niobate waveguide has the property to change the index of refraction subject to different
current conditions. Therefore, the coupling ratio can be made to change, causing the power at
one of the ports to vary accordingly and switch the lightpaths. Refer to Figure 2-35.
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Figure 2-36. Practical Implementation of Thermocouple Switch
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Such devices switch signals as follows. Consider Figure 2-36. Signals A and B are made to
interfere at point E such that B interferes destructively; therefore, at point C, only A will appear.
Similarly, A can be made to switch to port D by destructively interfering at point F. Such
switches are slow and have high cross-talk due to an imperfect coupling effect.
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Analysis of the Node
So far, this chapter has discussed various WDM components and subsystems that are used to
develop a node. Now the chapter will turn to the positioning of these technologies and
components in an actual WDM network element. The most important WDM element is the optical
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The composite signal is demultiplexed at the AWG. AWG technology has matured significantly
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
over the past decade. AWGs that have constant loss per channel can now be fabricated. The
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
individual wavelengths demultiplexed from the AWG feed to a switching matrix. The switching
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
matrix is the heart of WDM node. Currently, most switches have add-drop and pass-through
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
functionality for wavelengths. More futuristic designs have wavelength converters, meaning that
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
lightpath switching is embedded into the matrix, demonstrating optical cross-connect

architecture. Still more futuristic designs will have optical packet or burst switched/photonic slotrouting architectures. Those designs might not be introduced for yet another decade.
Lightpaths on "wavelengths" can be added/dropped or passed through by the switch. The
dropped lightpath is fed to a detector, which might be canvassed inside a transponder (receiver)
card. The switch could also add lightpaths emanating from laser diodes (which, like detectors,
can be canvassed as transponder-transmitters). Individual wavelengths from the switches are
fed to an egress AWG that combines them into a composite WDM signal, ready for transmission.
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Summary
This chapter showcased some of the WDM components and technologies. It introduced optical
transmitters and various forms of lasers used in WDM transmission. It also discussed optical
receiver design and its importance to system design based on noise and bit error rate (BER).
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Chapter 3. Networking with DWDM -2
Signal propagation in an optical fiber is limited because of attenuation. Attenuation, dispersion,
nonlinearities, and other harmful effects cause the signal level in an optical fiber to degrade with
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In a communication channel, the signal level can be boosted at intervals with optical amplifiers.
These monolithic blocks (subsystem modules) can optically amplify a signal (completely in the
optical domain—with no electronic regeneration) and, therefore, raise the signal level.
Optical amplifiers are functionally identical to electrical amplifiers or repeaters. Repeaters are 3R
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A Typical Optical Amplifier
An optical amplifier works on the same principle as that of a laser. In short, incident light is
amplified by sustained stimulated emission (discussed in Chapter 2). The amplification is
achieved by a pumping process whereby either electrical or optical pumping boosts the incident
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For an amplifier to exhibit gain, stimulated emission needs to achieve a condition of population
inversion. On achievement of this status, a majority of the electrons are in the excited state
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Amplifier Heuristics
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The gain obtained in an optical amplifier is a frequency-dependent quantity. The gain coefficient
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
of an amplifier g(w) is shown in Equation 3-12.
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
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Figure 3-1. Amplifier Gain Profile
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Equation 3-2
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Amplifier Noise
Noise is inherent within an optical amplifier; it is a byproduct of optical amplification. The noise
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Noise in amplifiers is essentially due to spontaneous emission. Spontaneous emission in
amplifiers is a byproduct of the gain media, whereby the optical amplifier emits electrons that
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Currently, it is impossible to suppress ASE due to the continuous nature of ASE signal
throughout the entire spectral width of the WDM channels. ASE rejection filters can filter ASE
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Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
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Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
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Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Doped Fiber Amplifiers
By doping fiber with certain elements, the behavior of the fiber waveguide transforms to a gain
media. The dopant is generally a rare earth element, such as Erbium or Pracydymium. EDFAs or
Erbium doped fiber amplifiers have been the most popular because of their operation in the 1550
•
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the pump to the incoming signal depends on the atomic transition frequency w0. As the incoming
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approaches w0, the gain of the system increases until it reaches a peak value
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EDFA—Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier
An EDFA is a doped fiber amplifier that is functional in the C band and the dopant used is Erbium
ions. With characteristics of a moderately high (yet uneven) gain spectra, doped fiber amplifiers
exhibit optical gain because of stimulated emission of the higher excited state. In principle, a
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
doped fiber amplifiers such as EDFA depicts three energy levels.
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Working (Operation of EDFA)
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Consider Figure 3-2 and note the three energy levels E 1, E2, and E3 corresponding to the ground,
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E3 à EClassify
2). Electrons from E2 drop to E1, emitting photons at frequency n. An incident optical
signal, upon passing through such a system, is amplified by the instantaneous absorption of
theseUnderstand
photons. and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems Figure 3-2. Three-Level Model of EDFA Operation
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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Good pumping power can enhance the gain of a signal. You can achieve a pumping efficiency of
1 dB/mW with a 980 nm pump; therefore, you can achieve an overall WDM (all channels) gain of
30 dB. EDFAs can be made to operate with pumping in the same as well as opposite directions of
the signal. When a pump signal is in the same direction of the WDM signal, it is known as
A
comprehensive
on DWDM
network
design
and
forward
pumping book
(see Figure
3-3);
if a pump
signal
is implementation
in opposition to solutions.
the WDM signal, it is
known as reverse pumping (see Figure 3-4).
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
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Design and evaluate optical
components
a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure
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DWDM networks and optical
Figure
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systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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same time; this method is known as bidirectional pumping. Power conversion efficiency (gain per
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input pump
power) is exhausted in a backward (reverse) pumping direction. In bidirectional
pumping, the gain profile throughout the doped region is almost linear, which is an advantage.
SeeFigure 3-5 for a view of bidirectional pumping.

A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.

Figure 3-5. Bidirectional Pump
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
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Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
EDFA
Noise
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
EDFA noise is important in optical transmission systems because it severely limits the system
reliance on the
Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
performance7. The NF of an amplifier is given as NF = 2nsp, where nsp is the spontaneous
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
emission factor shown in Equation 3-6.
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding
of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
Equation 3-6
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Noise figure, NF is shown in Equation 3-7.
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respectively.
The spontaneous emission factor causes the amplifier to generate large amounts of
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noise (4–7 dB). This is a severe impairment for optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR), shown in
Equation 3-8.

Equation 3-8

A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
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Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Raman Amplifier
Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) was briefly discussed in section on Raman and Brillouin
effects in Chapter 1, "Introduction to Optical Networking." SRS is a type of inelastic scattering
that results in broadband amplification of optical channels. The amplifiers resulting from this
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amplifiers and have a distinct feature of amplification in a large
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waveband . Raman amplification occurs when a pump signal is made to propagate through a
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band wave) that amplifies the many channels in a WDM system. Raman
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amplification occurs for multichannel WDM systems only and not for single-channel optical
communication.
The gain spectra for Raman amplification is quite broad (150–200 nm), thus
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Raman amplification is pumping of energy into a wide band and creating
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amplification
by phonon-phonon (optical phonon) interaction.
Although analogous to EDFA, the working of a Raman amplifier is not based on stimulated
emission. In an EDFA, a pump photon stimulates another photon and the net energy (frequency,
phase, and energy) of the two photons is the amplified output. The energy of the incident photon
is
not lost during this
On network
the otherdesign
hand,and
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amplification,
the pump photon has
A comprehensive
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to lose its energy to create another photon at a lower frequency (higher wavelength) and lower
energy. The difference in energy creates optical phonons, which are absorbed by the medium.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
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Figure 3-6. Raman Gain Spectra
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links

Figure 3-7. Raman Amplification

Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
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constraint: the pump and Stokes wave should have the same state of polarization (SOP).
If the SOP of the pump and Stokes wave is not maintained, the threshold (above which good
Raman amplification can occur) increases by a factor of about 2. A typical Raman threshold for
1550 nm WDM signals is between 500–700 mW.
As the input pump reaches Raman threshold, all the energy from the pump is transferred to the
Stokes wave. The power of the Stokes wave might increase to a new threshold point, whereby a
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Shown in Figure 3-7 is a typical Raman amplifier with forward pumping. Amplification occurs as
a result
of SRS as long as the input signal is within the gain band. The amount of gain
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A typical laser used is the Nd:YAG laser. SRS amplification occurs upon fulfilling
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Input pump power exceeds Raman threshold.
Polarization of signal and pump are the same. If they are orthogonal, no amplification
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
occurs. Amplification also occurs when input signal is at a logical high.
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Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
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good way
systems
to achieve this is to introduce bidirectional pumping, which creates an almost linear gain profile.
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
Hybrid
technologyAmplification
that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new
The
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small band, and the gain provided is not flat (uneven). By using both forms in
tandem—providing one Raman and one or more EDFAs (depending on the bandwidth to be
amplified)—the amplification achieved is much better and cleaner (better OSNR) than individual
configuration. Refer to Figure 3-8.
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Advantages of Raman Amplifiers and Comparison to EDFAs
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
anamplification
optical fiber is an effective technique for optical regeneration (1R); it has a low NF as
Raman
compared to fiber doped amplifiers. The gain profile for a particular band is also much flatter for
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Raman amplification as compared to Doped fiber amplifiers. The gain profile is much broader for
Raman amplifiers, so they are able to accommodate more channels. Due to the low NF of Raman
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
amplifiers, the OSNR performance is better than that for EDFAs. On an average, up to a 5 dB
perspectives
gain in OSNR is exhibited through Raman amplifiers. Also, due to Raman amplifiers'
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lifetimes of
meta stable states, they can be used at higher bit rates.
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Design
optical
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Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

SOA—Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers
Semiconductor lasers can be made to function as optical amplifiers by removing the associated
feedback. Traditionally, semiconductor lasers provide for lasing effect through stimulated
emission by creating a region of population inversion between highly reflective facets (mirrors)
•
of Contents optical amplifier can be created by removing the feedback cavity
of a cavity. ATable
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and replacing the end facets of a laser with antireflectory coatings.
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inversion already present in the p-n junction. The signal is now amplified as it knocks off higher
energy electrons (excited state) and releases photons, which theoretically should have the same
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on how lasers work.)
Two kinds of SOAs are available: the Fabry Perot cavity-based SOA and the traveling wave SOA.
The Fabry Perot cavity-based SOA is similar to a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) or a
distributed feedback (DFB) laser (mentioned in Chapter 2) without feedback. Low gain and low
power
are the twobook
serious
limitations
of these
types
SOAs. The traveling
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a long, narrow p-n junction. Unlike the FP cavity SOA, there is no need for a cavity, and
amplification occurs along the length of the SOA. Typically, SOAs are built on Indium Gallium
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Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
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systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Dispersion Compensation Techniques: Pre- and
Postcompensation
Chapter 1 discussed dispersion and its analysis in optical fibers. Dispersion limits the
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dispersion that a signal undergoes. The main idea behind using a detector circuit to compensate
for accumulated dispersion is that a signal that is dispersion impaired can be recovered by a
system (in this case a detector circuit) whose response is linear. Group velocity dispersion (GVD)
though not entirely a linear phenomenon still can be compensated by this technique. In one
embodiment, a receiver converted the optical signal to an intermediate microwave signal. A
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
microwave bandpass filter with a linear response function treated the signal, and the output was
the dispersion-corrected signal.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
The condition under which this kind of compensation is successful is when we make sure that the
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Precompensation
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
Precompensation is quite the reverse of postcompensation. In precompensation, the pulses are
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can

have the right amount of prechirp to create pulses that can travel several kilometers of
dispersive fiber.
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Dispersion Compensation Using Fibers
Group velocity dispersion in optical fibers can be compensated easily by using high dispersion
fibers. A fiber of length Li with a dispersion of Di ps/nm-km can be compensated by using
another spool of fiber of length Lj whose dispersion parameter is Dj such that it satisfies the
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two terms gives the total amount of accumulated dispersion that a pulse would
undergo after transmission through any of the two fibers. The primary aim now is to keep the
total dispersion at the end of the communication channel as low (close to zero) as possible. The
second fiber that is used is the high dispersion fiber, which has a strong dispersion profile. The
dispersion profile of the second fiber is opposite to the dispersion profile of the first fiber, and
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quite supplementary,
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zero dispersion over
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a channel that is Li in length with a dispersion parameter of Di, we can use a high
dispersive fiber of dispersion parameter Dj and a length shown in Equation 3-10.
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Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Therefore, to ensure that the length of the compensating fiber is small enough, its dispersion
parameter Dj has to be quite large. Several techniques are illustrated in literature that deal with
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aligned together so that the pulse does not spread out of its intended slot. FBGs can accomplish
this task of alignment.
FBGs are essentially devices that can act as wavelength reflectors for selective wavelengths. By
varying the index profile inside a fiber, the fiber can reflect exactly those wavelengths that
correspond to some particular profile changes in the core. The same principle is applied for
dispersion compensation. Dispersion compensation can be accomplished using FBG by creating a
grating profile of the refractive index inside the core in such a way that the faster moving
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This scheme is particularly useful for single-channel optical communication.
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One such method for FBG design is by deploying holographic technology. A hologram can be
created inside the core of the fiber, which essentially acts like an index grating. This hologram
can also be made to change the gain profile as and when required. This scheme is quite efficient
and easy to use, but costs are relatively high. Figure 3-10 shows the working of FBGs in fibers to
compensate
for GVD.
A comprehensive
book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical
fiber
Figure
3-10.
Schematic Diagram of Dispersion Compensation in Fibers

Using FBG Technology
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Polarization Mode Dispersion and Compensation
Techniques
Polarization mode dispersion (PMD) is explained in Chapters 1 and 9; however, this section
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systems (>10
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Unlike
chromatic dispersion, statistical dimension of PMD is due to the variations in time of the
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external stress on the fiber. In transmission systems, there is no guarantee of the maximum
penalty due to PMD. However, for design considerations, we can choose an upper limit. (A
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Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
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The principle
of operation of a PMD compensator is to reduce the total PMD of the fiber line plus
that in the compensator. Figure 3-11 shows the basic scheme of a PMD compensator. It consists
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links(polarization maintaining fiber), polarization controller
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This is the limitation of PMD compensators operating in an optimum fashion. Detailed analysis of
local and suboptimum compensation and its effects on transmission is beyond the scope of this
book.
Different concepts have been proposed for improvement of the basic PMD compensator. One of
the improvements suggested is to increase the number of polarization-maintaining elements. In
theory, adding more birefringent fiber segments will help the compensator address PMD issues
in the link. This will also increase the number of parameters that need to be controlled.
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Summary
This chapter explored amplifiers for optical communication networks. Amplifiers appear to be a
small part of the WDM network design, but they are probably one of the most important
subsystems. Amplifiers act as 1R regenerators of data; therefore, they can increase the length of
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become a low-cost and effective means of regenerating an optical WDM signal entirely in the
optical
domain without retiming or reshaping it.
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Amplifiers are basically classified into three categories: doped fiber amplifiers, Raman amplifiers,
and semiconductor optical amplifiers (also called semiconductor laser amplifiers). Doped fiber
amplifiers, especially ones using Erbium ions as a dopant, have a good gain profile in the 1550
nm
C band. They book
are easy
to fabricate
anddesign
have aand
relatively
tolerable noise
figure of about 5–7
A comprehensive
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dB. Raman amplifiers are traditionally the oldest known amplifiers and are based on the
phenomenon of Raman's scattering of light, which dates back to the 1930s. These amplifiers
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This chapter discussed some of the dispersion compensating schemes for both chromatic
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Introduction to Optical Design
A network planner needs to optimize the various electrical and optical parameters to ensure
smooth operations of a wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) network. Whether the network
topology is that of a point-to-point link, a ring, or a mesh, system design inherently can be
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system design. To the networking world, the optical layer (WDM layer) appears as a barren
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However, such lapses can often be catastrophic. Until the bit rate and the transmission distance
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the bit rate increases and transmission length increases, these optical parameters
have the capability of playing truant in the network. A network planner must consider the
affecting parameters and build a network that accommodates the impairments caused by the
optical parameters. This chapter explores some of the design constraints involved in the WDM
network design.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Consider an optical signal as a slowly varying signal of amplitude A (t , t) (function of distance 't '
and time 't'), on which various parameters are acting at all times. An optical signal, as discussed
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"Introduction
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Further, this optical signal is subjected to attenuation, which by virtue of itself, is a property of
the propagating
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DWDM network
attenuation constant a, which gives the loss (in dB) per traveled km.
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
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Design optical links based on OSNR
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tilt
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the gain
transmit
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the transmission
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and
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Learn
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need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
Equation
maintenance4-1
of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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receiver cannot differentiate between 1s and 0s if the power level is less than the
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For
an input power
of +5
and anetwork
receiverdesign
sensitivity
of –20 dBm at 1550
nm, the maximum
transmission distance without amplification is shown in the following equation. (Assume a = 0.2
dB/km at 1550 nm. We usually get a from the manufacture's spec.)
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Further in the preceding calculation, we have neglected dispersion, fiber nonlinearities,
polarization, spectral broadening, chirp (source broadening), fiber plant losses (connecters,
Design optical amplifier-based links
splices, and aging factors), and so on. If we consider these effects, then the maximum length is
reduced
further.
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thenlinks
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ultra on
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intercontinental systems? By placing
Learn
how to
design
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Design optical links based on OSNR
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retime,
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Design
a real DWDM
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impairment due to OSNR,
dispersion,
and gain tilt
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and design
DWDMdomain.
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performance
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book Understand
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in Chapter
2, so architectures
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a design
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Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Electrical repeaters have an advantage in that they can completely relaunch the signal by
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it dueparameters
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To
systems
do so, the composite WDM signal needs to be fully demultiplexed, which is neither cost effective
nor efficient. Optical amplifiers alleviate that problem by amplifying all the channels together
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completely
theInternet
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the transmission
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and
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how
to
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advantage
of
the signal power level, but at the same time, they add their own complement of noise. This noise
the
new
technology
to
satisfy
your
network's
bandwidth
needs.
It
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by
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an
is amplified spontaneous emission (ASE), which was introduced in Chapter 3, "Networking with
understanding
of DWDM
technology
and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
DWDM -2." Please
refer to
Figure 4-1.
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Figure 4-1. Single Stage Amplifier and Noise Associated with Signal
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Figure 4-2. Noise Accumulation Resulting from Multistage Amplification
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
Amplifier
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noise is a severe problem in system design. A figure of merit here is the optical signalto-noise ratio (OSNR) requirement of the system. The OSNR specifies the ratio of the net signal
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powerDesign
to the optical
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Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt

NOTE
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
OSNR is not just limited to optical amplifier-based networks. Other active and passive
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
devices can also add noise and create an OSNR-limited system design problem. Active
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amplifiers
add noise.
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Comprehend
different
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layer
fiber can add components of noise. In the calculation of system design, optical
amplifier
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forDWDM
OSNR networks
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Learn how
to test
and measure
parameters
and optical
degradation.
That does not imply unimportance to other sources of OSNR penalty.
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
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technology
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need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
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on to teach
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designs
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totechnology
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to installation
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that the
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actually (indirectly) depends on g , the nonlinear coefficient, and P, the power of the signal. b
further depends on the group index, which in turn depends on the GVD parameters. Therefore,
dispersion causes severe pulse spreading and leads to intersymbol interference (ISI). The GVD
parameter b 2 is the second order differential of the b with respect to change in optical frequencyomega.
Techniques are available to compensate dispersion. Note here that the dispersion discussed so
far (GVD) is called chromatic dispersion as opposed to other forms of dispersion, such as
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polarization mode dispersion, or PMD. (PMD is discussed from a design point of view in Chapter
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5, "WDM Network Design -2".) Dispersion flattened or shifted fibers are an example. Dispersion
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shifted fibers (DSFs) have the zero-dispersion wavelength shifted into the operating band.
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Further
fibers can be placed at strategic locations in a network so that
we can reshape the broadened pulse as desired. Yet another technique is to use fine fiber Bragg
gratings
(FBGs)-based
dispersion compensators. The question still remains: In a network, where
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Another
design issue is polarization. Assuming fibers to be polarization preserving is not a good
idea. Different polarization states create different levels of PMD. PMD compensation and
placement is yet another strong issue at high bit rate signals.

Last but not least, we need to consider fiber nonlinearities. Self-phase modulation and cross
phase
modulationbook
are two
common
coupling
problems.
FWM, stimulated
Raman scattering
A comprehensive
on DWDM
network
design
and implementation
solutions.
(SRS), and stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) are also high bit rate, high power issues.
A system
Study
design
various
canoptical
be optimized
communication
by considering
principles
these
as well
effects
as in
communication
a strategic manner.
methodologies
The
in
sections
an optical
that follow
fiberconsider several steps that need to be considered in an ideal system design
case. Initially, let's assume a point-to-point link and then specifically look at ring and mesh
Design
and evaluate
optical components in a DWDM network
networks
in Chapter
5.
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Factors That Affect System Design
Initially, fiber loss was considered the biggest factor in limiting the length of an optical channel.
However, as data rates grew and pulses occupied lesser and lesser time slots, group velocity
dispersion and nonlinearities (SPM, XPM, and FWM) became important considerations.
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As we will see
in the following sections, an optical link is designed by taking into account a figure
DWDM
Network
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and Engineering
Solutions
of merit,
which
is generally
the bit error
rate (BER) of the system. For most practical WDM
-12 (~ 10-9 to 10 -12), which means that a maximum one
networks,
this
requirement
of
BER
is
10
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out of every 1012 bits can be corrupted during transmission. Therefore, BER is considered an
important figure of merit for WDM networks; all designs are based to adhere to that quality.
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368 As can be observed it is quite difficult to calculate BER instantaneously.

Another plausible explanation of BER can be considered as follows. For a photodetector to detect
a 1 bit correctly (assuming nonreturn-to-zero/return-to-zero, or NRZ/RZ modulation; see
Chapter 2), it needs a certain minimum number of photons (Np) falling on it. If NTP is the
number of photons launched at the transmitter and Dp is the number of photons lost
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
(hypothetically) due to attenuation, absorption, scattering, and other impairments during
transmission, then if NTP - Dp < Np, the receiver will not be able to decode the signals properly.
To sustain
communication,
it is imperative
that as
NTPwell
– Dp
Np over 'L' the methodologies
desired length of
Studygood
various
optical communication
principles
as>communication
in
transmission
channel.
The
number
of
photons
translates
to
the
power
(which
is
a function of
an optical fiber
intensity) of the optical signal.
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
From the explanation, it becomes evident why optical system design considers power budget and
powerLearn
margins
(safety
margins
for good
design)
so important.
about
the effects
of noise
in signal
propagation,
especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
As far as the dispersion issue goes, we know that dispersion is the spreading of a pulse in time
domain,
generally
to the large variance
of the spectral domain. (Many different spectral
Design
opticaldue
amplifier-based
links
components exist in a pulse, each travelling at a different speed.) That means dispersion causes
pulseLearn
spreading.
how to design optical links based on power budget
The most
Design
harmful
optical
effect
linksof
based
this pulse
on OSNR
spreading is ISI. Even if you assume ISI never to happen
(due to good design), still a small amount of dispersion has several harmful effects. The
Design
DWDM
with
impairment
to OSNR,
gain words,
tilt
spreading
of aa real
pulse
lowersnetwork
its power
content,
whichdue
means
that Dpdispersion,
increases. and
In other
the number of photons that will strike the photodetector decreases. Therefore, when we are
Classifydispersion-limited
and design DWDM
networks
size and
performance
considering
systems,
webased
must on
consider
a power
penalty due to dispersion.
This power penalty3 can qualitatively be defined as the net loss in power because of dispersion
Understand
andofdesign
nodal
for different classification
of DWDM networks
during
transmission
a signal
in aarchitectures
dispersion affected/limited
system.
Comprehend
different
transport ofas
data
the DWDM
Qualitatively,
power
penaltyprotocols
can also for
be considered
the over
net extra
power layer
required to pump up
the signal so that it reaches the receiver (photodetector) while maintaining the minimum BER
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
requirement of the system. Typically, the power penalty for most networks is in the range of 2–3
systems
dB. ITU specification G957 states that this penalty should not be greater than 2 dB.
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology thatImpairments:
allows networks to
gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
Long-Haul
Nonlinearity
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the
new technology
to satisfy we
your
network's
bandwidth
by providing
By placing
optical amplifiers,
can
greatly enhance
theneeds.
powerItofbegins
an optical
signal as an
it reaches
understanding
of
DWDM
technology
and
then
goes
on
to
teach
the
design,
implementation,
the photodetector. Yet another system design consideration is the net fiber nonlinearity that and
is
maintenance
of DWDM
in a intensity
network. of
You
gain an understanding
of how to through
analyze a
designs
present in silica
fibers. The
thewill
electromagnetic
wave propagating
fiber
prior
installation
to measure
impactindex
that the
will havecomponent
on your bandwidth
and
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rise
to nonlinearities.
The the
refractive
hastechnology
a strong nonlinear
that depends

on the power level of the signal. Nonlinearity produces a nonlinear phase shift denoted by f NL.
This is shown in Equation 4-3.

Equation 4-3
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InEquation 4-3,

is the nonlinear coefficient that is denoted by Equation 4-4.
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InEquation 4-4, n 2 is the cladding index, and Aeff is the area of cross-section of the core. Further
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
f NL being dependent of Pin such that Pin by itself is a time varying response.
Therefore,
nonlinear
phase
shift induced
in a fast-moving
optical
pulse is quite
dynamic. in
Studythe
various
optical
communication
principles
as well as
communication
methodologies
an optical fiber
The implication is that a frequency chirp is associated with this phase shift. In other words, a
pulseDesign
at frequency
w0 would,
in time,
have components
in network
the frequency range shown in the next
and evaluate
optical
components
in a DWDM
equation.
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
In theLearn
equation,
f NLdesign
is dynamic.
result
is on
pulse
spreading,
how to
opticalThe
links
based
power
budget which is a result of the power
dependence on the induced phase shift. Therefore, to keep a check on the maximum phase shift
optical
links
based
on OSNR
that aDesign
pulse can
have,
it is
imperative
to set a threshold to the maximum input power. This
nonlinear phase shift is Self Phase Modulation (SPM). In optical communication, lightpaths need
a real
DWDM
impairment
due phase
to OSNR,
and gain tilt
to be Design
designed,
keeping
in network
mind thewith
maximum
tolerable
shiftdispersion,
f NL < 1. Therefore,
the
maximum power [Pin max | f NL < 1] can limit phase shift to less than the system requirement.
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
SPM does not act alone. In optical communication, GVD and SPM often go hand in hand, acting
Understand and over
design
nodal architectures
for different
classification
of DWDM
quasi-simultaneously
a length
of the fiber. The
input channel
power needs
to benetworks
optimized
so that it ensures a net dispersion (at a given bit rate) that is less than the minimum tolerable
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
dispersion, as well as for which the net nonlinear effects are under control. In other words, a
tradeoff is involved: We need some more power to take care of the dispersion-induced power
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
penalty, but this additional power leads to fiber nonlinear effects (such as SPM), which creates
systems
more spread.
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
An optimization technique involves simulation, whereby we can correctly design the network by
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
considering all the affecting factors and using the appropriate entities to com-pensate for these
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
factors. In one method, SPM and GVD are both calculated on a split Fourier transform. Using this
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
method, frequency domain analysis of the two effects is accomplished by breaking the cylindrical
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
waveguide (fiber) into infinitesimal overlapping segments, such that SPM is assumed to act on
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
odd segments and GVD is set to act on even segments. The final sum of effects on the last and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
penultimate segments gives the net impairment in the system.
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

So far, nonlinearities have been considered on just one channel. What happens when we have a
WDM system? Do parallel channels have an effect on each other? Two or more channels have
nonlinear effects on each other: XPM and FWM. Cross phase modulation results from the
different carrier frequency of independent channels, including the associated phase shifts on one
another. Cross phase modulation is severely harmful and is twice as powerful as Self phase
modulation. The induced phase shift is due to the "walkover" effect, whereby two pulses at
different bit rates or with different group velocities walk across each other. The slower pulse sees
the
walkoverTable
and of
induces
a phase shift because of this walkover effect. The total phase shift
•
Contents
depends on the net power of all the channels and on the bit output of the channels. Maximum
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Index
phase shift is produced when two 1 bits walk across each other due to the high power in both the
DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions
bits (as opposed to the lower power levels when both bits are not at logical 1).
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Mathematically, the phase shift is shown in Equation 4-5.
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
InEquation 4-5, w is the total number of channels and P k is the power of the kth channel. The
maximum phase shift (for all 1 bits) is shown in Equation 4-6.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
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Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
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Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Effect of Chromatic Dispersion on Transmission Length
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Group velocity dispersion (chromatic dispersion) is a primary cause of concern in high bit rate (>
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In the preceding equation, is the spectral width and is the pulse width. Further for SMF fibers,
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
dispersion parameter D = 17 ps/Km – nm. The limit on transmission distance is shown as in
an optical fiber
Equation 4-8.
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Design of a Point-to-Point Link Based on Q-Factor and
OSNR
To design a network, it is imperative to comply the system design with the BER require-ment of
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the signal to noise ratio (optical). The Q-factor suggests the minimum SNR required to obtain a
specific BER for a given signal. Figure 4-3 shows the relationship of Q-factor to BER. As we can
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
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Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
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Figure 4-4 shows the penalty of the Q-factor due to nonlinear effects by increase in input power.
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understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Mathematically,
Equation 4-9 gives the Q-factor of an optical signal.
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
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Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
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Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
A note on error function is provided in Chapter 2.
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prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Calculation of Q-Factor from OSNR
The OSNR is the most important parameter that is associated with a given optical signal. It is a
measurable (practical) quantity for a given network, and it can be calculated from the given
system parameters. The following sections show you how to calculate OSNR. This section
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In the equation, B0 is the optical bandwidth of the end device (photodetector) and Bc is the
electrical bandwidth of the receiver filter.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Therefore, Q(dB) is shown in Equation 4-12.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
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Figure 4-5. A Multiple Stage Amplified DWDM System Deployed in a
Point-to-Point Topology
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The OSNR of each stage is shown in Equation 4-13.
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
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InEquation 4-17, N 2 is the number of electrons in a higher state and N1 is the number of
electrons in the lower state. (Refer to Chapter 2 for more details.)
The population inversion parameter is also shown in Equation 4-18.
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is same. (This is a generic assumption and can be changed, as shown

later in this section.)
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OSNR Improvements by Raman Amplification

Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
From the preceding system, the OSNR of the final stage is shown as in Equation 4-22.
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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of the system. Figure 4-7 shows the variation of Raman gain with pump power.

Figure 4-7. Variation of Raman Gain with Pump Power
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
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Margin Requirements
In a multinode WDM link, the main component of the system loss is not attenuation due to
transmission link; but instead, it is the loss associated with the various subsystems. A typical
link consists of multiple nodes, each equipped with a variety of components. The loss due to
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each component
which results in a severe penalty for system design. A typical WDM
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optical signal that is passing through a node with two such AWGs
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switching
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total attenuation
due to transmission is 10 dB (.2 x 50). However, at each node, the loss is 5 + 5
+ 3 + 2, or 15 dB. In other words, the nodal losses can be higher as in comparison to
transmission losses. This affects system designs and OSNR as well. The effect is indirect in the
sense that output power from a node is affected due to such losses, which further affects OSNR
due to Equation 4-21.
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Table 4-1 shows the insertion loss due to typical elements. We have to quantize losses due to
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Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
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in optical signal budgeting issues, especially on a dynamic level. The margins are generally
chosen by evaluating a set of readings that represent the pseudo-population of a number of
discrete events governing the entire sample space of optical signal design.
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reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Design Using Chromatic Dispersion Compensation
In a chromatic dispersion-limited system in which the total accumulated dispersion for a
traveling pulse is greater than the maximum allowable dispersion, the system cannot function
because of tremendous ISI or just pure pulse spread. Therefore, we need to place dispersion
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laser dispersion specifications for a given bit rate with respect to the length of the
fiber. For example, an SMF fiber's typical value of dispersion is 16 ps/nm-km, which means that
for every traversed kilometer of SMF fiber, a pulse at 10 Gbps (100 ps pulse width) spreads for
about 16 ps from its mean. Ensure that the accumulated pulse spread across 'x' km is less than
the maximum dispersion limit (which might be 1600 ps/km-nm for a 10 Gbps signal).
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From this discussion, it is obvious that the signal can travel 16x = 1600 km (if x = 100) of SMF
fiber at a 10 Gbps bit rate. It is important to note that as the signal traverses a greater distance,
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Figure 4-8. Variation of Dispersion Parameter D with Power Penalty
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the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
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Two techniques—precompensation and postcompensation—can compensate dispersion using any
of these methods. As the name implies, precompensation means compensating for dispersion
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understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
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Table 4-3. Dispersion Parameter D
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Figure 4-10. Dispersion Maps for Postcompensation Scheme
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OSNR and Dispersion-Based Design
For a given network, it is important to calculate the OSNR and make a design based on both
OSNR and dispersion limitations. It is possible to compensate for dispersion to a great extent.
However, OSNR compensation needs 3R (O-E-O) regeneration, which is expensive. In other
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Shown in Figure 4-11 is an OSNR map that carefully disseminates the optical signal level and the
noise level as the signal passes through each amplification stage.
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Frequency Chirp
When pulses are generated at the transmitted end, intensity modulation causes phase
modulation due to the carrier-induced change in the refractive index. This change is inherently
due to the laser linewidth. Such optical pulses with a time-dependent phase shift are called
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Effects of FWM and XPM on Long-Haul Design
FWM is a third-order nonlinearity in optical links that can be compared to the intermodulation
distortion in standard electrical systems. FWM is worse for equally spaced WDM systems and at
high powers. When three optical channels at frequencies wi,w j, and wk travel such that they are
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of Contents wavelength, they intermingle to produce a fourth signal whose
close to the zero
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frequency is shown in Equation 4-24.
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Thisw ijk can mix with another WDM channel, causing severe cross-talk. For W wavelengths in a
fiber, the number of FWM channels (N) produced is shown in Equation 4-25.

Equation
4-25
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
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generated wavelength does not interfere with the signal channel(s). Use of NZDSF minimizes the
effect of FWM.
In multichannel WDM systems, XPM causes intensity-based modulation to adjacent frequency
channels. XPM causes fluctuations in pulse propagation due to the effect of other channels.
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PMD in Long-Haul Design
PMD is not an issue at low bit rates; it becomes a dominant issue at bit rates in excess of 5
Gbps. PMD is inherently caused by the asymmetry of the fiber. This asymmetry adds to a
property called birefringence, such that the two principle degenerate modes (polarization modes
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Figure 4-14. The PMD in a Pulse
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The typical system margin for PMD is 1 dB for general long haul, but it depends on the
transmission length.
Consider a numerical example: If the PMD coefficient of the given fiber is 2 ps and the distance
under consideration is 625 Km, calculate the DGD. Refer to Equation 4-27.

Equation 4-27
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principles explained so far. One issue that has not been discussed is the tilt
limited system, whereby the gain of the amplifier produces different amplification for different
channels (and hence different noise levels), generating different values of OSNR for different
channels. Compensating tilt is a hard task despite the availability of flat band filters (called gain
flattening filters) as well as band equalizers, which try to create uniformity to some extent in the
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working band.
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Examples
The following case studies reinforce the principles discussed so far in this chapter.
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Design a 4 x25 span WDM link with an optical amplifier gain of 22 dB and NF equal to 5 dB.
ByAshwin Gumaste , Tony Antony

Calculate the final OSNR if the input power is 0 dB. Calculate the signal power at the receiver.
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The answer is shown in Figure 4-16.
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the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
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Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
OSNRstage3 = 20 dB
Design optical links based on OSNR
Output from the amplifier = –31 + 22 = –9 dB
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Power at the receiver
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
= –9 – 25 = –34 dB
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
If the receiver sensitivity is –25, the system will not work.
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
The solution is to (a) increase the gain of the amplifier (b) increase the input power of the
transmitter.
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The same solution for 10dB input power is shown in Figure 4-16.
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
Using Method 1: OSNRfinal = 10 + 58 – 25 – 6 – 5 = 32
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology
that allows
networks
to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
Method 2: gives
OSNRfinal
= 29 dB
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the
technology
to satisfy
bandwidth
begins by providing an
The new
difference
in value
is due your
to thenetwork's
approximation
madeneeds.
in the It
parameters.
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance
DWDM
in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
Final
power atofthe
receiver
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

= 10(Tr) – 25 (loss1) + 22 (gain1) – 25 (loss2) + 22 (gain 2) – 25 (loss 3) + 22 (gain 3) – 25
(loss) = –24 dB
The receiver sensitivity is given as –25 dB, so the system will work.

Case 2
•

Table of Contents

•
Calculate theIndex
number of spans in this link, given Pin = 0 dB; OSNRfinal = 20 dB total length =
DWDM
Network
Designs
and Engineering
Solutions
300 km
Bit rate
= 5 Gbps;
NF = 5 dB.
(Assume fiber type is SMF
= .2 dB/km)
ByAshwin Gumaste , Tony Antony

Answer
Publisher: Cisco Press
Pub Date: December 13, 2002

Total loss
over
entire length = 300 x 0.2 = 60 dB
ISBN:
1-58705-074-9
Pages: 368

Attenuation per span = 60/N (assume N number of spans
OSNRFinal = P0 + 58 – –10logN– NF
20 = 0 + 58 – 60/N –10logN– 5
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
-33 = –60/N– 10logN
Study various
optical
Rearranging,
you get
this: communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
60/N– 10logN = 33
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Solving for N (for N = 2)
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
60/2 perspectives
+ 10log2 = 33
Design
optical
amplifier-based
Therefore,
the
number
of spans = 2.links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget

Case
3 optical links based on OSNR
Design
a real
DWDM network
with
duespan
to OSNR,
and gain tilt
OSNRDesign
= 20 dB,
dispersion
of the fiber
is impairment
17 ps/nm-km,
loss =dispersion,
22 dB.
andlength
designofDWDM
networks
size and=performance
What Classify
is the total
the system?
(NFbased
of theon
amplifier
4 dB, and dispersion tolerance is
given as 1600 ps/nm, Pin = 10)
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer

Answer

Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
OSNRsystems
Final = P0 + 58 – –10logN– NF
The
Internet
bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
20 =demand
10 + 58for
– 22
– 4 – 10logN
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology
that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
–22 = –10 logN
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the
to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
N
= new
158 technology
spans
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance
Therefore,
total
of DWDM
length =
in 158
a network.
* 22/0.2
You
= 17,280
will gainkm
an(theoretical
understanding
limit)
of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

But due to dispersion, max length = 1600 ps.nm/17 ps /nm.km = 94 km.

Case 4
Customer A wants to build a 200 km OC48 link to transport traffic. Design the link with the
following parameters. (Assume SMF-28 fiber with a = .25 dB/km/ and 18 ps/nm/km as the
•
Table of Contents
dispersion characteristic.)
•
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Receiver
sensitivity:
dBm @BER=e
ByAshwin Gumaste , Tony Antony

Receiver overload: –10 dBm @BER=e-12
Publisher:
Cisco Press
Transmit
power:
+7 to +9 dBm
Pub Date: December 13, 2002

Dispersion
1500 ps/nm
ISBN: tolerance:
1-58705-074-9
Pages: 368

Dispersion penalty: 1.5 dB @ 1500 ps/nm
OSNR tolerance: 20 dB @ Resolution Bandwidth 0.1 nm
EDFA
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Input power range: +3 to –25 dBm; Gain: 20 dB to 14 dB
Studyoutput
various
optical
communication
principles
as well as communication methodologies in
Maximum
power:
+17
dBm; Noise Figure:
5 dB
an optical fiber
DCU
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Loss 5 dB, dispersion compensation –1100 ps
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives

Answer

Design optical amplifier-based links

The answer
requires
several
steps.
Refer
to Figure
4-17.
Learn how
to design
optical
links
based
on power
budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network
with4-17.
impairment
due
OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Figure
Case
4 to
Answer
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
Step that
1. The
totalnetworks
distance to
is 200
therefore,
total loss
is 200 * .25
= 50 dB.
You
need
technology
allows
gainkm;
significant
amounts
of bandwidth
to handle
this
growing
amplifiers
to
reach
that
distances.
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
Step 2. Total
dispersion
is 200and
km then
* 18 goes
ps.nm
kmteach
= 3600
understanding
of DWDM
technology
on/ to
the ps.nm
design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

You need to use dispersion compensators because the given dispersion tolerance is 1500 ps.nm.
The maximum distance for this system without DCU is 1500/18 = 83.33 km given DCU = –1100
ps. If you strategically place 3 DCU, you get (3600 – 3 * 1100) = 300 ps, which is well within
the limit. The DCU has a 5 dB passthrough loss, so it is best to place it before preamplifiers.
Analysis of the problem
Transmit power = + 7 dB
•
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Stage 1:
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loss
= –10
(link,loss)
– 6 (DCU loss) – 1.5 (margin) = –17.5 dB
ByAshwin
Gumaste
Tony Antony
Pin = Power at the end of stage 1 = 7 – 17.5 = –10.5 dB
Publisher: Cisco Press

Pub 1
Date:
December
13, 2002
Stage
amplifier
gain:
20
ISBN: 1-58705-074-9

PowerPages:
output
368from the amplifier: (power input + gain) – 10.5 dB + 20 = 9.5 dB
OSNR calculation
OSNRstagei =1/(1/OSNR 0 + NF.h.v.Df /Pin) (for stage 1 1/OSNR0 = 0)
A comprehensive
OSNR
book
Df on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
1 = Pin/NF.h.v.
Substituting the values Pin = –10.5 dB = 8.9125E – 05 W (convert to watts)
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
NF = an
5 dB
optical
converting
fiber to linear = 3.166 (10NF dB/10 )
h = planks
= 6.6260E
– components
34
Designconstant
and evaluate
optical
in a DWDM network
v = frequency
Learn about
of light
the effects
1.9350E
of +
noise
14 in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Df = bandwidth (measuring the NF) = 12.5 KHz (.1 nm)
Design optical amplifier-based links
Substituting, you get OSNR = 42 dB
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Stage 2:
Design optical links based on OSNR
Loss = –20 (link loss – 6 (DCU loss) – 1.5 (margin) = –27.5 dB
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Power at the end of stage 2
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Pin = 9.5 – 20 – 6 – 1.5 (margin) = –18 dB
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Stage 2 amplifier gain: 20
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Power output from amplifier: –18 + 20 = 2 dB
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
OSNRsystems
stage2 = 1/(1/OSNR1 + NF.h.v.Df /Pin)
OSNR1
is thefor
OSNR
of stage
1 = 42 grows
dB andas
Pinnew
= –18
dB
The demand
Internet
bandwidth
applications,
new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
OSNR
= 34allows
dB
stage 2 that
technology
networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
Stage
3 technology
loss:
the new
to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
–20(link loss) – 6 (DCU loss) – 1.5 (margin) = –27.5 dB (loss)
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior
measure
the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
Powertoatinstallation
the end of to
stage
3

Pin= 2 – 27.5 = –25.5 dB
Stage 3 amplifier gain 20 dB
Power output from the amplifier: = –25.5 + 20 = –5.5 dB
OSNR
•
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OSNR
1/(1/OSNRstage2 + NF.h.v.Df /Pin)
•
stage3 =Index
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OSNR = 26
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Publisher: Cisco Press

Case
5
Pub Date: December 13, 2002
ISBN: 1-58705-074-9

Calculate the composite power at the output of a DWDM 8 channel multiplexor (shown in Figure
Pages: 368
4-18) if the input power is 0 dB (insertion loss = 5 dB).

Figure 4-18. Calculate the Composite Power

A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify
and design
DWDM
networksloss
based
on size
Pcomposite
= Pchannel
+ 10logN
– Insertion
(where
N isand
theperformance
number of channels)
architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
= 0 +Understand
10log8 – 5 and
dB =design
0 + 9nodal
– 5 dB
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
= 4 dB
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems

Exercises

The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance
on the
Internet are
continue
rise.
division
multiplexing
(DWDM) is one
The following
exercises
left fortoyou
toDense
solve. wavelength
Use previous
examples
as guidelines.
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
1. new
Calculate
the dispersion
receiverbandwidth
power of an
optical
link that
90 km inan
length.
the
technology
to satisfy and
yourthe
network's
needs.
It begins
byisproviding
The transmit
power technology
= +8 dB, the
receiver
sensitivity
= –18
dB,
and the
dispersion
understanding
of DWDM
and
then goes
on to teach
the
design,
implementation,
and
tolerance
1500 ps/nm
(SMF You
= .25
ps/nm-km). Is
dispersion
limited?
maintenance
of=DWDM
in a network.
will dB/km
gain an18
understanding
of ithow
to analyze
designs
the linktofor
proper network
operation
you need to
use
EDFA
dBbandwidth
(gain) and and
DCU
prior Design
to installation
measure
the impact
that theiftechnology
will
have
on15
your
2.

–1100 ps and 5 dB loss).
2. Design a 4 x 25 span WDM link with optical amplifier gain = 18 dB and NF = 6 dB.
Calculate final OSNR if the input power is 0 dB. Calculate signal power at the receiver.
(The receiver sensitivity is –25 dB at BER 10-15). Does the system work?
•
•
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of Contents
Now
calculate
the final OSNR by replacing the following:
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- The transmitter with input power to +7 dB

ByAshwin Gumaste , Tony Antony

- The amplifier gain to 22 dB
Publisher: Cisco Press

3.PubCalculate
power
milliwatts if the input power were 0 dBm.
Date: December
13,in
2002
ISBN: 1-58705-074-9

Calculate the power in dBm if the input power were 12 mW.

Pages: 368

Hint: XmW power is 10 * log10 (x) in dBm
Y dBm power is 10Y/10 in mW
Calculate thebook
composite
power
at thedesign
output and
of aimplementation
DWDM 16-channel
mux if the input power
A 4.
comprehensive
on DWDM
network
solutions.
is 4 dB. If the input is plugged into an amplifier, how much attenuation do you need (given
NF = 5 dB, input range = 0–25 dB, gain = 22)
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Summary
This chapter discussed optical network system-level designs. We initially considered power
budget-based design, from which we migrate to more complex OSNR-based designs. This
chapter showed the importance of OSNR in estimating BER and the need for evaluation of the Q•
Table of Contents
factor as an intermediate
stage in BER development. We discuss dispersion-based systems and
•
penalties thatIndex
are associated with dispersion-limited systems. We show how dispersion-limited
DWDM
Network
Designs
and Engineering
systems
can be
compensated
using Solutions
generic schemes and hence show the methods of pre- and
postcompensation
asAntony
well as placement of such compensating units. Nonlinear effects are also
By
Ashwin Gumaste , Tony
studied from a design point of view, as well as the various penalties and their cures from a
system
design perspective. Finally, we analyzed numerical examples for the studied system
Publisher: Cisco Press
design principles.
Pub Date: December 13, 2002
ISBN: 1-58705-074-9
Pages: 368

A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Chapter 5. WDM Network Design -2
This chapter focuses on network topology design based on the actual deployment and expected
future of optical networks. Practical networks are designed and deployed in topologies that are
quite
well defined,
•
Table ofalthough
Contents the network itself might be spread across vast geographical areas in
an
extensive
way.
•
Index
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From the perspective of the optical layer, networks are classified by their topology as well as
By
Ashwin
Gumaste
, Tony
their
size.
Chapter
4,Antony
"WDM Network Design -1," briefly discussed the three topologies: point-topoint networks, rings, and mesh topologies. While designing a network, it is imperative to know
which
Publisher:
is theCisco
most
Press
suitable topology for a given cluster of nodes. This decision is important in
green
well as
brown field networks, and many factors affect the final outcome
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design.
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Consider a given network topology such that the fibers are already deployed (fibers are laid in
the field). If we have to optimally use the fibers to provide traffic to the set of nodes and at the
same time ensure the least cost and good optical characteristics, we need to make a good design
for the network. The easiest way to do this, of course, is to design a topology, which maps each
traffic request (source-destination pair) to a fiber link. This is what is called the fully connected
A comprehensive
book on
DWDM is
network
design
and
implementation
solutions.
mesh.
The next obvious
question
whether
a fully
connected
mesh (one
in which each node is
connected to every other node through a fiber) is the most widely deployed topology? The
answer is no, for the simple reason that such a network infrastructure would never be
Study various
communication
principles as well as communication methodologies in
economical.
What isoptical
the most
feasible topology?
an optical fiber
The answer to that question is quite complicated. No topology is the best topology, but different
Design
and
evaluate
optical
components
in a DWDM
network
topologies
are
good
enough
for different
alternative
scenarios.
The idea is to choose a topology
and then to choose architectures that would most suit this topology. We have to choose different
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
topologies and we do so on the basis of geographic area and or size of the network. Topology
perspectives
choices, whether point-to-point, ring, mesh, or any hybrid architectures, depend on the traffic as
well as
the situational
requirement of
the network.
Design
optical amplifier-based
links
Consider
Figure
and 5-1b
in which
we have
a meshbudget
and ring network. Note that in Figure 5Learn
how5-1a
to design
optical
links based
on power
1a, we have a fully connected mesh topology, whereas in Figure 5-1b, we have a ring. By
definition,
a mesh
a group
of on
nodes
that are connected to one another by links (fibers in our
Design
opticalislinks
based
OSNR
case) in a fixed or arbitrary manner; these links are further inhabited by WDM channels or
wavelengths.
of nodes indue
a mesh
network
can be regular
ortilt
irregular
Design aThe
realinterconnection
DWDM networkpattern
with impairment
to OSNR,
dispersion,
and gain
and can have different degrees of connectivity (explained later). Mesh architectures speak of a
large Classify
capacity,
and
which
design
is typically
DWDM networks
equal to the
based
number
on size
of links,
and performance
'L' times the number of
wavelengths 'w' in each link. A mesh is characterized as a planar graph G(V,E) of V vertices and
Understand
design
nodal
architectures
for different
classification
networks
E edges
such thatand
each
vertex
corresponds
to a particular
network
elementoforDWDM
a nodal
interface
unit or just simply a node. The edges correspond to fibers; an edge might be a single fiber or a
different
for transport
of data
overThe
thedegree
DWDMof
layer
groupComprehend
of multiple fibers
(twoprotocols
in most cases
for duplex
traffic).
connectivity (D of a
node) can be defined as the number of nodes that are connected to the present node through the
Learn
how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
various
edges.
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
Figure 5-1. (a)Mesh Topology (b)Ring Topology
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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If a particular node, N1, has three adjoining edges connecting to three nodes, then its degree of
connectivity, D is equal to 3. For a fully connected mesh, the degree of connectivity 'D' is N – 1,
where N is the number of nodes in the mesh network. A mesh is termed cyclic if cyclic loops are
present
in the topology.
InDWDM
other words,
a cycle
beimplementation
traced out fromsolutions.
the source back to itself
A comprehensive
book on
network
designcan
and
through a series of nodes.
A treeStudy
is a set
various
of nodes
optical
withcommunication
an originating principles
node (called
as well
root)as
and
communication
connecting nodes
methodologies
connected in
as
per the
an network
optical fiber
topology. A spanning tree is a tree of nodes that consists of all the nodes such
that no node is repeated twice, and all nodes are present in the set corresponding to the tree.
Design
evaluate
optical
components
in a and
DWDM
network
The nodes
in and
a tree
are called
branches
or leaves,
an articulation
point in a mesh is defined
as a node in the tree, which if removed, breaks the mesh (and hence the tree) into two discrete
about
the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
trees Learn
(or two
meshes).
perspectives
A minimum-weight spanning tree is a tree that includes the shortest path to each node from the
Design
optical amplifier-based
links
root of
the spanning
tree. Various algorithms
in literature can calculate and find the spanning
tree in a fixed number of iterations. The number of iterations to locate nodes is often associated
Learn
how to design
optical links
based
on power
budget
with the
computational
complexity
of the
algorithm,
which
is a figure of merit for management
systems in optical networks (for example protection and restoration route calculation). A mesh
Design optical links based on OSNR
network with all nodes having degree of connectivity 2 is called a ring, whereby each node in the
ring is
connected
only its
most adjacent
nodes in the
Design
a realtoDWDM
network
with impairment
duenetwork.
to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
In a green-field
these kinds
of graph
theory
corollaries
are beneficial in the overall
Classify andnetwork,
design DWDM
networks
based
on size
and performance
network design. However, that might not always be the case in brown field or existing network
topologies.
An issue
tremendous
importance isfor
that
of mapping
these corollaries
different
Understand
andofdesign
nodal architectures
different
classification
of DWDMtonetworks
networks and facilitating good interconnection at the optical layer as explained in the sections to
come.Comprehend
Most of today's
optical
networks
area)
are laid
out in ring
different
protocols
for(especially
transport metropolitan
of data over the
DWDM
layer
topology due to historical dependence on SONET hierarchy.
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

WDM Pass-through Case—Virtual or Logical Topology
Design
Lightpath communication is an efficient way to increase bandwidth in optical networks. A
•
Table
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wavelength. Now consider Figure 5-2a and 5-2b. In Figure 5-2a, we can see that for a 6-node
network, we have a fully connected mesh.
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In contrast,
in Figure
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the number of links is equal to twice the number of nodes in the network. Obviously, this means
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
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prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

In other words, we have also established a logical connection between nodes A and C. This
means that although no direct physical link is present between nodes A and C, we still have a
logical connection between nodes A and C through node B. The connection is not dropped at
node B, which is in fact oblivious to the data flowing through it. This kind of topology design is
often termed virtual or logical topology design. This means that for a given physical topology, we
can plot a logical dynamic topology to support the given traffic demands at a given time using a
fixed number of resources (usually wavelengths). We can deal with this issue in various ways;
one
way is toTable
try to
design a logical topology that can be mapped onto an existing physical
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topology for the given number of logical connections to be established.
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This chapter studies the method to design networks based on topology, their classification, and
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By time division multiplexing (TDM) and muxponding (aggregating several low bit rate streams
into a single high bit rate stream in the electrical domain), many low bit rate signals are
multiplexed into a lightpath of large granularity, from which the carrier (ISP) is effectively able
to make revenue. Most of the traffic in previous years was voice-based traffic, although that is
A comprehensive
now
being replaced
book
rapidly
on DWDM
with data
network
traffic.
design
Nevertheless,
and implementation
as of today,solutions.
voice traffic continues to
be the part of the lightpath that earns the most revenue. Voice traffic generally has severe
constraints, such as low end-to-end delay and hence latency. If a fiber cut occurs or equipment
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communication
principles
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the lightpath
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revenue.as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
This issue is somewhat alleviated by the concept of protection, whereby a protection lightpath
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from OSNR
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legacy
protection
provided
might protectespecially
a work lightpath.
Thisand
chapter
perspectives
devotes a complete section to studying protection in optical networks and the effects of
protection on network heuristics. To pursue the classification of networks in detail, we need to
Design optical amplifier-based links
know that protection lightpaths are generally longer than their work counterparts for the simple
reason
that how
worktolightpaths
are established
are based on shortest path
Learn
design optical
links basedon
onroutes
powerthat
budget
algorithms.
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Classification of Optical Networks Based on
Geographical Sizes and Functionality
The optical networking market is roughly divided into three main segments for ease of analysis
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For short WDM links at low bit rates, there was no issue of impairments due to nonlinearities.
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maintenance). Transmission distance plays a critical role in determining network cost.
Ultimately, costs guide the whole market, so it makes perfect sense to classify networks based
on transmission distances or geographical sizes.
Networks are classified into three main categories corresponding to their size and functions. The
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
first type is that of metro access networks, or simply access networks. The second classification
type is that of metropolitan or regional area networks. The last classification type is that of longhaul as
wellvarious
as ultraoptical
long-haul
(submarine principles
and intercontinental)
networks. As we
will see later,in
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communication
as well as communication
methodologies
the network
size
and
requirement
greatly
enhance
the
cost
of
the
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an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network

Classification
of Networks
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
As mentioned before, the classification nomenclature is a three-tiered hierarchy, based primarily
on the
transmission
distances. In thelinks
first tier is the access network market. Refer to Figure 5-3.
Design
optical amplifier-based
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design
optical
links based
on OSNR
Figure
5-3.
Network
Classification:
Long-Haul, Metro Core, and Access
Hierarchies. Note the topological differences between the different
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
network types as well as the geographical area coverage.
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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In the next tier is the metro core market, and in the uppermost tier is the long-haul market. The
enterprise
customers
the
customer
premises
equipment (CPE)
layer, where the end
A comprehensive
bookfall
onunder
DWDM
network
design
and implementation
solutions.
customers are connected to the service provider's network. Refer to Table 5-1 for more
information.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network

Table 5-1. Classification and Comparison of Optical Networks
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Metro Access
Network
Metro Core Network
Long Haul
Design optical amplifier-based
links
Topology
Ring
Ring/mesh
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR

Point-topoint/ring and
mesh

Traffic flow
Hubbed
Distributed/meshed
Hubbed
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Ring circumference/length 40–75 km
< 100 to 250~300 km
< 300+ to 2000
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
km
Smaller rings
Understand and design also
nodal
architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
possible
Wavelength
supported
Up to 16 for transport
32 to
typical
64+
Comprehend
different protocols
of 64
data
over the DWDM layer
lambdas
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
Number
of nodes in the
6~8
8 ~ 16
5–12
systems
ring
The
demand
for Internet
grows as new
applications,
new technologies,
and
Distance
between
the bandwidth
10–30 km
~40–300
km
300+
kmincreased
reliance
on
the
Internet
continue
to
rise.
Dense
wavelength
division
multiplexing
(DWDM)
is one
node (span length)
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need.
Current
DWDM
market
Network
size Designs
20~30%
and Engineering50~60%
Solutions shows you how to take
10~20%
advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

DWDM technologies

Mux/Demux

Mux/Demux

Mux/Demux

(not limited)

OADM

OADM

OADM

Electrical
switching and
routing

EDFA (amplifier)

EDFA (amplifier)

DCU

DCU

Wavelength-tunability

PMD

Electrical switching and
routing/limited all optical
switching

Wavelengthtunability
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Metro Access Networks
Metro access is the most convenient optical network that is currently deployed. An access
network can be defined as the edge of a network that a customer can access directly. Access
networks can be ring shaped or bus/tree shaped in topology. These networks are generally
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built to reach the end user, who is generally a corporation or an enterprise.
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Service level agreements are issues to such enterprise businesses. Access networks are currently
the most growing topology in the metropolitan area. The market witnessed phenomenal growth
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are linked to metropolitan area core networks, which perform the main task of
transport.
In the access network area, a particular system might consist of a few WDM channels (typically
8–16) provided by redundant protection channels in another fiber and traversing a different
path.
The metro access
network
not consider
too implementation
many of the optical
impairments in
A comprehensive
book on
DWDMdoes
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design and
solutions.
system design for two reasons. First, the network is not spread more than 75 km; therefore,
issues such as dispersion and attenuation are quite minimal (at low rate). Second, the line rates
by themselves
are quite
low.
In one deployed
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WDM
access network,methodologies
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The traffic schematic for access networks is quite well defined. Although there is a percentage of
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links
traffic,
whichoptical
emanates
and culminates
inside the access ring or tree, a sufficiently large amount
of traffic is destined for the core or even the long-haul network. This internetwork traffic is what
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to topology.
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power
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the how
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based onOptically,
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is connected
to the core
at the hub, the lightpaths can be fully demultiplexed
and switched in the electronic layer, or the lightpath can be all optically converted into a metroDesign a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
core wavelength (can be the same as the access wavelength).
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
All optical wavelength conversion technology is in its infancy; therefore, the most viable option is
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
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of almost 14 dB in core Optical Add-Drop Multiplexer (OADMs).

Figure 5-4. Thin Film Filter-Based Network (Metro Access)
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Designofasuch
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tilt
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design. This can be attributed to the losses associated with full multiplex sections such as
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
arrayed waveguides (AWGs), whereby the waveguides have a high loss of their own due to
phaseUnderstand
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streams.for
In different
addition, classification
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of DWDM
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full
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sections wherever
possible.
Though
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Comprehend
different
protocols
for transport
of data over
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layer
becomes imperative to work with AWGs, as shown in the sections to follow.
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
Because
access networks generate the most revenue due to their close proximity to the
systems
customers or end users, it becomes imperative to protect the networks with a plausible
protection
algorithm.
Although
such grows
protection
schemes
are discussed
in the section
later
in this
The demand
for Internet
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applications,
new technologies,
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increased
chapter
in WDM to
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and wavelength
Protection Switching,"
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reliance titled
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division multiplexing
(DWDM)
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of protection
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to gain significant
amounts
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to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
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theisnew
technology
to satisfy
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bandwidth
needs. It begins
by(Figure
providing
anand 55b)
with
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interconnecting
to
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understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
architectures
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as two
points
to will
the gain
core an
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If a single-hub
failure
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the
maintenance of
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in aentry
network.
You
understanding
of how to
analyze
designs
second
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interconnecting
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between
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and
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prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

networks. A great deal of research is currently underway to determine new architectures and
topologies for metro access networks. Although this seems to be a good source of revenue for
equipment vendors, a loss of vision for most carriers makes deploying new versatile
architectures quite difficult.
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technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
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Metro Core Networks
Metro core is the next tier in our three-layered approach to classifying optical networks. Because
of its revenue-generating capability, this is currently a hot area for carriers. Most equipment
vendors have product portfolios in this segment. Metro core is distinguished from the access area
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The issue of why rings have been chosen is a hot debate among academic circles. Although the
proponents of mesh argue about the benefits such as greater capacity, it remains a fact that
Publisher: Cisco Press
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intranetwork
(within the network) component of traffic compared to the already existing
internetwork (between different networks) component. Metro core networks can be described as
a multihubbed network with some hubs interfacing to long-haul access points and other hubs
interfacing to the metro access rings. Therefore, metro core networks serve as an intermediate
layer to both metro access and long-haul networks.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Metro core networks also have subsidiary networks called collector networks, which collect traffic
from metro access and supply it to the regional rings. The ring size is generally less than 200 km
in circumference,
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the line
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to well
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legacy voice traffic is concentrated in this segment of the hierarchy. As mentioned before,
these networks are based on ring topologies that have evolved from the traditional SONET rings.
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these networks, one of which is wavelength spacing and wavelength allocation. Because of the
low loss segment in the fiber situated in the vicinity of 1550 nm, the band commencing from
1525–1565 nm is commonly deployed. This is also called the C band (refer to Chapter 1 for
operating bands). Longer L bands (1570+ nm) are being currently investigated. Core rings need
to be resilient and often need SONET-like protection features. The switch from a failed lightpath
to a protection lightpath is called restoration. In metro core networks, typical restoration times
have to be in the 50 millisecond range to facilitate excellent responses especially for embedded
voice
communication.
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Current network traffic reports that the huge capacity of the mesh is not called for. In one
analysis, it was shown that ring networks can do all that a mesh can do but save price for a
given load (the key here is that load should be low). Moreover, interconnected rings offer to be a
genuine
solution for
implementing
mesh-like
architectures,
alleviating solutions.
the tedious routing tables
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and protection issues. Protection and routing in mesh is quite intricate because of the higher
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
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Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Another serious issue in metro rings is the ability to reuse the wavelengths. When a lightpath is
Design optical links based on OSNR
dropped at some destination node, the wavelength (corresponding to the dropped lightpath) can
be reused for setting up another lightpath emanating at either the same node or at one of the
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
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final
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lightpaths) at any point is shown in Equation 5-1.
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
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Equation 5-1
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance
of DWDM
a network.
You will
gain
understanding
of how to
analyze
designs
In the equation,
N is theinnumber
of nodes,
w is
thean
number
of wavelengths,
and
SH is the
prior
to
installation
to
measure
the
impact
that
the
technology
will
have
on
your
bandwidth
and
instantaneous average hop distance. The logical explanation is as follows: Consider the N node

ring as shown in Figure 5-2. If w/2 wavelengths are in each of the two fibers, the total number
of active wavelengths between any two adjacent nodes is w. If we assume that there are w/2
lightpaths from each node to both its adjacent nodes in clockwise and counterclockwise
directions, the total number of lightpaths that can be established is N*w.
Note that for the preceding statement to be true, each lightpath must be exactly one hop long.
This is seldom the case. Lightpaths are generally of arbitrary length from 1 to N – 1 hops
(including protection LPs). Therefore, we have to scale the value N*w by the average hop
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topology design, an average of 2.43 lightpaths could be made to fit onto a single wavelength in
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twice the
number of wavelengths. This analysis can also be verified in Bidirectional Line Switched
Ring (BLSR) kind of SONET networks.

A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Long-Haul Networks
The final tier in our three-tier classification of optical networks is the long-haul network.
Traditionally, these long haul networks were the first networks to have fiber as a transmission
media on account of the fact that signals can go for a long distance in a fiber and are
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rates increased, different optical parameters had negative effects on their transmission lengths.
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long-haul networks are severely impaired by issues such as attenuation, dispersion,
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between;
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link. In some deployments, the point-to-point links have been scaled to form mesh-like
architectures such that the irregular mesh topology can facilitate a huge surge in network traffic
demands. As the requirement to transfer data increased substantially, the impairments offered
due to communication in the optical fiber also increased. In addition, there was a limit to the
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interleaved or multiplexed together to produce a dense composite signal and have huge
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the network
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Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Nodal Architectures and the Optical Service Channel
The most important element in a network is the node. For WDM layered hierarchy, different
configurations have been proposed, each adhering to some different set of requirements. In fact,
the access, metro, and core networks have their own unique combination of nodal architectures.
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The NMS accomplishes fast lightpath establishment (setup) and teardown and involves other
network-level issues. The node communicates to the other nodes about local position (traffic,
states, and so on) through an out-of-band /in-band channel called the optical service channel
(OSC), which is generally a channel that drops at each node. Shown in Figure 5-6 is the
implementation
out-of-band
OSC.
OSC is
like the
system ofsolutions.
the network; it informs
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Figure 5-6.
Use

of OSC in Metro Rings

Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
OSC does this reporting and information broadcasting and makes these decisions by propagating
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
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Nodal Architectures for Different Network Markets
Long-haul, metro, and access networks have their own distinct nodal architectures suited for
their own applications. The architectures are more clearly defined for each market type because
of the cost factor involved in them. For example, a long-haul node might have to optimize the
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This kind of differentiation is the main motivation behind having different kind of architectures in
the different markets. Naturally, the functionality in most long-haul networks makes long-haul
Publisher: Cisco Press
nodal architecture the most expensive to deploy. Certain important characteristics make nodal
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With this generation of WDM networks, we initially envisaged a short time of deployment of
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domain to be deployed, although small-scale university projects might precede that date on a
pilot basis.
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Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
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severe loss of signal. In the passthrough case, a signal might have up to 16 dB loss as in the
case of AWG-based elements. This loss is more than made up for by the postline amplifier, which
reboosts the signal power before feeding it into the transmission channel. Therefore, when we
are designing a system, we have to consider these factors one by one.
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Antony of connectivity of a particular node (the number of neighbor nodes
connected to an incumbent node or simply number of pairs of fibers attached to the node in a
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system) is greater than 2 (as shown in Figure 5-7).
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Figure 5-7. A Typical Regional (Long-Haul) Network

A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
This means that a node can be attached to two or more different nodes through the fiber lines.
This though is no hard and fast rule, but this high degree of connectivity needs a cross-connect
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
like architecture to facilitate what is called wavelength routing. Wavelength routing is a routing
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need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Although wavelength routing is cumbersome to implement, it is a promising approach in optical
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switched
in the
electrical
Design
a real
DWDMdomain.
network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance

Metro
Network Nodal Architectures
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
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main architecture
that
of a ring.
Comprehend different
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of data overisthe
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layerA ring network
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nodesLearn
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by add-drop
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kind
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how to test and
measure or
different
parameters
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networks
opticalsuch that
wavelengths
systemscan be added or dropped at each node. Note that no feature exists for all-optical
switching (cross connect). Nodes have a typical full demultiplex section that disseminate the
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signal). Possible
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ofslow
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typically
but reliable.
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance
DWDM
in a network.
will gain an understanding
of howand
to analyze
designs
Figureof5-9.
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As of today, most networks are circuit switched, so they work well with mechanical switches.
Pages: 368
Mechanical
switches have a typical switching time (from one state to another) of 10–15
milliseconds. This is enough to ensure 50-millisecond restorations, as in SONET-like networks
after fiber cuts. Metro networks can also be built without full demultiplex sections.
This method of implementation is through the use of thin film filters (TFFs). Thin film technology
is
mature and robust.
is some
degree
of flexibility because
any channel can be
A comprehensive
bookMoreover,
on DWDMthere
network
design
and implementation
solutions.
dropped by using a tunable TFF. The main advantage is in the nodal loss. Nodal loss creates a
substantial loss in optical power. In arrayed waveguide (AWG)-based nodes, the nodal loss can
various
be asStudy
high as
15 dB.optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
By using TFFs, this loss can be trimmed to just a few dB. Typically, the insertion loss of one filter
Design
and Therefore,
evaluate optical
components
DWDM
network
is about
1.2 dB.
a series
of TFFs hasinaalower
loss
compared to conventional AWG
design. Another optimized architecture is by using subbands. By creating bands in the operating
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especially
OSNR and
BER This
spectra,
a node
can
an entire
band
(of wavelengths)
the linefrom
(composite
signal).
perspectives
band can be further demultiplexed by client equipment. Therefore, loss is low, and there is some
degree of flexibility. This kind of network architecture cannot take large dynamic variations in
Design
optical
amplifier-based
traffic;
in other
words,
it cannot takelinks
excess churn. The tradeoff is the cost involved. Some
vendors have managed to make products based on such TFF technology.
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Another method is that of broadcast and select networks. Passive stars and broadcast
Design optical links based on OSNR
architectures are becoming quite popular because of their cost and performance metrics.
However, these (required for efficient sharing of the medium amongst different users) networks
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
are quite academic because medium access protocols are hard to implement successfully over
large Classify
distances
in design
optical DWDM
environments.
and
networks based on size and performance
Although
filter-based
optically for
better
designclassification
in terms of low
node loss,
they
Understand
and technologies
design nodal offer
architectures
different
of DWDM
networks
are limited in flexibility of operation. We cannot dynamically drop a channel from a band filter.
Each Comprehend
band filter is able
to drop
only that
band.
Therefore,
createlayer
a dynamic dropdifferent
protocols
for specific
transport
of data
over thetoDWDM
capable system, we need a large inventory of filters, which might not be an economical solution.
Moreover,
filters
in the transmission
channel during
active
operation
create
Learnplacing
how to such
test and
measure
different parameters
in DWDM
networks
and can
optical
protection
surges, which limit system performance. Also the filtering window is not always a
systems
perfect rectangle, but may have a profile which can be lower order Lorentzian or Gaussian
The demand
forfor
Internet
bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
creating
losses
high rates.
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
Protection
in WDM Networks and Protection Switching
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
At
the optical of
or DWDM
WDM layer,
a lightpath
setgain
up using
a control mechanism
that
involves
the
maintenance
in a network.
Youiswill
an understanding
of how to
analyze
designs
ingress,
the
egress,
the
intermediate
nodes
and
equipment,
in
addition
to
the
fibers
to
set
the
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidthup
and

lightpath. Failure of equipment/fiber/nodes can cause the lightpath to be disrupted, resulting in
a huge loss in revenue. Protection of lightpaths is a means whereby failure of fiber or equipment
can be surpassed by other means. Protection essentially means adding some degree of
redundancy or diversity to the network. The excess redundant portion of the network is utilized
to provide network capacity in the event of a failure or fault.
In principle, protection is a fast phenomenon such that the failed lightpath is switched onto the
excess allocated capacity in the shortest interval of time. An optical network has various kinds of
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failures. The most common failure is that of equipment. Equipment failure accounts for almost
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70 percent of all failures and is a result of various factors such as aging, malfunction, and human
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error.
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Protecting networks from equipment or subsystem failure is a difficult task. The only way to
protect
a network
from equipment failure is to deploy redundant equipment as protection
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Cisco Press
equipment
and
to
switch
from the normal equipment to the redundant gear in the event of a
Pub Date: December 13, 2002
failure. Certain algorithms actually describe and facilitate the way in which the signal is
ISBN: 1-58705-074-9
transferred from the normal equipment to the redundant equipment (protection equipment) and
Pages: 368
also describe
when this change is to be done. Equipment failure can also be the entire node
failing. This might happen due to power outages or even human errors. Nodal failure is difficult
to protect, and unless the failure is partial, the node is almost down until rectification exercises
are carried out. A node failure can be regarded as multi-link failure. For example in a ring
network a failure of a node, is as good as failure of the two attached links.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
The next common failure after equipment failure is fiber failure, which is more commonly known
asfiber cut. Fiber cuts are failures that are caused by the damage rendered to operational fibers
principles
asincreasing
well as communication
eitherStudy
from various
physicaloptical
cuts orcommunication
from severe bending
(thus
their losses tomethodologies
unbearable in
an
optical
fiber
values). We can take care of fiber cuts by using redundant fibers along with work or normal-use
fibers and switching signals from the work to the redundant (protection) fibers. Protection in
andcan
evaluate
opticalinto
components
in linea DWDM
network protection. Line protection
WDM Design
networks
be classified
two types:
and path-level
means protecting the entire fiber or the entire band of WDM channels in the event of a fiber cut
Learn
about
the 5-10).
effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
or failure
(see
Figure
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links

Figure
1:1 optical
Protected
Link:
Learn5-10.
how toA
design
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onNote
power Both
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Have to Switch
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
In contrast, path protection means according protection to just the single lightpath that has
failedLearn
(see Figure
Therefore,
protection
is more
more and
difficult
to
how to5-11).
test and
measurepath
different
parameters
inspecific
DWDM and
networks
optical
implement,
whereas line protection is more generic and easier to implement. For most of the
systems
discussion on protection and its mechanisms, this chapter considers fiber cuts as the
predominant
failure
in optical
WDM networks
of the simple
techniques
The demand for
Internet
bandwidth
grows as because
new applications,
new redundant
technologies,
and increased
present
the protection
issue
for equipment
failure. division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
reliance to
onsolve
the Internet
continue
to rise.
Dense wavelength
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding
Figure 5-11.
of DWDM
1+1
technology
Protected
and then
Link:
goesNote
on to teach
Thatthe
Only
design,
Receiver
implementation,
Has toand
maintenance of DWDM in a network.
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will
gain an understanding
Switch
Protection
Signal of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

In
SONET
networks, line and path protection has been incorporated into the ring
• conventional
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of Contents
topology
by
two
distinct
schemes: unidirectional path-switched ring (UPSR) and bidirectional
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Index
line-switched
ring
(BLSR).
We can extend
DWDM Network Designs and Engineering
Solutionsthe same scheme to WDM networks over a variety of
topologies. For path-switched protection in point-to-point or mesh topologies or even WDM
ByAshwin Gumaste , Tony Antony
rings, the protection is known as 1+1 protection; on the other hand, for line-switched protection,
the scheme is called 1:1 protection.
Publisher: Cisco Press
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protection, the transmitter or ingress node transmits the signal (WDM
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specific wavelength-lambda) into the work (normal) as well as the protection
ISBN:
(redundant)
path simultaneously. At the receiver or egress node, the receiver chooses the signal
Pages: 368
from either the work or the protection path, depending on the signal quality. Essentially, this
kind of scheme is easy to manage because the changeover decision (for choosing either work or
protect fiber) is taken only by the receiver section and not be multiple sections. Note that it is
best to have the work and the protect paths on different fibers such that exulting physical
diversity.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
In contrast, in the 1:1 or line-switched scheme as in Figure 5-10, the signal is sent only in the
work section or work channel while one protection channel serves as a backup to multiple
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
geographically diverse work channels. In the event of a failure, both the sender and the receiver
an optical fiber
need to coordinate with one another and switch the signal in the failed section to the protection
channel. This involves dual switching at both the transmitter and receiver sections, as shown in
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Figures 5-10 and 5-12.
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives

Figure
5-12. 1:N
Protection
Design optical
amplifier-based
links

(Shared Protection)

Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM
Designsformat
and Engineering
Solutions
you how tofast
take
advantage of
Naturally,
theNetwork
1+1 protection
is a much easier
wayshows
of guaranteeing
protection
the new technology
to satisfy your
bandwidth
needs.
It begins
bybandwidth
providing an
(restoration
time is minimal)q,
but network's
the cost involved
is often
more
as more
understanding
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technology
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teach the
design,
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1:1 then
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in to
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that implementation,
fast in terms of and
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prior to
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and
quite
lower
even though
the signaling
procedure
is often
cumbersome
because
the fact that

there is full duplex signaling (communication) involved.
However, 1:1 protection has the added advantage of optimizing the protection bandwidth among
many work paths. This kind of scheme is also referred to as 1:N protection, whereby one
protection path can provide protection of a single fault in any of the N fibers (one fault at a
time). See Figure 5-12. When the protection algorithm is 1:1 (that is, every channel has a given
resource to ensure protection), the scheme is also called dedicated protection or more
technically, dedicated 1:1 protection. If the protection algorithm shares many work channels for
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channels will be cut (lost) at any given time. Shared path protection is also an interesting
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concept
for according
protection to individual lightpaths in WDM metro rings. One issue of
ongoing research is that of optimizing the amount of bandwidth allotted for protection as
compared
that
for work, in a 1:N protection network. This ratio is called the share to work
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Protection for Different Qualities of Lightpaths
The simplest form of protection is the dedicated protection scheme in which every lightpath has
its own complement of protection bandwidth allocated to it such that in the event of a failure, the
lightpath
is compactly
the design
basic principles
of 1:1 or 1+1
schemes. One major
A comprehensive
bookprotected
on DWDMusing
network
and implementation
solutions.
issue in protection is the time needed for protection to take place. When we protect a failed
lightpath or link, we need to run an algorithm that actually determines the failure, allocates
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perspectives
dynamic, in the sense that multiple algorithms need to be run and decisions need to be made to
allocate the protection resources. In ring networks, the idea is to have the work lightpath in the
Design
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pathoptical
and toamplifier-based
have to protection
lightpath in the longer path (which is invariably now in
an opposite direction to the work path). This means that a good way to deploy WDM rings is to
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
ensure that there are two fibers: one in a clockwise (CW) sense and the other in a
counterclockwise (CCW) sense. We can do this by keeping half the channels in a CW direction
Design optical links based on OSNR
and the other half in a CCW direction. Then we need to solve the problem of wavelength
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workDWDM
and protection
traffic.
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work
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Designof
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Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Protection channel access (PCA) is a class of traffic that has a lower priority than work traffic.
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Bell core document 2979 specifies the requirement for OADM and other equipment from the
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protection
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that as
wenew
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because
two Designs
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failures
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break
the
basic
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the new technology
network
elements. to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Mesh Protection
In rings, the protection algorithms are simple. The shortest path is the work path, and the
corresponding longest path (on the same l) is the protection path-in complementary direction.
Mesh networks might contain multiple protection paths. It is important to choose the best
protection path. This decision might include some aspects of dynamic load balancing, as well as
route selection. In one embodiment, protection cycles were created in an N node mesh topology
•
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such that for Table
a given
cycle, the work path was a chord to the cycle and the protection path was
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the arc subtending the chord.
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Cisco
has
implemented
the path protected mesh network (PPMN) philosophy in its SONET/SDH
ByAshwin
Gumaste
, Tony Antony
product, which essentially allocates a protection path to each work path across a series of links
that serve as constituents of a lightpath. In ring networks, the protection bandwidth is equal to
Publisher: Cisco Press
the work bandwidth. In mesh networks, the protection bandwidth does not need to be as high as
Date: December 13, 2002
the Pub
work
bandwidth because multiple paths exist. Algorithms have been proposed to optimize
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of bandwidth placed for the work and protection sections. In one embodiment, the
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368
protection
was 20–60 percent less than the work bandwidth. Although this seems to
be quite a specific case, such scenarios do generally exist. However, it is difficult to formulate an
optimum number for protection bandwidth for WDM mesh networks; it depends to a great extent
on the topology and traffic patterns.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.

Signaling and Protection in WDM Networks
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
Whenan
a failure
optical occurs
fiber in a WDM network, three things need to be done in the least lapse of time.
First, if the network fails—whether it is a fiber failure or an equipment failure—we need to
identify
the fault.
This is generally
done by using
EMS.network
Second, upon detecting a failure, we
Design
and evaluate
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in athe
DWDM
need to broadcast the fault across the network to at least the nodes or terminal equipment that
are affected
by thethe
fault.
Thisofisnoise
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accomplished
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the optical
service
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Learn about
effects
in signal
propagation,
especially
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and
BER in
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with the NMS. Finally, we need to protect the fault. If it is a fiber cut, then line or
perspectives
path or both protection mechanisms need to be invoked. If the fault is an equipment failure,
Design
optical equipment
amplifier-based
links to. Finally, after the fault is repaired (which might
then the
redundant
is switched
take a long time, as with a fiber cut), the network is reverted to its original state. The entire
Learnishow
to design
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on mechanism
power budget
procedure
based
on the optical
signaling
and
control
of the network. Different methods of
signaling have been demonstrated in literature. In one embodiment, GMPLS-based signaling is
optical
links based
onfailures.
OSNR In yet another embodiment, standard SONET-like
used Design
to restore
the network
from
automatic protection switching (APS) is invoked.
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Optical System Design
Chapter 4 considered various aspects of system design for generic WDM networks. We built
networks based on BER or OSNR requirements. We also learned about dispersion and
attenuation budgets while designing optical networks. So far, this chapter has focused on
•
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different topologies
such as rings, mesh, and point-to-point networks. Most of the design models
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inChapter 4 were
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The
reader
might
have
noticed that in Chapter 4 we did not take into account losses or, for that
ByAshwin
Gumaste
, Tony
Antony
matter, the effects of nodes or network elements on the propagating signal. This chapter has
classified three basic networks based on the hierarchical model: access, metro, and long-haul
Publisher: Cisco Press
networks. Each category has a different nodal structure; therefore, the effects rendered by each
Pub Date: December 13, 2002
network
element onto the traversing optical signal is also different.
ISBN: 1-58705-074-9

This chapter
Pages: 368
considers designing each of the three network types, with different kinds of network
elements for each type. It is beyond the scope of this book to actually design networks with each
possible architecture for the nodes; therefore, the designs in this book are based on generic
architectures. More specific or unconventional architectures are beyond the text.
While designing WDM networks, we need to note the following points:
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Classification of the network (access, metropolitan, and long haul)
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an
optical fiber
Classification
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Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Nonlinear effects, modulation formats
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Component design
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
This list might seem quite intriguing for the beginner to adhere to, but in fact, it is a standard
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
way of designing foolproof WDM networks. Generally, a WDM designer faces two kinds of design
scenarios:
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reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
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computed; therefore, there is a definitive need for simulation software.
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Access Network Design
Access network topologies can vary from point-to-point buses (as part of a tree) to normal
access rings depending on the network requirements (capacity), number of nodes, and so on.
This chapter will first consider access rings. Access rings are generally hub-and-spoke rings
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Access Node Architecture
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
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In access networks, the ring topology is not the only dominant topology; bus and tree topologies
are also quite normal. If the medium is a bus or a shared bus topology, the network elements
(nodes) generally are passive, typically consisting of passive devices such as splitters and taps.
A typical access network is characterized by many nodes (4–18), and each node has a small
add/drop traffic requirement. Due to the low-capacity requirement of such networks, wavelength
reuse is not essential in access networks. Wavelength reuse is a simple yet efficient way of
increasing the net capacity of a network given the limited number of wavelengths, by repeating
wavelengths
for lightpaths such that no two lightpaths on the same wavelength will share the
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When access networks are implemented in tree/bus topology with passive elements, this kind of
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setup
typically referred to as passive optical network (PON). Here, a coupler splits the
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the splitter splits the input fiber to N nodes, and if P is the input power, then the output power to
each user node port is shown in Equation 5-2.
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Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Metropolitan Area Network (Metro Core) Design
Metropolitan area networks (Metro core) today are the most popular optical networks in the
industry because of their tremendous revenue potential. Traditionally, these networks were all
voice based, but they are now becoming more data centric. Due to the over-indulgence in
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Metro networks can be further classified as metro core and metro collector networks (both ring
topologies). Metro core networks can be distinguished by the enormous capacities involved. They
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Chapter 6, "Network Level Strategies in WDM Network Design: Routing and Wavelength
Assignment," explores the classic problem of routing and wavelength assignment for lightpaths
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architecture can be generically described as an optical multiplex section (OMS)
containing some switching elements as well as local access equipment. Chapter 1 briefly
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bar state, the channel-lightpath purely passes through. On the other hand, if the switch is
configured in the cross state, we can add or drop lightpaths or even perform both functions of
adding and dropping at the same time (assuming low cross-talk between the add and drop ports
of the 2X2 switch).
In a more complex scenario, wavelength routing can be carried out, whereby lightpaths can be
switched between different ports using a cross-connect architecture, such as the one shown in
Chapter 2 for 3D MEMS design. However, if the cross-connect is only juxtaposed for channels
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need.
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technology be transparent to bit rate and protocol and preferably do the conversion entirely in
the optical domain. This remains as a serious research topic; semiconductor optical amplifiers
(SOAs) that are using XPM and XGM have been cited as possible candidates, but this technology
is still years from deployment in commercial systems because of the severe optical penalties in
using SOA as a wavelength converter.
Wavelength conversion initially seemed to be an attractive solution for optimizing the network
capacity due to the flexibility associated with it, especially from the routing and wavelength
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rather than all-optical conversion. Selective wavelength conversion between fibers or between
channels (see Figure 5-14) was also proposed.
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
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many nodes in addition to various bit rates, we need to ensure power budget for the worst
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channel
(lightpath). In Chapter 4, we saw that the upper limit to input (transmit) power is
dictated to a great extent by the nonlinear effects that are predominant at high power levels.
However, in metro networks, the nonlinear effects do not dictate an upper bound on power level;
instead, the maximum power that a receiver (photodetector) can handle sets this margin
(receiver sensitivity). Therefore, we must ensure that power levels are within these conformities:
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
The only issue in metro network architectures is that span loss and nodal loss might not be
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
constant. A single-line formula (formula 58, which is explained in Chapter 4) is sufficient to
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
calculate the OSNR for the entire network. We have to calculate the OSNR of a lightpath by
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
disseminating the lightpath into its constituent spans. For a given span, the span loss is specified
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
as the actual span loss (attenuation, dispersion penalty, nonlinear penalty, splices, and so on)
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
plus the adjoining nodal loss (node passthrough loss).
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Including node loss is important because it greatly dictates the power budget and the OSNR
budget. Nodal loss can sometimes be greater than even transmission losses because of the fact
that AWG-type demultiplexers and switches have losses amounting to several dB. A typical
OADM that consists of full multiplex/demultiplex AWGs separated by a switching matrix may
have a typical passthrough loss of 13–14 dB and sometimes as high as 17 dB. The loss per AWG
(multiplexer/demultiplexer) is about 6 dB, whereas the loss of the switching fabric is 2 dB for
pure add/drop 2x2 switches.
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performance. Algorithms can be written to optimize such placements, and this does
not pose a serious issue in network design.
Yet another issue that poses considerable problems is the gain tilt of amplifiers. In Chapter 3,
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Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Long-Haul System Design
In long-haul networks, the main thrust is not in optimizing the network level performance;
rather it is in transmission characteristics. Transmitting data streams over hundreds or
thousands of kilometers is quite problematic in the presence of the various optical impairments
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modulation
(SPM) and cross-phase modulation (XPM) happen to be two common
impairments. This impairment is due to the beating of the signal frequency by itself in the earlier
case (SPM) and by an adjoining signal frequency (adjacent wavelength) as in the latter case
(XPM).
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design to counter this effect is to take into account a power penalty that can be assumed equal
to the negative effect posed by XPM. Typically, 0.1–0.5 dB power penalty suffices the design
constraints
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We can directly avoid FWM by using uneven channel spacing. This is a good technique that is
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simple
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butamplifier-based
ITU standards have
example, 100 GHz in the C band). Long-haul networks typically are mesh or point-to-point
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on power
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implementation
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Design
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say inoptical
a nutshell
rings
can do all that mesh can at a lower price as long as the load
is bearable by the ring. (The capacity of a mesh far exceeds that of a ring.)
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Long-haul nodes are generally composed of multiplexer/demultiplexer equipment at peripheral
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
nodes, separated by cascaded regenerator sites. The regenerator sites might be either optical
amplifiers
or full 3R
Furthermore,
these
sites could be
used tonetworks
add and
Understand
andregenerators
design nodal(O-E-O).
architectures
for different
classification
of DWDM
drop a few lightpaths, which would add flexibility to the network.
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Forward Error Correction
Legacy communication networks introduced a concept of coding messages in a lossy
communication channel to prevent data loss due to channel impairments. This principle has been
extended to optical networks as well. Bits can be coded using a code word such that the new
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The tradeoff is that the new signal requires higher bandwidth for transmission. The minimum
difference (in words or in vectors) to distinguish between two code words for two adjacent unlike
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For inband FEC, the gain is around 2 dB. The gain experienced for out-of-band FEC
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expected
around 6 dB. This does show phenomenal improvement in system performance,
but the FEC equipment comes at a price due to high-speed electronic circuitry involved. In
today's networks, FEC is implemented using Reed-Solomon codes (RS-codes). The bit rate
enhancement due to FEC is shown in Equation 5-5.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.

Equation 5-5

Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

WDM System Design: Components and Subsystem
Consideration
The transmitters for WDM systems are made of semiconductor lasers. The lasers are typically
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
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Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks

Modulating a Laser: Direct and External Modulation and Spectral
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Efficiency
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
This book
systems
discussed direct and external modulation in Chapter 2. From the system design point
of view, direct modulation represents a simple way to send data onto the required wavelength.
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the extinction ratio. Typically, the extinction ratio (the ratio of a 1-bit power level to a 0-bit
power level) is proportional to the chirp. Increasing the extinction ratio also increases the chirp
associated with the signal, which is a harmful effect of direct modulation.
In contrast, externally modulated lasers are more stable and are used frequently in today's WDM
networks. A DC-biased laser (producing a continuous wave, or CW) feeds the optical wavelength
to an external modulator, which modulates the CW signal into desired optical bit streams.
Typically, two kinds of modulators are available: electro-absorption modulators (EAMs) and
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Today's WDM networks have different modulation formats, as described in Chapter 2. For most
practical cases, nonreturn to zero (NRZ) is an efficient format that requires 2.5 Hz of bandwidth
for every transmitted bit. Return to zero (RZ) and carrier-suppressed return to zero (CS-RZ) are
two additional formats used in WDM transmission links. Different formats are tried because some
formats
have more
efficiency
overnetwork
the others
and and
can have
better response
to fiber
A comprehensive
book
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design
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impairments—especially nonlinearity (XPM) and dispersion (CD).
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber

Optical Receiver Design

Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
The receiver (photodetector) happens to be the most important component in the WDM
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receiver. The two main considerations are the noise of the receiver and the receiver dynamic
range (for macro-level design). Receiver noise as explained in Chapter 2 is mainly made of shot,
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Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
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can be optimized for various bit rates. Generally, as long as the receiver can detect a particular
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
bit rate and the power falls within the dynamic range, the optical system design will adhere to
the given BER assuming that the OSNR budget has been met.
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks

Choosing Fiber and Design Based on Different Fiber Types

Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
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no single effect destroys the transmission signal.
SPM is primarily due to the self modulation of the pulses. It is caused generally in singlewavelength systems. At high bit rates, SPM tends to cancel dispersion.
XPM is modulation of pulse power by adjoining pulses (at different wavelengths). We can
calculate XPM and dispersion in a fiber by using the split Fourier transform method, whereby the
dispersion effects and the XPM effects are taken individually. We also must divide the fiber into
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being a function of the state of polarization (SOP) of the signal.

Optical Amplifiers
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
The performance characteristics of an amplifier to be considered for design are optical gain, gain
profile, bandwidth, noise figure (NF), and gain tilt. Optical gain in dB gives the average amount
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
of amplification that can be expected. The gain profile depicts the flatness of the gain over the
an optical fiber
entire operating spectra.
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
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design
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reducing the nonlinear effects. In other words, as power increases, so do nonlinearities;
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
therefore, a tradeoff is needed. To maintain this equilibrium, we need to deploy low noise
systems
amplifiers (LNAs), which can create higher OSNR systems at lower power (and therefore,
nonlinearities) using the low noise features. Raman amplification is a step in this direction of
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
amplifiers with low NF.
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology
Optical
Add/Drop
to satisfy
MUXyour
andnetwork's
Cross-Connects
bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance
of DWDM in
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previous
sections.
For
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of the design
prior
to
installation
to
measure
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impact
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technology
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and
constraints that we need to look into are low loss, low cross-talk, low configuration (add/drop)

times, low wavelength-dependent loss (WDL), low polarization-dependent loss (PDL), and good
filter characteristics of the multiplexer/demultiplexer. Optical cross-connects (OXCs) need to
have almost the same features as OADM with the exception of wavelength conversion. A low loss
per port as well as a low cost are always desirable. The most important considerations of OXCs
or OADMs are low insertion loss (low loss for adding a signal) and low passthrough loss.
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Questions
The following questions are left as an exercise for we. Use the principles in Chapters 4 and 5 to
solve the problems.
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Consider a metro core ring (see Figure 5-18) with the following features:
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Figure 5-18. A 10 Node Metro Core Ring

A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
The network has OADM with the following characteristics:
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
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to installationloss
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Postline amp gain = G1 dB
Add/drop loss = 7 dB
Number of channels = 32, spacing = 100 GHz
For an OSNR of 20 dB, what will be the minimum postline amplifier gain for NF = 4.5 dB? If we
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Figure 5-19. A Sample OADM Metro Core "Mesh"

A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
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multifiber
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Figure
Table 5-2 shows its characteristics.
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer

Table 5-2. OADM Node Characteristics

Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
Degree
of Connectivity
Passthrough Loss
Add/Drop Loss
2 demand for Internet bandwidth grows as
8 new applications, new technologies,
4
The
and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
3
8.5
4
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need.
DWDM Network Designs and Engineering
Solutions shows you how
4
9
4 to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
5
10 goes on to teach the design,
4 implementation, and
understanding
of DWDM technology and then
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

A postline amplifier has a gain of 22 dB and an NF of 4.5 dB. Assume individual links to be
protected. Calculate the OSNR based on worst lightpath case. To use SMF fiber, what is the
number of dispersion-compensating equipment to use if the maximum allowable dispersion is
1600 ps? If the average hop distance of the lightpath is 1.8 hops and loading is 0.4, would a ring
(A-B-C-F-E-D) suffice the load?
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Summary
This chapter discussed philosophies of optical network designs from a topological point of view.
Optical networks can be classified into three main areas: access, metro, and long haul. Each
network type has different components and design issues associated with it. Access networks
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have relatively
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Access networks are more flexible and provide a direct point of attachment to end users. Metro
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networks
require
comparatively
more
stringent optical requirements than access networks.
Metro
networks
larger than access networks and need more specific technologies
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considered as the net packet loss probability in packet-switched networks. It can also be
considered as the probability that a lightpath connection gets blocked for a given source
destination pair in circuit-switched networks.
The next most important factor to consider in networks is the end-to-end associated latency.
Latency is basically the end-to-end delay in the network. The delay can be due to processing
times of the different nodes involved in the buffering at the nodes, or it can be due to the
transmission delay through the fiber. Delay in a network can be considered to be the quality of
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A lightpath should have wavelength continuity. The same wavelength should be
exhibited by the entire lightpath. In other words, even if the lightpath traverses multiple
links, it must be on the same wavelength on each of the links. Although each node can
have some elements of wavelength conversion, this condition is generally sparse and
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reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
Solutions to these problems often lead to algorithms with high levels of computational
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
complexity (multiple iterations). The solution is said to be nondeterministic polynomial time hard
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
(NP-hard). NP algorithms can be characterized by the fact that their solution requires
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
exponentially high times; therefore, their level of computational complexity is extremely high.
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system design, whereby the network resources (in this case, wavelengths and throughput while
in the system design case OSNR and BER) are optimized or maximized.
One of the more heuristic solutions in trying to solve the RWA problem is to break the two
problems into a set of subproblems, whereby each subproblem is solved to obtain some
optimization values. In one approach by Zhang and Acampora, the RWA subproblems were as
follows:
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Formulating the Wavelength Assignment Problem
Consider a topology that we must optimize for a given load. We have to assign wavelengths to
set up lightpaths in the most appropriate way. The wavelength assignment algorithm as
proposed by Zhang and Acampora essentially maximizes all one-hop traffic and bases this
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If lightpath(i,j) and lightpath(l,m) have a common link, we have Equation 6-2, where m = 1.

Equation 6-2
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We also have to ensure that no two lightpaths are on the same wavelength in a given fiber link.
Under all these considerations, we have to route the lightpaths to yield the maximum throughput
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
or performance. We might be able to accomplish this in various ways. In one embodiment, we
can use shortest path routing. In another embodiment, we can assign wavelengths first to
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

The Graph Coloring Approach to the Wavelength
Assignment Problem
For a given network and set of traffic demands, it is important to assign wavelengths to
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lightpaths manually.
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Upon completion of the coloring procedure, we get a graph whose nodes are the lightpath
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Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
A more heuristic approach to graph coloring is the sequential approach. Coloring all demands
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account rather than taking the entire graph and reassigning colors in the most appropriate way
(using the least number of required colors).
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
If a graph of the lightpaths (as nodes) has V vertices (V lightpaths) and the degree of these
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
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Equation
The demand 6-11
for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
Numerical example: Consider the physical graph (network) shown in Figure 6-1.
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Figure 6-1. The Basic Topology (physical topology)
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If the traffic to be routed is the following (the traffic load):
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an
AEDoptical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
ABC
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BCD about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
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BAE
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Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
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Shown in Table 6-1 is the wavelength assignment scheme based on the results in Figure 6-2,
The
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grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
which
shows for
theInternet
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graph.
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology
to satisfy
your
network's
bandwidth
needs.
It begins
by providing an
Figure
6-2.
The
Routed
Traffic
on the
Topology
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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Table 6-1. Obtained Results of the Graph Coloring Approach to
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DWDM network

Color/l

l1
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Learn about the effects
of noise in signal propagation, especially from
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ABC
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DCB
l3
AED

BCD Design optical amplifier-based
l2
links

DEA

l2

BAE Learn how to designl 3optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
From the table, we can see that the number of wavelengths required is 4.
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
We can verify this solution by considering the node with the highest degree and using the
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
theoretical equation shown in Equation 6-11. Refer to Equation 6-12 for verification.
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks

Equation
6-12
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
Therefore,
theInternet
numbercontinue
of Color(s)/
l needed
is this.
reliance on the
to rise.
Dense wavelength
division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

From the graph in Figure 6-3, we see that the maximum degree of a node is 3; therefore, the
number of wavelengths required for proper wavelength assignment is 3 + 1, or 4.

Figure 6-3. The Lightpath Graph: The nodes in the graph (filled circles)
represent established lightpaths. If a link exists between two nodes
the two lightpaths share a fiber.
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
If we consider 40 color(s) / ls and 100 lightpath connections over 10–16 nodes, we can imagine
how hard
it would
be to draw
such
a schematic.
programming is a viable
Classify
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solution for large graphs with many wavelengths.
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Static and Dynamic Lightpath Establishment
Two kinds of lightpath establishment techniques deserve attention: static lightpath
establishment (SLE) and dynamic lightpath establishment (DLE). Both are practical issues in
today's network, and their solution has direct effects on network planning mainly in capital
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expenditure (CAPEX)
and operational expenditure (OPEX) reduction.
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route lightpaths in the most efficient way to minimize the number of wavelengths required.
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368
continuity, whereby no wavelength conversion at intermediate nodes is
assumed.

Another solution for providing static lightpath establishment is by allocating lightpaths with
shortest hop distance first. Static lightpath establishment is a practical problem in today's
networks; every solution has its own pros and cons.
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Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
The optimization parameter to be considered is based on the fact that at a given time, we should
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systems
such a scheme, if multiple paths are present between the source and destination pair, a request
is routed on the least congested path. The advantage of such an approach is that the overall
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
congestion in the network is under check. That signifies that we can route additional requests as
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
long as the net congestion on a link is less than l max, the maximum number of wavelengths in
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
the fiber.
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
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your that
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by the number of wavelengths in the most congested link. The bound is tight for acyclic

networks, which does not hold true for cyclic ring networks because of the passthrough traffic in
rings.
Ramaswami and Sasaki approximated the ring performance (number of lightpaths established)
to be 2l max – 1 lightpaths9.
Chlamtac's seminal work in lightpath establishment can be regarded as a fundamental step in
lightpath establishment techniques. It is reproduced here for convenience.
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lpcm[i,j]

The lightpath collision matrix. lpcm[i,j] = 1 if lightpaths i and j have a link in
common. (lightpath i and j collide.)

lpnum[i] Lightpath ID's ordered by descending lightpath length.
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w
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lightpath lpnum[i]has a link in common with the lightpaths in the set
sets[s]……..set[e], based on the lightpath collision matrix l pcm.
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget

Design optical links based on OSNR
The following function gives static lightpath establishment for an arbitrary network:
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
procedure static-establishment
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
begin
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
lambada [1] = w = s =e = 1
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
for i= 1 to n do lpalloc[i] = false
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
while (e<n) do begin
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
for i=1 to n do begin(*)
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
if not lpalloc[i] then
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
if not or (set, s, e lpnum[i],lpcm) then begin
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

set[e] = lpnum[i]
e=e+1
lpalloc[i]=true
end
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Virtual Topology Design
Consider a given physical topology depicted by the graph G(V,E), where V stands for the set of
vertices and E stands for the set of edges. Also consider a given traffic matrix T, which basically
gives the traffic in lightpaths between every source-destination pair in the net-work. We have to
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on each link (wavelength continuity constant). The problem can be formulated as
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368 W wavelength network, consider the network topology to be depicted by graph
For anPages:
N node
G(V,E,W), where |V| = N, and E represents the edges or links with W wavelengths in each
direction. If Fmn is the number of fibers connecting nodes m and n, then let the total number of
fiber links in the network can be shown as in Equation 6-14.
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Equation 6-14
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Design optical amplifier-based links
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is the delay between m and n in time. Tsd is the traffic matrix, and the maximum capacity of
each Design
channelaisreal
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. Let network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
DWDM
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
denote the traffic between s and d on physical link i, j. Then the issue of virtual topology design
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
is given in Equation 6-15 as a minimization problem.
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
Equation 6-15
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

In other words, we have to minimize the average flow or hop distance of lightpaths over the set
of given links in the most optimal manner. As the average hop distance is minimized, the net
throughput of the network is maximized and the lightpath blocking probability is minimized. In
the process, we will get a matrix Vij, which is called the virtual topology connection matrix. The
constraints we need to take into account are the wavelength continuity constraint as well as the
net routing delay. Other future issues that we might consider are congestion or loading in
network behavior and limited wavelength tunability constraints.
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
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Some Corollaries on Routing and Wavelength
Assignment
It is important to define the concept of load in optical networks. From legacy telephone (circuit
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switched) networks,
network load was calculated as the product of mean arrival rate and mean
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Index In optical/lightwave networks, the load can be defined as the product of
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A good routing and wavelength assignment scheme will end up maximizing the wavelength
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reuse
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lightpaths per wavelength can be 2.43. (The wavelength reuse was 2.43.) Similarly, in the paper
"A Heuristic
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Wavelength Assignment Algorithm for Multihop WDM Networks with Wavelength
Routing and Wavelength Reuse,"2 by Zhang and Acampora, wavelength reuse was shown as a
fraction of the number of nodes in arbitrary topologies.
As we can anticipate, wavelength reuse increases with the increase in nodes. The reason for such
an increase can be attributed to an increase in raw capacity (due to more links, and due to more
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Figure 6-4. Wavelength Reuse

The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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Blocking Probability Computation in Optical Networks
Theblocking probability of a network is a fundamental metric that judges the quality of the
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A comprehensive
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Figure
6-5 shows a full wavelength conversion transponder and a limited wavelength conversion
(of conversion degree D) transponder.
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
Figure 6-5. Full and Limited Wavelength Conversion Transponders
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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Now consider a network with wavelength converters. The immediate effect is that there is no
wavelength continuity constraint in the network anymore. We are assuming full wave-length
conversion; such converters are present throughout the network at every node.
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reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
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understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
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Unlike the previous graph that used no wavelength converters, the hop length has minimal effect
on network utilization if we use wavelength converters.
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This chapter focused on routing and wavelength issues in optical networks. RWA analysis is
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Chapter 7. X over DWDM
Traditionally, the open standards interface (OSI) model assumes seven layers of hierarchy for
data communication. The WDM layer can be viewed as the bottom-most layer in this hierarchical
model.
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protocols directly over the WDM layer. It is our desire to throw some light on these
issues and accustom the reader to the intricacies of these protocols.
It is not possible to consider each protocol as a stack over the WDM layer, but this chapter does
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model. RPR and the Spatial Reuse Protocol (SRP) find vast applications in metro networks.
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Gigabit Ethernet/ 10Gigabit Ethernet (Optical Ethernet)
Ethernet was defined in the 1980s as an open standard by a consortium, which was com-prised
of Digital Equipment Corporation, Intel, and XEROX. Ethernet fits in layer 2 of the OSI model. By
1985, IEEE adopted the Ethernet standard and released the 802.3 standard. Since then,
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Figure 7-1. Evolution of Ethernet from 10 Mbps
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The explosion of bandwidth-intensive applications combined with the growth of Internet data
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
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does not need to implement collision-detection circuits. Note that detection of collision at the
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
optical layer is not feasible, although it is possible. Apart from these differences mentioned, 10
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
GE is identical to 802.3-defined protocols.
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Like SONET/SDH, optical Ethernet can also be transported over WDM networks. Basically, optical
Ethernet can be transported using one of the following methods: over a dark fiber, over
SONET/SDH (EoSONET) or pure Ethernet over WDM. As the Internet grows and IP traffic
increases, Ethernet is an ideal technology for transport of data across WAN applications. The
advanced Quality of Service (QOS) mechanisms enable Ethernet to offer voice, video, and data
services. Ethernet is also low cost and simple (plug and play) compared to other technologies
that are currently available.
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relevant Ethernet-related standards are given here for reference: 802.3—10BASE-T, 10BASE-5,
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802.3ab—
Pages: 368
Gigabit Ethernet (1000BASE-T)
802.3ae— 10 GE
802.3af— Power over LAN (for example, VOIP applications)
A comprehensive
book on Passive
DWDM network
design and
implementation solutions.
802.3ah— Ethernet
Optical Network
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
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Design
and evaluate
optical
in a7-2.
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Ethernet
802.3 frame
is components
shown in Figure
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives

Figure 7-2.links
IEEE
Design optical amplifier-based

802.3 Ethernet Frame

Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Preamble is an alternating pattern of ones and zeros that is 7 bytes long. It informs the receiver
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
that a frame is coming. Start of frame (SOF) serves to synchronize the frame; it is 1 byte long.
The next
6 bytes are
the destination
and the
following
6 bytes
arelayer
the source address.
Comprehend
different
protocolsaddress,
for transport
of data
over the
DWDM
Thelength field is 2 bytes, and it indicates the number of bytes of data that is in the data field.
FrameLearn
checkhow
sequence
is a 4-byte
field that
the sending
device
creates. and
The optical
receiver
to test (FCS)
and measure
different
parameters
in DWDM
networks
recalculates
systemsthe FCS to verify whether the frame arrived has an error. (The system discards a
frame with an error.)
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology
that allows (GE)
networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
Gigabit Ethernet
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
Gigabit
Ethernet
is an extension
of the
802.3
standard,
and
is built
on the same
understanding
of (802.3z)
DWDM technology
and then
goes
on to
teach the
design,
implementation,
and
Ethernet
protocol
and
frame
structure
but
the
speed
is
increased
ten
times
compared
100
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyzetodesigns
Mbps
Ethernet
(FasttoEthernet).
The impact
physical
interface
needs to will
be modified
move
from 100
prior to
installation
measure the
that
the technology
have on to
your
bandwidth
and

Mbps to 1 Gbps. Gigabit Ethernet has to look like Ethernet from the data link layer and up (it has
to keep the basic Ethernet framing structure), and at the same time, it should be able to
interface with high-speed optical interfaces. The merging of the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet frame
format and the ANSI X3T11 Fiber channel high-speed physical interface technologies alleviates
the challenges involved in architecting gigabit Ethernet in a timely manner. A Gigabit Ethernet
stack structure is shown in Figure 7-3.
•
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Figure 7-3. Gigabit Protocol Stack (Source: Internetworking
Technologies Handbook, Second Edition)
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
The serializer/deserializer is responsible for encoding schemes and communication to the upper
Design
a real DWDM
network
with
impairment
duewhich
to OSNR,
dispersion,
and
gain tilt
layers.
The encoding
scheme
used in
802.3z
is 8B/10B,
is similar
to fiber
channel
encoding.
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks

Gigabit Physical Layer

Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
The gigabit Ethernet specification addresses three forms of transmission media:
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
Long wave (LW) laser on SM/MM (single mode/multi mode) fiber known as LX
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance
on wave
the Internet
continue
to rise.(single
Densemode/multi
wavelength mode)
division
multiplexing
is one
Short
(SW) laser
on SM/MM
fiber
known as (DWDM)
SX
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need.Transmission
DWDM Network
Engineering
Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
overDesigns
copper and
known
as CX
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
Many
more gigabit
interfaces
are available
in the
market,
such as
for 1550 nm and
understanding
of DWDM
technology
and then
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on to teach
theinterfaces
design, implementation,
and
wavelength
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(WDM)
The formal standard,
Media
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You applications.
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of how Gigabit
to analyze
designs
Independent
Interface
(GMII), is
taken
over
by the technology
Gigabit Interface
converter
standard
prior to installation
to measure
the
impact
that
will have
on your(GBIC)
bandwidth
and

and supports a wide array of applications. Table 7-1 shows different GBIC types and the
distances they support.

Table 7-1. GIBIC
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Up to 550 m
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Pages: 368 (RJ 45)
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GBIC provides hot swappable modules that we can install into any port of a GE device and
configure per port basis at the network manager's interest. For example, an SX can be used in
A
comprehensive
book onand
DWDM
network
design
and in
implementation
solutions.
short-range
applications
an LX
GBIC can
be used
long-range campus
applications on the
same gigabit Ethernet switch on different ports.
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optical
communication
as well
as communication
methodologies
in
Gigabit
Ethernet
finds
applications
in LANs,principles
storage area
networks
(SANs), campus
applications
an
optical
fiber
(as campus backbone), and in metro. A typical gigabit Ethernet metro ring over DWDM is shown
inFigure 7-4. This is a gigabit Ethernet GE hub-and-spoke architecture, where four gigabit
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Ethernet switches are hubbed into a master node. At the hub-end usually a high end GE switch
like Cisco
or the
Cisco
6500ofresides,
at propagation,
the satellite nodes
a medium
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switch
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about
effects
noise inwhile
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4000
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all
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location
and
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perspectives
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Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget

Figure 7-4. GE over WDM (Hub-and-Spoke Architecture)
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
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Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
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10 Gigabit Ethernet

Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
10 gigabit Ethernet is the natural evolution of Ethernet from 1GE in speed and distance. The
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
main purpose of 10 gigabit Ethernet is to extend the Ethernet application into WAN and longhaul applications.
10 gigabit
Ethernet
is a fiber only
(optical) classification
technology and
is full duplex.
Understand and
design nodal
architectures
for different
of DWDM
networks
Currently, 10 GE is standardized under the IEEE 802.3 ae task force. The task force has defined
five criteria
that the
standard
should meet:
(Refer to
Comprehend
different
protocols
for transport
of data over the DWDM layer
http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/802/3/ae/criteria.pdf for more details on the task force)
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
Broad market application, with multiple vendors supporting it along with multiple classes of
servicesfor Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
The demand
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
Compatibility
withnetworks
IEEE 802.3
standards
and opens
system
interconnection
(OSI)
technology
that allows
to gain
significant
amounts
of bandwidth
to handle
thismodel
growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
Identity (do not want alternative problems; should be a solution for a problem)
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding
DWDM technology
goes on todemonstrate
teach the design,
implementation, and
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to technically
the technology)
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
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to installation
to measure
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impact
that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
feasibility
(should
justify
cost)

10 gigabit, Ethernet uses the IEEE 802.3 Media Access Control, frame format, and minimum and
maximum frame size. Both 1 GE and 10 GE Ethernet physical layer devices (PHY) map to layer 1
of the OSI model, which is connected to the MAC layer (layer 2 of the OSI). The physical layer
(PHY) is divided into the physical media dependent (PMD) sublayer and the physical coding
sublayer (PCS). The transceiver (both optical and copper) is defined by the PMD sublayer. The
PCS sublayer deals with coding and serializer/deserializer functions that are associated with the
interface.
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LAN PHY— This is a serial interface that uses 64/66B encoding, with a data stream of 10
Gbps and a clock rate of 10.3 Gbps.
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of the SONET/SDH framing.

The WAN PHY and LAN PHY are distinguished by the Physical coding sub-layer (PCS). Both of
these PHYs operate over the PMD; therefore, they support the distance defined by the PMD. The
architectural layer of WAN and LAN PHY is shown in Figure 7-5.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in

Figure
7-5.fiber
The Architectural Layout of the 10 GE (802.3ae) Standard
an optical
(Source: www.10GEA.org 10 GE White Paper)
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer

Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
Between the MAC and the PHY is the 10 Gigabit Media Independent Interface (XGMII) or the 10
systems
Gigabit Attachment Unit Interface (XAUI). The XGMII provides full duplex operation at a rate of
10
between
the MAC
and PHY. grows
Each path
(direction)
is independent
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TheGbps
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for Internet
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as new
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data
path
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reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM)
is one
and
data
along
with
the
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requirements
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the
architecture
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and
limit
the
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
number
of 10 Network
GE portsDesigns
on a lineand
card.
need. DWDM
Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
To overcome these challenges, the 10 GE task force developed the 10 Gigabit attachment unit
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
interface (XAUI). XAUI simplifies the routing of electrical connections and also helps to overcome
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
the length limitation of the XGMII. XAUI also supports full duplex operations at line rate speed
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

(10 Gbps). XAUI helps the fan out of interfaces on multiport cards on the same line card or any
10 GE line card in the system chassis. The self-managed interface also helps to overcome the
clocking issues that are associated with XGMII interfaces (http://www.10gea.org/Techwhitepapers.htm).Figure 7-6 shows the function of the XAUI interface.
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Ethernet Passive Optical Networks (EPON)
As the demand for voice, video, and data in the local loop (last mile) has increased, technologies
such as cable modem and digital subscriber line (DSL) have begun deployment to alleviate the
bandwidth problem. The data rate that DSL and ADSL provides is typically 128 kbps to 10 Mbps,
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IEEE 802.3ah Ethernet in the First Mile (EFM) task force has been set up to define standards for
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The property of EPON is such that it cannot be considered either a shared medium or a point-toperspectives
point network. EPON can be expressed as a mixture of both of these; in a downstream direction,
it is point-to-multipoint. The passive splitters with splitting ratio 1: R are used (where R can be
Design optical amplifier-based links
anywhere from 4–64 depending on the requirement), which splits the main fiber into 'R' arms.
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the links
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Learnthat
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designinto
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This broadcast nature of Ethernet fits well with the downstream flow. For downstream
transmission,
an Ethernet
packet
broadcasted and the packet is accepted by targeted ONUs by
Design optical
links based
onisOSNR
comparing the MAC address, much like in the Ethernet shared media approach. The flow of
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traffic
is shown
in Figure
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Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

The upstream is much like a multiple point-to-point solution. The combiner combines all the
optical signals into one fiber. Due to the nature of the combiner (passive coupler), an ONU can
see only the OLT; ONUs cannot see other ONUs. This makes it hard to use Ethernet broadcast as
an upstream technique because CSMA/CD works only in a shared media.
An Ethernet frame
is transmitted by two or more ONUs simultaneously collides. The ONU
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does not know
that collision occurred unless a mechanism is available at the OLT to notify ONU
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of the Network
collision.
This kind
of mechanism
reduces the efficiency of the network by 30–40 percent.
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Refer to Figure 7-10 for upstream traffic flow.
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of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

SONET/SDH
Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) and Synchronous Digital hierarchy (SDH) Network are
two closely allied standards that define interface rates, formats, multiplexing methods,
operations, administrations, maintenance, and provisioning (OAM&P) for transmission systems.
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As mentioned before, SONET and SDH are closely related standards. Telecommunication carriers
widely use SONET and SDH for transport of voice, video, and data across their network.
SONET and SDH are considered as legacy technologies, but they are not going to vanish from
carriers' networks in the near future. Even though the two technologies are closely related, there
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
are some differences that make them distinct. In this section, we discuss the basic building block
of SONET and SDH, the layered protocol, the multiplexing structure, and the common
architectures
(including
SONET/SDH
over WDM).
Study various
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communication
principles as well as communication methodologies in
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The basic building block of a SONET signal is called the Synchronous Transport SignalLevel -1
(STS-1).
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perspectives
STS-N is N * 51.84 Mbps. The order of transmission of the bytes is row by row, from left to right.
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget

Figure 7-11. Basic SONET Building Block

Design optical links based on OSNR

Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

The line rate of an STS-1 is calculated as shown in Equation 7-1.
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(The line rate of STS-N is N times the line rate of STS-1; for example, STS-3 = 51.84 * 3 =
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payload envelope, or SPE), and a column of path overhead lies within the STS payload (SPE).

Due to this overhead, the transmission capacity decreases and is calculated as shown in
Equation 7-2.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.

Equation 7-2
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
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Design optical amplifier-based links
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Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance

Figure 7-12. Basic SDH Building Block

Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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The line rate for an STM signal is calculated as shown in Equation 7-3.
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Equation 7-3
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM
in a network.
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of how to analyze designs
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
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Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
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them. Four layers are defined in the protocol stack and are hierarchical in nature. Table 73 explains the function of each layer briefly.
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
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Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
SONET SDH
Definition
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Path
Path
Map signals into an STS (SONET)/STM (SDH) frame
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
The primary responsibility of the path layer is to map the signals into the required format that is
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
specified by the line layer (SONET)/Multiplex Section (SDH). This layer also defines the different
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
transport services between the path-terminating equipment (PTE). At this layer, the path
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
overheads are read, modified, and interpreted for performance and for automatic protection
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
switching features. The line layer in SONET or the multiplex section in SDH provides multiplexing
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
and synchronization for the path layer. It also deals with the transport of the overhead and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
payload of the path layer, in addition to performing error monitoring and protection switching at
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
the line level. Figure 7-13 shows a generic SDH end-to-end connection.

Figure 7-13. SDH End-to-End Connection
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Figure 7-14. SONET End-to-End Connection
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
SONET and SDH carry a comparatively high percentage of overhead in each layer. A detailed
perspectives
description of overheads is beyond the capacity of this book; readers are advised to refer to
SONET/SDH
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or any SONET/SDH
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links books that are available in the market for more
details.
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical
links based on Structure
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Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
The principle of multiplexing SONET and SDH are the same, but the mapping schemes for SONET
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing
Figure 7-15. SONET Multiplexing Structure1 (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
The SDH multiplexing scheme is shown in Figure 7-16. The lower-speed signals are first mapped
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Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt

Figure 7-16. SDH Multiplexing Structure

Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Figure 7-17 shows how a C-4 container is mapped and how an STM-1 signal is formed.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network

Figure 7-17. STM-1 Signal Is Derived by Adding Overheads1

Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
The C-4
container occupies 9 rows and 260 columns. As explained before, VC-4 is obtained by
adding a row of path over head (POH) to C-4 signal. To VC-4 signal, a 9 byte of AU-4 pointer is
amplifier-based
linksoverhead (RSOH and MSOH) is added to AU-4 to get the
addedDesign
to get optical
the AU-4
signal. Transport
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Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR

SONET and SDH Architectures
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
SONET and SDH support linear add/drop and ring architectures, both of which are discussed in
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
detail in this section.
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
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Comprehend
Add/Dropdifferent protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
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how to test and
different parameters
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of measure
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architecture
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7-18.
In this type
systems
of application, traffic between the nodes is carried across multiple nodes that are cascaded in
series. Service traffic can originate and terminate between any nodes in this cascaded chain. The
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
end nodes in this configuration are called terminal nodes, and intermediate nodes are called
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
add/drop nodes (ADM). As bandwidth demand increases, WDM can be added to alleviate the
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
capacity constraints by placing multiple SONET streams on different wavelengths.
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
Figure 7-18. SONET/SDH Linear Architecture over DWDM
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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the routing and protection mechanism. A unidirectional ring carries service traffic in only one
direction (clockwise). In contrast, a bidirectional ring carries service traffic in both a clockwise
(CW) and a counterclockwise (CCW) direction. Furthermore, a path-switched ring protects traffic
based on the conditions of the entire path. (A path is an end-to-end service connection.) A lineswitched ring switches based on the conditions between each pair of node. When an error
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these routing and protection schemes, the following four types of rings have been defined for
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Study various
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an optical fiber
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Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
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Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
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Packet over SONET/SDH (POS)

Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance

Even though SONET/SDH is optimized for efficient transport of voice traffic, its capability to
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
transport high bandwidth data makes it an excellent choice to connect packet (IP) networks at
high speeds.
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
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understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Figure 7-19. PPP in HDLC-Like Framing
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The process of mapping IP into SONET/SDH using PPP is shown in Figure 7-20.
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Figure 7-20. Mapping of IP into SONET/SDH
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
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SONET/SDH frame. The SRP/DPT defines a bit interface to the physical layer (SONET/SDH), and
the bit streams are mapped into the SONET/SDH payload (see Figure 7-24).
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OC-48/STM-16, but OC-192/STM-64 is gaining popularity. The OC-192/STM-64 interface is
deployed on the GSR 12400 series routers.
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Control packet is similar to data packet with extra fields (see Figure 7-26b) like control version,
control type checksum, and control TTL. The control version field indicates the version number
that is associated with the control type. The control type field defines the control message type:
0x01 - Topology discovery, 0x02 - IPS message, and 0x03 - 0xFF - Reserved. Control TTL field is
decremented each time a node relays a control packet. If the node receives a control packet with
TTL
<= 1, it Table
is accepted
but is not relayed (forwarded).
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Figure 7-27. SRP Node Packet Processing
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
SRP
prior toArchitectures
installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

As explained, SRP/DPT can be transported across dark fiber, over SONET/SDH, and over DWDM.
Multiple SRP rings over DWDM are shown in Figure 7-28. DPT can also be deployed in a star
configuration. Here, the physical topology is star, but logically, it's a ring.

Figure 7-28. DPT/SRP over OC 48 DWDM Ring
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

IP over DWDM
SONET/SDH networks are built for voice traffic and cannot handle the bursty nature of the data
traffic. Currently, SONET is used to transport IP such that IP is carried over SONET and finally
over DWDM. If we need QoS, another layer of ATM or MPLS is added between the IP and SONET
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implementation of IP over WDM. Control plane algorithms are being optimized to control chunks
of packets or bursts from ingress to egress nodes over an optical link. Unified control plane and
Optical control plane (UCP and OCP) are being considered as part of the OIF efforts in finding
possible solutions to optical network control and management issues.
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Summary
In this chapter, we considered various protocols over the WDM layer for possible
implementations. We looked at SONET, Ethernet, IP, and RPR as some of the protocols that fit
on the WDM layer. SONET seems to be the most common way to send data, but it comes at a
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Regardless of which protocol is stacked on the WDM layer, the functionality always remains to
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try to achieve the best throughput at the lowest possible cost. It is difficult to compare the
Pub Date: December 13, 2002
different
techniques of transporting data over the WDM layer; each technique has its advantage
ISBN: 1-58705-074-9
and disadvantages.
Keep in mind that except for 10 GE, all the other protocols have been
Pages:prior
368 to the arrival of WDM. This clearly means that none of the protocols are quite
developed
optimized for transport over WDM. What is needed is a good data link or higher protocol that
can successfully map data to the optical layer, keeping in mind the finer points of the optical
layer as well as the truancies played by the optical layer. In terms of costs, SONET is the most
expensive and Ethernet is the least.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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In this chapter, we will discuss some of the new technologies, especially from the net-working
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fiber. Until today, the role of the optical layer has been purely to transport bits across the fiber.
Gradually, this role might change to a more proactive role of packet switching or wavelength
routing (which is already being implemented). In this regard, it is important to understand that
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Different algorithms have been proposed in literature to implement burst-switching heuristics.
Optical burst switching (OBS) is now being muted as a possible deployable technology,
especially with the advances in the signaling of the bursts—MPLS and its optical counterpart GMPLS technologies.
Another interesting technology that is worth mentioning is photonic slot routing (PSR). From the
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Burst Switching
The paradigm of burst switching is not new to the routing and forwarding phenomenon in the
Internet. Burst switching's application to optical networks was proposed effectively by Chunming
Qiao from the University of SUNY Buffalo.
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and regeneration at the intermediate core routers. This means that the burst goes through the
network cutting through the intermediate core nodes, with the core nodes quite oblivious to the
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data in the bursts as it goes through the nodes. The protocol that actually enables burst
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does so by assuming a control channel that carries control information for every
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Obviously, the control information precedes the burst so that the intermediate node's switches
are configured to pass the burst through. The main idea behind burst switching is to keep the
data in an optical domain throughout the physical layer and avoid expensive opto-electronic
conversion and regeneration.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Burst-Switched Netw ork Algorithms
The following are some important burst-switched network algorithms: Just Enough Time (JET),
Tell and Go (TAG), and Reserve for a Fixed Duration (RFD).
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can also be viewed as a short lightpath-established network, where bursts can be considered as
lightpaths for a short duration. The main problem in packet switching at the optical layer is the
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In burst switching, we can view the system comprising two different types of channels: a high
bit-rate data channel and a low bit-rate control channel. Bursts are aggregated at the edges of a
network, and a burst that is destined for a particular destination node is transmitted as
explained in the following paragraph.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
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Tell and Go protocol or simply TAG. A burst header that contained the burst heuristics, such as
burst size, burst rate, and destination, was transmitted on the control channel. After a brief
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
delay, the main burst was transmitted on the data channel. Note that no acknowledgement took
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
place after the control packet's success in reserving the resources along the path. This often led
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
to bursts being dropped at intermediate nodes due to contention. The TAG protocol was simple
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
and easy to implement.
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
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the

time difference between sending the control packet and actually sending the burst. In other
words, it is the mean time required for the control packet to be sent en route to the destination
and for the resources to be allocated correctly. Although, it should be noted that this is static
because there is no acknowledgment that proclaims successful reservation of resources.
Delayed reservation, on the other hand, signifies the time from where resources (namely,
bandwidth and switch configuration) are set to the time that they are de-allocated. Delayed
reservation initiates resource allocation by optimizing the time the burst is sent to the time the
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Figure 8-1. The Working of the JET Algorithm1
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Working of the JET Algorithm
Consider the Just Enough Time algorithm, which is depicted in Figure 8-1. We consider a threehop path from source to destination. Upon the arrival of a burst at the source node (node 1), a
control packet is sent to the destination node (node 4) en route to nodes 2 and 3. If the
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Equation 8-1
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MPLS and Burst Switching
The multiprotocol label switching approach was ceremoniously touted by several research groups
for handling of bursty data traffic at efficient routers. The approach was simple in the sense that
data packets were coagulated into larger packets and labels were given to such packets, which
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Photonic Slot Routing
A new technique, which tends to bridge the gap between packet switching and lightpath circuit
switching, is photonic slot routing (PSR)2. Optical packet switching is difficult to implement in
today's networks because current technology is not mature enough. A typical WDM network
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Typically, we would envision fixed-length packets, but with bit stuffing, variable-length packets
can be used as well. A node, which gets an empty slot, puts its packets on the subslots at
different wavelengths and sends the photonic slot through the network. An intermediate node
can use some of the remaining vacant subslots. The key here is that the photonic slot terminates
at some given node. Therefore, PSR can be termed destination-based slot assembly. The main
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switched to the same output port, thus overlapping each other to form a single slot. This
can happen only when the subslots are compatible. In other words, no two subslots on the
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Contention Resolution Using Delay Lines
In an all-optical packet networks, the fundamental problems are contention of resources,
signaling, and synchronization of all-optical packets (time slots). Contention occurs when
multiple optical packets that arrive on different fibers or wavelengths try to access one or more
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One possible way to surmount this issue in a packetized optical network is to use the concept3 of
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to reduce this contention, consists of optical 2 x 2 switches (reconfigurable) and delay lines for
optically storing the contenting packets. The 2 x 2 switch is reconfigurable on a packet-by-packet
basis. The switching operations are controlled by local nodes, whereas signaling is achieved
through in-band or out-of-band methods, depending on the implementation. Figure 8-3 shows a
two-stage SDL structure.
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40 Gbps Systems
Currently, the most talked about cutting-edge technology under development is 40 Gbps. Even
though the cost savings of 40 Gbps systems is not clear, it is anticipated that as the bandwidth
demand increases, this will become a viable alternative. Many technical challenges need to be
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at and above 10 Gbps speeds. PMD compensations are expensive and challenging in 40 Gbps
transmission systems. (Impairment changes due to PMD over a short distance are
unpredictable.) The main issues in 40 Gbps transmission is optical impairments. The exponential
rise of these impairments beyond 10 Gbps speeds creates massive problems for 40Gbps
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Figure 8-5. NRZ and RZ
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based design are challenging at 10 Gbps and even harder at 40 Gbps. With the RZ format,
dispersion is less likely to cause an RZ pulse to interfere with subsequent pulses. In addition,
clock recovery is simplified due to the strong spectral content at the given line rate. Soliton is a
type of RZ signal that takes advantage of fiber nonlinearity to counteract the effects of
dispersion. It can be considered a shape-preserving pulse, whose shape is retained despite going
through a fiber line.
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Resource Reservation Protocol and Traffic Engineering
in the Optical Layer
As we know, IP traffic is essentially best effort; packets (IP) do not always arrive in a systematic
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is particularly useful in Voice over IP (VOIP), in which hearing a word out of order makes it
nonsensical. Imagine if the speaker at one end says "Hello there" and the speaker at the other
end hears "There hello." QoS plays an important role in the network.

Broadcasting or multicasting is also becoming an important function in today's Internet, with
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Optical Cross-Connect Technology
As networks grow in size and capacity, it becomes increasingly difficult to keep converting data
back and forth from the electrical to the optical domain. Therefore, all-optical networks (AON)
have been envisioned as the future of today's Internet. To facilitate an AON, individual nodal
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HORNET: (Hybrid Opto-Electronic Ring Network)
Hybrid Opto-Electronic Ring Network (HORNET)6 is a joint effort between the optical
communication research laboratory at Stanford University and Sprint Advance Technology
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Figure 8-6. HORNET Architecture6
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Figure 8-7. Schematic of a HORNET Access Point6
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Burst-Mode Receivers
Conventional receivers are not suitable for burst-mode operations in all-optical multiaccess
networks because they cannot instantaneously handle the phase and power variations in the
arriving packets. Due to fiber attenuation and dispersion caused by variation of transmitter
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Two fundamental issues that degrade the performance of BER in a burst-mode receiver are
random Gaussian noise and the limitation in the finite charging/discharging time of the detection
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We can use burst-mode receivers in a variety of applications such as all-optical multiaccess
networks, passive optical networks (PONs), and in a wide range of network topologies. The
requirements for these applications are a large dynamic range, fast response time, and robust
architecture to improve network reliability.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
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Vision of an Optical Internet
The future of the Internet can be visualized as a network of networks that is built on various
cores, edges, and individual networks composed of optical and wireless technologies. The
skeleton of the Internet—the backbone—would in all possibility be composed of a high
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The optical Internet should have efficient protocols for data transfer. Gigabit and 10 Gigabit
Ethernet (GE) are two important protocols that we can consider for direct IP over WDM
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GMPLS to a great extent would mean an overlaying control plane that facilitates
communication between network elements. Setting up and tearing down lightpaths dynamically
would be its primary function. This can be extended to packet switching, whereby optical packets
can be switched and routed by some kind of out-of-band signaling. Although burst switching is a
promising paradigm, no architectures currently supports the same.
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Self-Similarity in Internet Traffic and Its Effect on Optical
Networks
Conventional network modelers assumed that data traffic was Poisson or exponential in nature.
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Self-Similarity, in contrast, is a natural phenomenon that occurs in many social systems. SelfSimilarity can be characterized by the long-range dependence of some abstract portion of a
network statistics with the same abstract portion of the network statistics magnified over a
period of time. In other words, if we were to consider the arrival process of packets over a small
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
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Second-order self-similarity ensures that the process is preserved under various conditions of
time aggregation. Hurst parameter can be considered as the governing factor that determines
the degree of burstiness accorded to a particular traffic flow. H = 0.5 means nonbursty or
Poisson flow as H 1 (H tends to 1) the level of burstiness increases.
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Long-Range Dependence

The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
Consider a second-order Self-Similar process with the autocovariance function
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need.
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technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
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whose distribution function is given by Equation 8-10.
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InEquation 8-10,
(alpha) is the shape parameter and b is the location parameter. The mean
is given
by
Equation
8-11.
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A more detailed study of IP over WDM from a Self-Similar traffic point of view is necessary for
Design
optical
links based
on OSNRoptical networks for the future.
building
scalable,
efficient,
and resilient
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Transparent Optical Networks
As networks grow and the amount of data that is pumped into the networks reaches new highs,
it will become more difficult to provision, manage, and support such volumes of traffic. A
lightpath can be envisioned to move across multiple networks and multiple topologies from one
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O-E-O conversions at various network elements.
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optical signal cannot go on endlessly; there is a limit after which this signal cannot be accepted
(detected correctly). Therefore, we have to do a reshape, retime, and reamplify (3R) this signal
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3-R device (digital cross connect) which can multiplex the 32 OC-3s into just 2 OC 48s on 2
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book on
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
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the
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maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Summary
In this chapter, we looked at some of the future trends that will affect WDM networking.
Although it is almost impossible to cover each area of research, we highlighted some of the
areas that affect WDM networking. In this regard, technologies that can set the future of optical
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of Contents
communication,
as burst switching and slot routing, were mentioned. We also mentioned
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some research projects that look at feasible methods to translate circuit-switched networks of
DWDM
Designs and Engineering
today Network
to packet-switched
networks Solutions
of tomorrow. HORNET in this regard can be viewed as a
technology
demonstrator.
By
Ashwin Gumaste
, Tony AntonyOptical burstmode receiver technology is another emerging technology
for tomorrow's WDM packet switched application.
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The impact on network protocols for traffic engineering (such as RSVP for providing QoS to
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traffic)
and its impact to optical networks is both interesting and intriguing. The revelation that
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Internet
traffic
is not adhering to Poisson distribution but is Self-Similar makes traffic
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engineering
over WDM that much more important now. The migration from lightpath networking
to packet switching will not be an easy migration. Migratory technologies will become more
common. Photonic slot routing is one such candidate that removes the constraint of wavelength
selective switches. The final vision is to have a multiwavelength optical network that can provide
packet switching, good reconfiguration, and massive capacity on an entirely transparent core.
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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Chapter 9. Tests and Measurements
A typical optical fiber network is composed of many passive and active components working in
conjunction to form a complete communication system. The performance characteristic of each
component
(subsystem)
affects the total performance of the entire system. To effectively design
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fiber
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system engineers need to know the exact characteristics of the
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attenuation
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dispersion
characteristics of a fiber change during the installation
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phase, and they also limit the maximum distance and bandwidth of the fiber. Measuring these
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parameters and testing for conformance is crucial during the manufacturing, installation, and
maintenance phases. Cracks in fiber can degrade the overall performance, whereas breaks in the
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While designing a fiber, a fiber cable vendor is interested in measuring properties such as core
and cladding diameters, refractive index profile, fiber attenuation, dispersion, and cut-off
wavelength, among others. Most of these parameters do not change during the handling or
installation phase.
A comprehensive
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System
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in contrast,
arenetwork
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in dispersion,
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launch power, receiver
sensitivity, amplifier gain, and so on. (Fiber characteristics such as dispersion and attenuation
change slightly during the installation phase.) Therefore, the test and measurement
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Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
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perspectives
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how to design
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be tested for performance or conformance analysis.
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need.
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the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
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understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
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book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies
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an optical fiber
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Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
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receiver
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Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
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Design optical amplifier-based links
deviation
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
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Design
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performance
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Understand
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power
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systems
automatic balancing control (ABC) and automatic loss control (ALC). The following section
discusses how these measurements are made and what equipment is used to test these
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
specifications.
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Test and Measuring Devices
Basic test equipment to test power, dispersion, OSNR, and other spectral content is necessary
for installing and maintaining a WDM network. The recommended basic test equipment includes
optical power meters, attenuators, optical spectrum analyzers (OSAs), and optical time domain
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This equipment helps the installation team troubleshoot and complete
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installer might need variable attenuators, power meters, tunable lasers, BER analyzers, and
polarization
analyzers in his tool belt for ongoing maintenance.
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An optical power meter is a vital tool for measuring absolute power in an optical fiber
communication system. Power measurement is one of the most basic fiber-optic measurements.
It accounts for loss measurements along with the power variations of the transmitter (source) or
at the receiver end. Optical power meters typically use semiconductor photodetectors such as
A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Silicon (Si), Germanium (Ge), or Indium Gallium Arsenide (InGaAs) depending on the
application wavelength.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
Si detectors
arefiber
used in the 850 nm regions, whereas Ge and InGaAs detectors are typically used
an optical
in the 1310 and 1550 nm regions due to the typical responsivity of these detectors in these
regions.
InGaAs
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of Ge detectors and better noise
Design
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components
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that is administrated
by NIST.
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Learn
about the effects
noise in signal
propagation,
especially from
OSNR
and BER is
done perspectives
at 850, 1310, and 1550 nm regions.) A handheld optical power meter from Agilent
technologies is shown in figure 9-2.
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget

Figure 9-2. Optical Power Meter (Reproduced with Permission,
Courtesy of Agilent Technologies, Inc.)

Design optical links based on OSNR

Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Attenuators (for Testing Applications)
Signal power launched from transmitters is usually high and needs to be attenuated before
plugging into analyzers to prevent damage. Attenuators come in several form factors, with size
varying from small handheld to large desktops. Variable attenuators with variable ranges (up to
60 dB) are available and are ideal for most applications. The wavelength (band) of typical
operations is 1310 and 1550 nm.
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Figure 9-3. Schematic Diagram of a Variable Optical Attenuator with
Constant Output
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A typical optical attenuator from Agilent is shown in Figure 9-4.
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Figure 9-4. A Handheld Optical Attenuator, Agilent N3977A
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Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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Laser Sources
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Tunable Lasers
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measured interference. They are typically used for direct coherence length measurements.

Operation of a Spectrum Analyzer
The signal is first passed through a tunable filter (grating based or interferometer based), which
resolves the signal into individual spectral components (see Figure 9-7).
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Figure 9-7. Block Diagram of a Typical Spectrum Analyzer (Reproduced
with Permission, Courtesy of Agilent Technologies, Inc.)
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Figure 9-9. Diffraction Grating-Based Optical Spectrum (Reproduced
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Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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book
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wavelength selection scheme called double pass monochromator to increase the dynamic range
and sensitivity. A typical spectrum analyzer from Agilent (model 8614xB) is shown in Figure 910. Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network

Figure 9-10. Agilent 8614xB Family of Optical Spectrum Analyzers
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
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wavelengths. To determine loss and estimated length, an OTDR uses the technique of
backscattering.

How OTDR Works
Anevent is a term that identifies any abnormalities in the fiber, including cracks, connectors,
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
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Figure 9-11. OTDR Trace

Design optical amplifier-based links

Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
From the trace in Figure 9-11, we can see a small level of attenuation and strong reflection at

the beginning and at the end of a fiber. A break in the fiber has a low reflectance; therefore, the
trace data drops to the noise level. Connectors within a link cause attenuation and reflectance; a
mechanical splice has a similar characteristic as that of a connector, but the loss and reflectivity
are much less. In a fusion splice, only loss can be detected. Sometimes a splice exhibits a gain,
and in that case, it is important to test the fiber from the other side. Bends can also be identified
using OTDR, as explained in Chapter 1, "Introduction to Optical Networking." Macro-bend has
higher attenuation at higher wavelengths. Using two different wavelengths, it is possible to
isolate
macroTable
bends.
Cracks produce reflection and loss. The loss due to a crack is high
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Figure 9-12. OTDR (Reproduced with Permission, Courtesy of Agilent
Technologies, Inc.)
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where, A* denotes the complex conjugate of A.
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Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance

Figure
9-13. Polarization
Ellipse
Understand and design
nodal architectures
for different classification
of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
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technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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Equation 9-15

Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a
real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Equation
9-16
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
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different
protocols
for transport
ofin
data
over the
DWDM layer
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to the Stokes
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as shown
Equations
9-17–9-19.
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems9-17
Equation
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
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new technology
Equation
9-18 to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
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Polarization (P) is shown in Equation 9-21.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in

Equation
9-21
an optical
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Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
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optical
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P canDesign
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tracing out a sphere as the boundaries of P with radius
S0. This sphere is called the Poincare' Sphere and is shown in Figure 9-14. The equator
Learn linear
how topolarization,
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links based
on power
budget
represents
whereas
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and South
Poles represent right and left
polarization. Points within the Northern hemisphere represent right-elliptical polarization, and
Design optical links based on OSNR
points within the Southern hemisphere represent left-elliptical polarization.
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance

Figure 9-14. Poincare' Sphere
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
PDL
PMD Measurement
prior and
to installation
to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

Polarization dependent loss can be defined as the difference in the maximum and minimum
variation in loss (transmission/insertion) of an optical device over all states of polarization (SOP)
and is expressed in dB.
A typical PDL for an optical connector is less than .05 dB and varies from component to
component. The complete polarization characterization of optical signals and components can be
accomplished using a polarization analyzer.
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Characterization of a WDM Multiplexer/Demultiplexer
and Optical Add/Drop Unit
The main terms that describe the performance of optical passive components are discussed here.
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This is the wavelength measure at the output of an optical device with
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the minimum loss between the input and output (refer to Figure 9-17).

Figure 9-17. (a) Peak Wavelength (b) Pass Band
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Cross-talk— This specifies how much power is received from the adjacent channels (both
left and right channels). It is the worst-case difference between the minimum inband power
of the channel under test into an adjacent channel passband and the maximum insertion
loss within the passband of the channel under test.
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Return loss— This refers to the portion of the original input power that is reflected back. It
is the ratio of the incident power and the reflected power and can also depend on the
wavelength.
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PDL— This is the difference in the maximum and minimum variation in loss
(transmission/insertion) of an optical device over all SOPs and is expressed in decibels. PDL
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for complex structures in an optical network. WDM networks require passive components to
couple and decouple channels. The properties of interest in passive component testing are
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as communication
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insertion
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wavelength
dependence.
Following is in
an
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A broadband
source with low spontaneous emission can be used instead of tunable lasers in this test case.
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
Figure 9-18. Testing WDM Mux
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understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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EDFA Testing
To qualify an EDFA or any other optical amplifier, it is important to know how well it performs as
a booster amplifier (high power) or as a preamplifier (low noise). Standard tests include the
following measurements:
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OSNR values in multiwavelength applications. Different noise figure (NF) measurement
techniques are introduced, each having its own advantage. The most common procedures used
today are interpolated source subtraction (ISS) and time-domain extinction (TDE).
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Interpolated Source Subtraction (ISS)
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to measure the ASE level directly. In interpolation, we determine the ASE of the amplifier by
measuring the total spontaneous emission at a wavelength just above and just below each signal
and evaluate
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components
a DWDM network
(ASE-Design
and ASE+,
as in Figure
9-19),
and then in
interpolating
to determine the level at each
wavelength. A two-point linear interpolation was used previously for measurement purposes. We
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
can use four-point quadratic interpolation or curve-fitting algorithms for greater accuracy. The
perspectives
ISS method is used to test or characterize the amplifiers in different WDM applications (see
Figure 9-19).
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A typical test setup is shown in Figure 9-22.
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(Reproduced with Permission, Courtesy of Agilent Technologies, Inc.)
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systems
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Noise Gain Profile
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Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
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Design optical amplifier-based links

Figure 9-23. Noise Gain Measured at Amplifier Output
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Optical Waveform Analysis
An eye pattern technique is used to analyze signals and verify that the signals have enough
quality to support the communication system. This method has long been used in digital copper
transmission systems to evaluate performance. The same technique is used now in optical
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000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, and 111 (see Figure 9-25). If we superimpose all the
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Figure 9-25. Formation of Eye Diagram
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A typical setup for measuring eye pattern is shown in Figure 9-27. In this setup, the method of
triggering
an analyzer has an impact on how the data will be displayed. The ideal approach is to
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edge of
the signal. In the eye diagram, this is shown as the thickness (spread) of the crossing
point. (In the photonic layer, jitter accumulation is not a primary verification parameter as
compared to the SONET/SDH and Gigabit [Layer 2] verifications.)
To measure optical signals and to display the eye diagram, an optical-to-electrical conversion is
needed.
Such a device
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of implementation
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Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
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It is difficult to measure a numerical value that can describe the openness of the eye diagram. A
process called eye-mask testing is used instead to test the openness of the eye. An eye mask is a
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
collection of polygons that represents where the eye waveform cannot exist (see Figure 9-28).
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
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technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
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Figure 9-28. Polygons in Eye Masking
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close approximation of the response of a Gaussian filter. (Gaussian response yields minimum
distortion of the waveform.) A communication analyzer from Agilent is show in Figure 9-29. It
can be used for eye mask analysis and eye pattern testing.
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Figure 9-29. Digital Communication Analyzer (Reproduced with
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of Agilent
Technologies,
Inc.)
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Equation
The demand 9-23
for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
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pattern generator generates random patterns by using a PRBS generator. It is important to use
specific known patterns so that the pattern generator can easily verify whether the device under
test correctly transports the data. The pattern generator also provides control over test signal
characteristics such as waveform amplitude and shape.
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The error-detection circuit verifies that each bit sent through the device under test has been
correctly received. The error detector and the signal pattern are synchronized and compared bit
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Complete WDM End-to-End Testing
A complete point-to-point DWDM system that includes the transport units,
multiplexer/demultiplexer, EDFA, and cables is shown in Figure 9-32. The testing of this system
ensures that the whole system works and conforms with margin requirements (based on system
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Provisioning Test
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
The following procedure simulates the provisioning exercise to verify whether the system is
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
behaving according to the specifications:
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new
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Measure the tilt, power level, and OSNR using an OSA as each channel is configured.

Repeat this process until all wavelengths are operational.
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Check the BER performance

Repeat until the system margins have been verified (BER vs. OSNR).
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Summary
In this chapter, we outlined the need for testing and the methods to measure different
parameters in a generic optical network. The major issues such as attenuation, power
measurements, dispersion, PMD measurements, and BER were extensively discussed in this
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This chapter
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WDM end-to-end
testing. We discussed WDM component testing for
both
passive
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active
components.
We
also
explained
testing methodologies, the underlying
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theories, and the technologies involved. Special attention was paid to dispersion measurement
using a Poincare' sphere because dispersion is a big hurdle in deployment of high bit rate (10
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Gbps and beyond) long-haul (1000 km and beyond) WDM transmission links.
Pub Date: December 13, 2002
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368
parameters. Much of the equipment used for tests and measurements
comes from Agilent, who helped us prepare for the test scenarios. Most of the instruments are
generic, but for better understanding, we worked closely with Agilent to provide more of the
details. Emphasis was given to optical spectrum analyzers (OSAs) and power meters, which are
essential for measurements in WDM networks.
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Chapter 10. Simulations of WDM Systems
This chapter discusses the basic aspects of simulation in WDM networks. It is intended to add
practical impetus to the theories explained in the rest of the text. Much of this chapter focuses on
running
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Need for Simulation
When a network design is sketched-out for the first time, many issues might require further
optimization. One of the most important tools for designing and optimizing networks is
simulation. Simulation uses interconnected mathematical models of components to predict the
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The simulation of optical fiber links has only become commonplace over the past five years1.
This is partly because researchers, who calculated conservative design rules that guaranteed the
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submarine systems, for far longer. These systems were costly to prototype and operated as state
of the art; saving design effort and lowering risk by simulations was well worth the effort.
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Inside the CD-ROM in This Book
VPIphotonics has created applications demos for its WDM systems simulator,
VPItransmissionMakerWDM, to go with this book. These cover metro ring and long-haul design
issues. A brief description of each demo is provided in the Case Studies section of this chapter.
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Standalone Versus Collaborative Design Tools
Standalone photonic computer-aided design tools cannot support the management of design
data among the many complementary-skilled engineers necessary to design a complex system.
Therefore, regardless of the best efforts of the individual who is using the tool, the overall design
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VPItransmissionMaker Simulation Technology
VPItransmissionMaker is designed for almost all physical layer simulation tasks. This flexibility is
possible because of the graphical user interface, shown in Figure 10-2. This software has
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Figure 10-4 shows some of the interconnected decisions that need to be made when designing a
link. Obviously, many complex multivalued optimizations must be performed. The following
sections show some examples of design refinement that can be performed using
VPItransmissionMaker. The CD-ROM provides more than 200 examples, and the possibilities are
infinite, given the permutations of hundreds of modules and parameters that can be created. You
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Signal-to-Noise Simulation
The optimum information-carrying performance of a long-haul saturated amplifier link is
obtained when the signal-to-noise ratios are equalized over all the channels. Figure 10-5 shows
the schematic of a 16-channel WDM system with a chain of six amplifiers, three sections of
dispersion-compensating fibers (DCFs), and two spans of single-mode fiber (SMF). The
amplifiers have no gain equalization, so they suffer from a large spectral ripple. The object of
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Optical Cross-Talk
You can use photonic simulation to assess the performance of optical cross-connects (switches)
within systems. Of particular interest is optical crosstalk, which can severely limit the number of
optical
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Figure 10-8. Simulation to Assess Coherent and Incoherent Cross-Talk
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fiber coupled to the dispersion in the fiber 6. This means that the nonlinearity induces a powerdependent phase shift on the pulse, following the pulse envelope, which is translated to a change
in pulse shape due to the effect of fiber dispersion. In other words, a certain amount of
nonlinearity is useful in sharpening pulses. However, in link designs that use lengths of oppositedispersion fiber (to gain an overall dispersion close to 0), the powers into the fiber lengths are
critical. This presents a complex optimization problem.
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Case Studies
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modeled by a Gaussian filter. An optical amplifier is placed every 100 km to compensate for
losses from the fiber and the OADMs. A single channel out of many WDM channels is simulated
to show the intrachannel degradation mechanisms.

Figure 10-16. Simulation of a Metro Ring Running at 2.5 Gbps
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for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
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continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
effect onon
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Network Designs
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the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
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DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
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Learn
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how to design optical links based on power budget

breakthroughs in fiber-optic network layer technology

Design optical links based on OSNR
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Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt

Brillouin gain

broadband light sources

Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
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and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
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bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
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that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
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need.
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Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
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the new
technology
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your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
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DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions
ByAshwin Gumaste , Tony Antony

Publisher: Cisco Press
Pub Date: December 13, 2002
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Pages: 368

A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
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technology
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signals to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding
of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
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design and implementation solutions.
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cutoff condition 2nd
cylindrical geometry

Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber

PMD 2nd

Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
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on
Fast Ethernetthe Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology
that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
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need.
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Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
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the new
technology
to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
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understanding
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
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DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber

Fabry Perot Cavity filters 2nd
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Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
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need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
future
of optical
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technologies
reliance
on the
Internet
continue
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
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Design optical links based on OSNR
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Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
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Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
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velocity dispersion)
Understand
and design

nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks

Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
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IP (Internet Protocol)
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Design optical links based on OSNR
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Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt

IP over WDM
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Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance

IPS (intelligent protection switching)
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Understand
and design

nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
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for transport of data over the DWDM layer
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Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
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Thestandards
demand
ITU

for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance
onnetwork-related
the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
metro core
technology
that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
ITU-grid
wavelengths
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
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an optical fiber
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The demand

for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
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Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
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The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
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Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
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Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber

nonlinear phase shift 2nd

Schr dinger's nonlinear propagation
pumps Design

and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network

Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber

constraints on maximizing throughput 2nd
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Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
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Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
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Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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systems

The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and
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A comprehensive book on DWDM network design and implementation solutions.
Study various optical communication principles as well as communication methodologies in
an optical fiber
Design and evaluate optical components in a DWDM network
Learn about the effects of noise in signal propagation, especially from OSNR and BER
perspectives
Design optical amplifier-based links
Learn how to design optical links based on power budget
Design optical links based on OSNR
Design a real DWDM network with impairment due to OSNR, dispersion, and gain tilt
Classify and design DWDM networks based on size and performance
Understand and design nodal architectures for different classification of DWDM networks
Comprehend different protocols for transport of data over the DWDM layer
Learn how to test and measure different parameters in DWDM networks and optical
systems
The demand for Internet bandwidth grows as new applications, new technologies, and increased
reliance on the Internet continue to rise. Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is one
technology that allows networks to gain significant amounts of bandwidth to handle this growing
need. DWDM Network Designs and Engineering Solutions shows you how to take advantage of
the new technology to satisfy your network's bandwidth needs. It begins by providing an
understanding of DWDM technology and then goes on to teach the design, implementation, and
maintenance of DWDM in a network. You will gain an understanding of how to analyze designs
prior to installation to measure the impact that the technology will have on your bandwidth and

